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PRO C E 1 I r .  

rhIi,.AI RMAT- , J II: Please con, o or-,icer.  

-7il1e panel R tLM wins ? 

?1P. TROSTMf : Yes, sir.  

.1Whereudon, 

I,NNE'TIT L. '\RCELLUS 

MA. "op S. i"AY 
P ... R. " AT B LL 

AL L R N q S % y 

JJTiI P. LA:'7LTE1, 

and 

JAii;S T. 1 11c , 

rcsumed1 the stand on behalf of t - an: a, 

previously duly sworn, were exaurimind and. .4-: ..... .  

as fol11ovs: 

C.AIIAN JENSCIT: I believe at thCeil-p-.  

yesterday we had just identified Lictansee-s Ehibit .  

nid you desire to put forth a little foundation , 

d ocur.ent ? 

I wonder i f someone wilI remove , -.3 

I-Till you proceed, Licensee? 

-R. FIDL-L: Yes,, sir.  

DITErr EXA :MN!ATON 

13Y MR. IPDELL: 

0 T)r. flay and Dr, Catpbell, referrint r s.c', 

Exhibit OT-2 for idlentificati--n, NTFpo-t on Raelative

S- . 7. . 77- ., 77 ' 
--.- ,-......
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Contribution of Hudson. River Striped P.ass to the Atlantic 

Coaztal Fishery," was this prepared under your gencral di

rection and supervision? 

{Document. handed to the witnesses.) 

A. (Witness ?qa,) Yes, it was.  

A. (itness Camp]el!) Yes, sir.  

. )yre you, familiar- with the contents f it? 

-, itnc.ss May) Yes.  

C .re you also farliliar with the .--an, ry ,zh ,h 

data F.nd anailysis in this document were developed? 

Iitness M'ay) Yes, sir.  

i.Ln~e~~~ 1) Ye s.  

Are the contents true and corr- ect to the best of 

your -znovledqe and belief? 

(1,itness May) To the best of my know edqe, yes.  

* (Witness' Campell) Yes, sir.  

0 Thank you very much.  
iP. F'IDJELL; Mr, Chairman, we requez that this 

docum.nt be admitted into evidence as Licnnsee s ;xh. t t ,a-2 

and the wor.s "for identification" he deleted.  

MS. C7TSIS: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to object to 

the introduction of the accompanying letter. I have no objec

tion to the introduction of the reportt, but in that :'eetter 

itl's stated thnt the adjustments have been made and we have 

absolitely no support for those figures.

.:.... --.. . . . . ........._... ... .. . ... . .. 7 
.7 ;'. ,,.
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I think that the exhibit .3hould ccr-,e in without 

that le t te-4 Mr 

C1, TTi %I JENSCH: I take it tk.e offer doesn t 

include the letter. It could be rem oved and the documentn 

could h e received alone, is that correct? 

. P. FIDELL: Yes, sir , we have no objection to 

withholding the letter.  

CITAI ? AN JENSCH: I wonder if I couOud just irs t 

ask a question or two about some of this Zin! omatl-t n? Perhaps 

it's apparent in the document, but maybe you can hi . e on 

this.  

ITM 4 was this prepared? WIhere wz-it tim dt t pre

cured, f ro what source-' Is this part of th borahor, . r

over here on the Hudson? 

WIT ESS MAY: You're talking about tha ra-or.;

r. Jens ch? 

cOAIRMI JENSC- Yes.  

;ITN1SS ,MAY: All right.  

The fish were taken from the HIudson .:.: :-r7 

the Chesapeake area,. and from 'the Roanoke in 1975 f or 

spawning stock.  

The fish for '74, .e took it only .ci tho 

Chesapeake and the Hudson iver. The Roanoke was added.  

This was for the spawning stock, which was a prior report 

to this,

'Ii 

U 
Ii 

'It.  

0

7- 7,
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I For the cormercial and.'sports catch from, the 

A: ! Ata-;tic Ocean, they were taken from tho strata that are 

3 shcwn or are in there in the f igure that lays out the ap 
4 Cf the coast; and samples were taken from each one of those 

5 areas that are, shown.  

6 They were taken on a different time, 2-month 

7 intervals. Each area was visited during the 2-month interval, 

8 or six periods.  

91 : CTAIM4AN JEITSCI-: Was this done under your super

10 visicn and direction? 

| IT1T7ESS MAY: Yes, under my supervision.  
22 ':- CIIAIR4AN JENSCII: What was that direction? 

13 1ITN TSS ?4AY: Sir? 

14 CIfAIRMAN JrNSCII: W'hat- direction did you aive for 

15 ithe accumulation of data? 

WTiITN'ESS' MAY: Okay.  

17 I am responsible as Technical Director for the 17 

8- nrcgram to execute the scope of work that we had to do this 

19 job.  

zo i CIIATRMAN J1ENSCII: What did you direct the people 

21 to do who collected the data? 

wITUESS MAY: What did we direct: then to do? 

M. CIAIRM.AN F.NSCf- Yes.  

WITNESS MAY: We directed them to go into the 

I field to obtain the sanples, to make the measureents, of course
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t-hen takinr the data from those measurnements and so 2orth 

to develop the analyses that were usedl to ciis'ifv these

fish.  
CLYI MAN JENSCIt: I haven: 'jgne C .-- ,U th.  

great' eletail, but- w..ere there cdta. i-rot IbaIie1 

is. "sport landing,? a 

WTqTNESS rWY: There are data. T he z arL, fish f , :a 

i.ere taken fom sports fishe'T1en. There ! .ish t'E-i,-t-e2Z

-:aken 1rom commercial catches. Then !h0re a:::a a Hs 

data from 1973 and 1974 from catch records: 110.C thcJ , 

used to determine the L.formation -to use to " 

were used to evaluate the contribution to te cc,zi.i 

catch, but the actual raw data that was use 

were taken, in the case of tha Atlanti f1_ r _; 4 ,r1m ;c, z

fisheriaen and from comuercial fishermen a d i ;inv 
taken by TI personnel. also, in terms of they ac-h _ I a.-,4: 

them.  

CHAIR ANh JENSCH: 'I dont kno that. -i 

,stand your term "classify." You say -these c=;h .

not used for the analysis used in classifying. ; kt ce- th'; 

mean? 

WI"1TESS MAY: We want to be abe a --- o_'' 

i origin of the fish from known spaw-ning rivers so thai; we caA 

look at the fish taken from the oczan and say t1at thi s 

came from. the Hudson, it came fri t-he Chesap . o- it -,...

77
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W1ITNESS MAY.- Yes, air, 

CHAIRMAN JEESCH.: Because of what? 

WITNESS MAY: Because of the cornha-ticit o*2 ie vaUure

ments that were miade on those fish.: 

CHIAIRMAN MJENSCH:. Measurements Of what? 

INESS MAY: Measurements of such thinc..s as the 

number of scalea alonq the lateral line of the Zish, h 

numiber of rays in the f ins, the ratio of the -distance or the

.4 1 
6 

713 

14 

125 

I13
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~ror the R~anoke., 

in nrder. tootht we nave to detr-jn those 

tchar,- cteri :;tics that will allow us t-o separate the Piuds03i 

Rive.-, the Chestapeake and the Roanoke fish.  

To, do. that-,; we have .to take -the f ish Efrom thosae 

ico..!areaa and evaluate thei,_ measure tham, to. de te r-adne i _

in f act we can distinguish betw,.een those rvrsouarce-s.  

This work was-initiated in 1974. A.- that ti~We 

conc3.uded_ that we cou.ld Separate 

01IIARMAN JEN~SCfl: W,-hat data did you have to cojn

clude that you could separate? 

Wr-INSS 11AY: From f ish that ae ct ua 11. too!kz f-row 

those rivers ourselves, that we wentou annt ~ol~th: 

fish and mz.de- the measuraen-ns on them-.  

CHA IRM4W JENS CII: Is .the stri ped bazs : ror- th 

Chesapeake distinctly different from the Strip ed bass J'nth 

Hudqcn River?

20 

211 

2Z 

23 

24 

25
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bit 7 1 meaisrement f rom the Kocus of the sca"e to the, f! rst annulus 

2 and fron t~ie focus to the s i.c on ( a nn u 1. U 3 rati;o a, 

3 inte rnos ra. measurement to the snou±t lenai-h, ti n P of thi 

4 sort were used to be ab2.e- to detorraire the actthat 0ioze73! 

5 are in f act distinguishable c tacI-estC 

bItfs much like looking at blocd t yp a-nd color of 
hair for tiallifln epeaarqnasne Th'ere are cer"tain 

K 3 characteristics that we.'re able to -. sa.  

CIT1AIRAN WENSCIT: And you say tha- *a Chesappeake 

trpd aswodhave a different nu n-hcr o S a a-i ce 

- fjratics would be- diffOe tent that you n a n - -i an..5x i n~t 

12 River. stri-ned bass? 

13 ~~ITESS M4AY: In the simpest- fer ,i oi thj-at a 

14 ment, ye:;, sir.

15CIAIPMAN JENSCII: is that a wl-ro 4 iz -:ea~ 

1116 of distinct-ion? 

1771TNESS M4Y; It- has been sed by Silia a i n 

18 who, have done some uroel with 3 t r ped b Ct r-s.  

19 discriminant charactera have been use-d 13-F poer -p 2 

20 salmon, for silversidas and a nur±: r of. othier fish. It s 

21Ialso true for a n-umber of other organisms.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCHT: This oport landiij, as i zr 

S stand the poesafellow gcos cut ina beat axii &oes ocome 

24 trolling or whatever they-do to pic. up th zt*21,-z~d blaoss 

21Do you expect him to turn the data in to Vou, or do you get 

25

77 7-7
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blt 8 1. the fish? re you on the dock when they come in and scoop 

2 it o.t? IoW do, you take the fish? 

* 31 WITNESS I4AY: We purchase the fish. lTO':T I t me ~Id 

4 1 make it clear that in the case of fish that we use for de

5 termining the characteristics by which we .separated the S tcVs 

6 we au-tually: took those fish ourselves. We had to have permits.  

7 We worked right in the water ,ith the people.  

8 In the case that we were using socmeone elsels haul 

9 seines or using our own in t-he case of. getting the 'i.h frCm 
0 he Atlantic Ocean, we would el-her be on -. e each ' i-

11 -oases with the sports fishermen who would be fishing there 

12 1 or we would have approached -the person on the C?.  

13 We assigned our personnel to -v,-or a zone during 

j4 a 2-month period until he got the quota that they were re

15 quired to get; and so he would develop conversations, co.cuuni

16 cations, with the fishery areas at the shops. fishing tackle 

17 shops and this sort of thing, and he would actualiy go on 

1 8 °he beach.  

19 And there would be a sports fisherman th*,. . .

20 he had caught striped bass in our strata, t whe would purchase 

21 it from him and the samples for measurements and so forth 

22, would be done.  

24 or purchasauble item, was it? 

WITNESS MAY: Yes, sir. Of course, we Gid some of 

T, f'
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the actuaI catch if there was not, a spor:t or cr .... t._,r 

9 1' effort .in that particular area.  

For instance, in I believe it s S.. tin . . .  

4 I a good bit of effort there r n d in sc e . - ,-.cp. .  

5 actually, tyou know, be there at-the ti - tlhe gi . - s 

irun and eVe-ything.  

7CHAIRMAN JEMSC1 T aIt perc: oZ Of* a, 

s so classify, to use your term, caio from h C... c-:-, 

9 activity data collection? 

10 WITNElSS MAY: In t-rI of ho-i m.n; ish s.d we 

! get? i

Ia - ;. CAiM.N JEN.SCH: 17o3 pe rceita.;-.

3 percent of your data that came fron . eD.:t I: ;;'-zor.  

14, percent, or what? 

15 WI'N~qESS MAY: , do not know the a.swe : x 

16 question. I would have to look that ui fcr vou.  

AT CRAIPMA11 tENSCH: ?.nd on these a"':i :- 'ts 

18 or other types of collection activities, ;--CL ; ......  

9 all of the striped bass froim son-_ 1-.-u.o ..• ... !' .. 3i :;:=-.  

20 ITNESS MAYt In some cases we t.' h=....  

2l entire catch, or we might ptumchase a porticn 'Y it; bx..  

22 would be a random portion of it, depending u pon w..-t cuoizt 

23. .we needed to fill.  

24.I We have so many hundred fizh all-zzated to eCh 

Z5 strata; and, of course, if you had ztcakn, i.cr -..

0
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bit 10 1 1 sever ty-five of your quota and the fisherman had fifty fish, 

2 yi I you ould not need but twenty-five more, 

3I JENSCH This quota d0" e*Vina i i 

4 somethin that you derive'? 

5 I WITNESS MAY. In the sample desiaqn. priOr to tha 
Sexecution, we derive that, yes, sir.  

7 CHAIRiN JENS1cI: I. donIt believe I have any 

8 tother questions, 

9 i Do you have some? 

10 !DR. DAIBER: Yes, I do.  

ii Dr. May, it's my unde-standing that the s ripc 

bass is a fairly migratory organism, is that corract? 

13 WITNESS MAY: Yes, sir.  

14 DR. DAIBER: Hco' do you decide or establish uh-thlr 
5 or not this fish is moving through the area at the ti'e that 

16 you are sampling in any one of your Zones? 

WITNESS MAY: Well, these were; of course, n lt c!v 

Sgeographically set up but they were temporally set up, zo that  
19 we are able to get a handle on the changes of th -ontribuicn 

20 to a particular region, at least on a temporal asi tSay f that during certain times of the year one source river may ho 

'contributing relatively greater than another -ource riv-er.  

As to be able to say that that fish is on the move.  

4you know, by looking at him, fxom inferences from the temporal 

2 stratification we would be able to say that -erhaps in the *25
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early sunsner the contributions further north m-ay be grea-a.  

concentrations from one source than anothr -a in the :,inter 

from looking at the contributions of the soutern ec'Li, 

we may be able-to- say that the contributions are - re-zter

from another source based upon "these data.

72 7
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BY DR. DAIBER" Q. I'm 'still having problems with this. If you go in 

in a particular location, such as the Roanolke or Connecticut 

River, how do you know that the fish that you, catch there are 

not a mixture from several different sources? 

A. Are you talking about the, spawning stock that we 

determine the characters from, or are you talking about the 

fish that we took from the ocean to determine if they were 

contributed by -

Well, then, we need to separate those two out.  

A. We took the fish used to determine the differences 

in the source rivers at the time of spawtning, from the spaw

ning grounds of these knovn rivers. We made the assumption 

that if the fish was in the spawning river on the spawninq 

ground,and they were near-ripe, that they in fact did originate 

from that river.  

These fish 

How can you assume -- or you are assuming that these 

animals have a home range or a home spawning area to which they 

return? 

A. Right.  

Q How can you assume that? 

A. Not only can we assume that, but some of the tagging 

work from Hansouetti (phonetic) in the Chesa.peke, where they 

have actually taqqed fish on the spavmiaq grounds, have had 

returns to those spawning. grounds the followinq year, which

0
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would suggest that.  

Of course, there are evidences in .Dther species of 

fish that also indicate good fishing terms.  

Did you look at any young of the year to look at 

these: morphometric characteristics that youve mrventioned? 

A.- We did not look-at -- you're talking about juvehile.s 

here? 

Young, of the year.  

. No, we did not. We used all older fish.  

Q. But you still have the possibility of some Miding.  

Is this possible on the spaiming grounds that the spawnoers, 

the adults that are actually spa7ning, could come from several 

different sources, even though the majority of thwa might 

return to their hom. grounds? Is this correct? 

A. Yes, right. I tould agree that! some ccu u. 3ut 

the-point in this is that we have made the hyp thesis that you 

cannot tell the difference in the fish -- and, in fact.,.:hen we 

did the measurements and did the statistical tests ,we can sepa

rate fish into Chesap~eake-fish and Hudson fish and the Roanoke 

here, which would suggest separate gene pools.  

A. (Witness Campbell). Could I make a comment on this 

general cormment? 

Dr. Rainey (phonetic) and his colleaques in the 1950S 

did study the young of the year striped bass in the Chesapeake 

and Hudson area, and did find they ware able t, separate those,
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judveni le f ish as, well using the listed chaxracters a~ t.Ie h rac 

teristics.

(The documnent referred to w;as 

mrarked LjCens--.elsh1~; OT-3

- . . .. .,- .

-sll

MR. FIDELI.: Mr. Chairrnan,in. viet, fi-; a~~t 

there was considerable discussion yaste day tar -ncon mij 

thia report and the ccnt-Xibaltion ques±tiO11, -we t~±JC 1n -i

f lectica,. it would be hielp--uI to. the Board to ha,.r.e 4he 

ponidence that was .discussed previously. 1id - 13 al, U'~ir; 

p~oint request that our original sub1 .ss1Gf be 

complete. And W7OUld1 ask that th.let- ltf ZOI M. 14

Mr. Rodriguez, which is pzxrt of th -2s booki.1at, ba ~z~c.W 

feel. the Erroper f oundation ha~s been laid -fax- S 

MS. CHASIS: H~y cbjectioa stands.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: 'Hall, let-s firzt- deal ~~

separately. What we now have as Licazea. Is OT-2, tor ! -! 

pose of identification we'll1-take the ltr ;is~A 

entitled, or bears the wording, Texas 1nsn C 05: e 

and so forth, P.O.. Box 237, Buchanan,~ N-'U Ycrk, dat,:- e

2, 1976,to Mr. Lorenzo Rodriguez of Consolidat -d "!d~uC~ 

-and. 'it's signed by Jdan T. Majokt. Is Mr. 1Sj Or 

WITNESS H4AY: No, air 

CJHAIVWI JEN~SCHU: We 11 mark this, ffc Or~n-ic 

as Licensee's a Exhibit OT-3.



DAV 4: 

CHAIRMAN4 JENSCH: ANd -we'll ask Mr. Major here to 

'tell us what he wrote about. Well, we'll have to give consi

deration to. it.  

The question is on the offer of Li-ensee s OT-2, 

whic1h i3 the report. Is there any objection by the regulatory; 

staff? 

MR. LMWIS: None.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH New York State Atomic Energy Of f 

MR. KING: No.  

CHAIWRMN JENSCH: Hudson River Fisheran's A -sciatiOn.i 

MS. CHASIS: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: -Ittorney Genarai of the G e_-te of 

New 'ork? 

MS. CHASIS: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Thaemin had askit e 

to state for the recordo and for your information, th-at ha e h a 

to go to court. in New York City this morning. He will 

every effort to be here this afternoon. H- mcy not b e ab- o 

be; he may have a hearing.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCHz All right.  

And the Village of Buchanan? 

MR. D'ALVIA: No.  

* CHAIPR4AN JENSCH: All right. Licensee's F "ibit OT- 2 

is received in evidence.  

........... ... ..- . -. .77....... -
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(The dodurVZsnt referred toI 

Previously mzirked :For idertf

cation as Licensee s Exixibit I 

OT-, asre-eived in i~vldenfua.  

MR* TROSTEN: Mr.Jmc, May T ask a qilstioil, sir? 

The testimony in this proceeding iadicate s that.Dr.1 

Mayo Dr.. Campbell, are in charge, of the Texas 13nstru tnt e

sdearch program. Although tha letter was signer! bYX. Major, 

Dr. H4ay is fully prspared to discuss the letter& 1, really 

don't uaderstand,. Ur. ..Chairmnn why it's necsarv thatth 

person who signed this paxtiCI7lar transraitt.O. l'etter, a s aun 

administrative matter, must be here in drder to lay a pzo

f oundation.- for Ithe letter, wh~en Iwe hwve the parson N !a 

responsible for the latt--r; n=mely,. or.. Camn~b ,1l aid Pr. nayv, 

to tstif y concerning it',s contents.  

CHIMNJENSCH. Well., it's just i- One Of tiiose 

extraordinary rules of evidence that alas ea_ to be 

borne out from history as beinig required; a! id th at Is, tine" 

the Person who %=ote the letter should coma in. and i&L f7 

that.: Maybe he doesn't know anything about Itt h. -an ccnr.  

tel Us U i S' knows: nothing abouti it. At- least, -S. 6oga he 

sigtned it, we'll ask that the usual rul-a of evidae~ appiJ 

that the man who wote iti come: in and tell us, an, d -i ay the 

foundations. This is old hat for evidence, 

What's the next procedure? Do peopla desire. to

--- --------
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I interrogate on this document, Licenseels 0T-2? 
MS. CHASIS: Yes. The Hudscn Rive: Fishar.F_ @2 

3 Asc;ociation would like to interrogate on this. a3zo as: 

4 additional cross exaination on other arcias Ior the panel, 

1VO71 DIRE 

BY MS. CHASIS: 

7 Q. Now, 'd like to follow up Mr. Daibrs qestion.  

& It's true, is it not, that Nanzouatti, i h 

9 parer, with resnect to the fact that some of 
-i0 was. found tO have returned the following y3=..- to thFe cle!a o 

']I pezke,- tha t one explanation might. well be-the . the hza i:. Zv-e i 

left the Chesapeake? 

J3 A. (Witness Hay. T}:at's correct& 

14 NOW-, anot' her point is that, even iZ the .  

• jj returns to the same river year after year, thatrices Ji:

P. ecessarily indicate that that river is the origin of that 

7 spawning stock. Is that correct? 

II In other words, you're making an asscza ti: 4cz 

merely because they return year after ye_: that - ,-,'

20 stock originated in the estuary.  

?.I -,. Yes.. We acknowledge. the fact that we me':.ing 4 ,h ; 

assumption, you know, based upon the similar type maahanizs tha.  F0 2 
occur in other fish species also have been demonstrated that ! 

the fish spawn in certain streams, arld return to those sre w 

W5 What evidence are you relying on in tarms of the 

I'5
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striped bass for that proposltion? 

L2 There is no evidencu.e otho thanr hav ~ie ma~de 

3i mention- -cf. That pexticular One, azd OaQ other p-ar th-aL'. I 
4 do not recall at-this point, 'At- i C1 IS is ,,ry S 4~Z~ to )0.on3 

3 ti 's. I'm not. suggesting that i't, you kno'w does (-Lthcag 

6felse..  
Yesi the assumption is vade thUi t~EshZ 

there to spawn they argnt tes r 

t) made to Dr. Daiber is that %,v have b az-n able. 'a di 9ci~nqt_-dh 

f between these populatiras, whicht ise strong evidience roA --ar 

': gene pools thare, which I think is ona of the cv.-11m rp

ted facts, that there is a snb-popix1ation.  

390-4No, Dr.-Campbell iadicated that juvanils ihavc -Cr 

found between diferant spawning araas,have baan found and 

* hava different characteris&tics. Did your stuZdyu attip~- 't 

uti its -those differential charac.-istics in hda,-n Ocx lu 

sions aou the origin of a particular ceanic stOCIC? 

".. Well vwe.

CHA1lWM JENS=#: Wait a z aite. ± ~n~3 

20 f inishei the, question.  

21 Would yam re-read the quesioz, Mr. Ror# 

(The Reporter read the paad in g quzton..) 

QBY-MS. ZS* 

24 What I was say~jig was , Dr. Caxpll Sa id ThtJr

niles-from 1the Hudson a nd the Chesapaake had dif -F~an1t 

25I
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characteristics. And what i'm asking you is, did you conside'r 

usinrg those differential characteristics in order to determine 

the origin of the :oceanic stock specifically? 

L. (Witness May). As Dr. Campbell said 

CHAIM3?&N JENS Can you first say yes or no, and 

ther explain if you could use those differential characteris

tics? 

WITNESS MAY: We used one of thoce that had bean 

usecd there, the character index that had bten selhctd- by 

Rainy and Ve Silva.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

C1 If you had relied on those entir-ly: thOugh tha.n 

you could have been e .certain, could you not,, that :L fact 

the charactexistics ere characteristics of ;judson River s-Pa M, 

populations? 

A. (Witness May). (ar concern is that we were. goin" 

to

m mCHAIRN JENSCuI: would you be mre cataini not? 

Then you can aTlain it. Pleaz deal directly V.t t.e: qvs

WITNESS MA : For juveniles, if we were 'go'ng to 

sampleL juveniles, we would be, =we certain .  

BY MS. CHASIS; 

What about for adult fish? Can't you use those sami 

Characteristics?

410
At
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DAV I A. The sane character,. perhaps, if we did uase On'.- set 

2 of tha. But there are possible differencas that coulAM Lbe 

misinterpreted by.using a sinqla-year Class; wmAen wiie ra goin1g 

to look at a composite group of fish. here, it was n~sczesary to 

look at the older. fi she because'those were the f ".i thall v:a 

6 were going to try to identify in the Atl i fishery, not h 

7 babies. They're not caught.  

8 Iesee..I 

9 Nw, on page 11-2 of this report, you irij 

13o your conclusions concerning the origin of thg OC4W-C' SaMP103, 

.I and you break it down both by the A~tlantic coa~ztal sherv andA1 

1. then by the inner and outer soflOB. And. thern, ;-,t a -,Il~11i

1-3rph You indicate that bichemical da ta providezd evidenal 

14 of' either of two possibilities; aad that, depewUzlig on ic 

15 you 'chose, those either izwcreased or-decreased your ag tim:tes 

16 by' '60. percent during the. sutimer months,, but less than S. percen~l 

T7 taqe. points during the. average for tha year.  

18Now, is it your assumption, respecting o e f t 1,e o 

19 possi1bilities, which led. you to your 7 parcent, f igm-6? 

20 L. NO.j 

0, This has-nothing to do with that? 

22:. Thats correct.  

0MS. CHASIS. I have -no further craeztcas c :hi a 

24 document..  

LON 25 CHAIRMAN JENSCU:- New York Statl-_e Energy Cou."XIl?
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I " MR. XING: None on that document, 
a 2 CHAIPUAL JENSCL: Village ofBuchi,? 

3 MR.. D'ALVIA: to.

4 CHAII!rAW JENSCH: Who are 0ou? 

1 MR. D"ALVIA: Mr. Chairman ,I'm Raymoiond DA?.viaiC.  

6 caMy father zepresent Buchanan, and he will ha 'here shzrt.  

7 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Are you a law-ya? 

~8' i MR. D'ALVIA: Yes.  

9 i , CHAIRMAN JMSCH: Al1. righe.  

10 If fill you give your full naza, so bht we cha , i 

i in the racord? 

12 MR,. D"ALaVI: Ra;hnd A. D Alvia, SI-u thri;.ai'v .  
13 Avenue, Croto-n-Hudson, £sw York.  

14 , CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank- y-i, sir.  

15 DR. DAIBER: Dr. May, I'd like to pr& t'.,-3 ju;st 

16 ia little bit further.  

17 - Did you and your people collect any javaniie ;Or 

1|8 4examination commercial and mrphometric " "i" ....  

19 these various river sources? 

2. WITNESS MAY: To my kolde o 

2..  

22© 
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I MR. DAIBLER: So that you 

tae 2 assumptions-based on Aainey,. DeSilva_ 

JRB.-jrbl I studies? 

4 WITNESS CAMIPBELL:- Yes.  

5MR. DAIBLER: And the inf 

6 drawn fro 0m thses4tudies are as t*o ot 

7 WITNESS CAMPB3ELL: -Yes.  

.8 CHAIPMAN JE14SCH: Did' y9ou 

9 WITNESS CAMP32LL We had 

10 characteristics and thay are not- signi 

11 from those found by Dr. Rainey in the 

12 there has been, I woulxd say,. geneti c 

.13 that 0-yiear time period. llowever,. f 

'14 I wa have niot done a similar datermin 

15 f14R. DAIBLER: So that 

16 on the basis of that you find the. s~ 

17 pool in the other -- Chesapeake or De 

;1.] Ror h or wherever it might b e? 

19 CRARM'4A J MNSCH: Ip t-ihat 

I0 WITNESS CAMPBELL: I thzn 

21 'however,- we have no hard evidence on 

22 CHAIR!. A JENSCH: You dor 

10 WITNESS CAMPBELL: Ile doz 1) 231 

CH{AIRM!AN JE-NSCH: Reg Stai 

MR. LEWIS: Not on this d, 1~Z5

4~13.

are making those 

and the Mansuetti

:-.rzanes. tha- could -b 

:her spec -s? 

do ttt 

looked at t11SOs 

.6flia~tiky djf fere nt 

1950s; so it appaars 

~or the:ohr~w~~; 

you are inUJ'-errinvj 

ae continuity Of gene 

!laware ca: C a , tL:;it 

co-r-act, yso o 

that. would 1e- the c az , 

that.  

~ot know? 

iot know.  

~cumeit, 'no questioni.-ng.
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jrb2 I MS. CHASIS: May I proceed with cross? 

2: CIIAIRMA14 JENSCH: Proceed.  

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

4 i BY 14S. CHASIS: 

5 Q Yesterday I asked Con Edison to respond to my 

6 4 listing of new data which they intended to supply in the 

7 1977 report. Have you been able to determine if my list is 

8 ~complete? 

A (Dr. Marcellus) As you identified the list, 

10 referring to 1975 distribution data, 1975 DAZ and NYU factor 

1 ] data, 1975 stocking data, the answer to that is no. There 

a "is additional data.  

13 !What is that additional data? 

14 J MR. TROSTEN: We are in the process of culling 

15 this, Ms. Chasis; we are starting to prepare a list. We 
15 

I would like to have been able to have it today, but we are 
16! 

17 still working on it.  

18 BY MS. CHASIS: 
19'  I% Q Can you give me at least an inconplete list, 

Dr. Marcellus? 

21 A (Dr. Marcellus) Items I can think of of fhand -

I do have to check -- one item is the I MS data at other 

utilities, for example.  

24 Q That's both 74 and 75? 

A That would be 75 data; 74 data, also.  

25 
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Q Yes.., 

That is all you can think of offhand? 

A There is infor-mation on, studies on the various 

gears. that were-used.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Keep your voice, up. We would 

appreciate getting conversational, but we are all here, and 

we might as well listen to it.  

WITNESS MARCELLUS: Okay. I A.1 repeat what 1 

just said.  

There is information on gear efficiency studies 

:that was completed, that was conductod in 74 and 75. That 

is being prepared.  

MR. TROSTEN: Of course, Ms.,. Chasis, there is all 

of this stocking data; there are the data on cntribution 

to. the Hudson.  

My problem is, we have a long list, and we are 

trying to get a complete answer to your question.  

MS. CHASIS: You mean this report is not -

MIR. TROSTEN: This report is part of the in2orma

tion we have.  

Your question is, you gave us a list of three 

Items, and your question was: is this all new data that is 

presented; and we are trying to give you an accurate answer 

to your question.  

MS. CHASIS: That was not my question.

3

iil• - 77
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MR. TROSTEN: Sorry.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You are talking

jrb4 I 

4 

5 

7' 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

is 

16

yes, Sir.

MS. CHASIS: What I was referring 

data which had not been forthcoming to date..  

tc be included in the January 77 report; and 

the 75 stccking data.  

MR. TROSTEN: New data? What do

abou OT-2? 

to 'jzl- an x -l 

but w.hic1h -as 

I had included

Fca mean ly

"to date"?

presented

MS. CHASIS: 

MR. TROSTEN: 

before? 

MS. CHASIS: 

MR. TROSTEN: 

Dr. CHASIS: 

MR. TROSTEW:

Today. Literally today.  

Literally that has never been 

That's right.  

In any context? 

That's right.  

Let us try to contemplate tiat

and get an 

January 77

answer -- never been presented up to the iomsrnt 

MS. CHASIS: And that would first appear in the 

report.  

MR. TROSTEN: That has never been present befor

at any time.  

MS. CHASIS: Yes.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q Now, I am referring to OT-i and at page 318, i

is indicated that the results of the 75 studies are expected

-~ - .. . - - . .-. I 
- . f

MR. TROSTEN:

a.
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jrb5 I i to be- available during mid-summer 1976, from 1which =ore 

considered judgment can be made on tha C.osed yc1 oolinig 

3. Now what we see is that several sets of the data 

4 have not yet been made available, even thou-qh w are reveral 

5 months past that time period; 'and I am wondering exactly why 

6 this data is being held up? 

7 MR. TROSTEN: Would you repeat the question.  I -HAIRMA JENSCH: Refer to page 318, she dncrib-d 

9 some that that will be available in mid-1976; where is it? 

10 What's holding it up? :1s it going to be in thLe 77 rep-ort? I MR. TROSTEN: Dr. Marcellus. have you got the 

P1p1ge in front of you? 

3 MS. CHASIS: Its at the bottom of the page.  

14 WITNESS MARCELLUS: The questicn is .ihy has 

Ii this data not been provided, the reports, the res lts, not 

16 been provided to you? 

.7 ~The response to that is we have not had i:ie to 
18 get all this work written up and c=p1leted.  

19 'BY MS. CRASIS: 

20 Q I thought it very Lteresting that the 74 e.  

or most of the 74 data could be presented in that multi-plant 

report which came out in 1975? 

23 A (Dr. Marcellus) That is not correct.  

Q Well, that multi-plant report certainly refers to 

a lot of 74 data, at least collected through SeptenLber of 74.
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I think the record will show that.  

A A substantial part of the data in the multi-plant.  

report came from the year 1573; part of the data for 74' 

is included in the report, but certainly not all of the data.  

Q Much of the data on -distribution and abundance 

is there.  

MR. TROSTEN: For what year are you referring? 

MS. CHASIS: For 1974.  

MR. TROSTEN: 1974 data on distzEaution and 

abundance.  

Do you understand the question, Dr. Marcellus? 

WITNESS WRCELLUS: Yes.  

There is an amount of data from 1974, but it's 

certainly not all the data.  

But to go to your question on 1975 data, our 

contractors are under great amount of pressure to compile 

complete analyses of all this data, and they simply have not 

been able to get it all done in the timeframe we have been 

trying to work under relative to the various coi itmn--ns to 

regulatory action.  

BY MS. CEASIS: Yes, I understand.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Use the language used the other 

day against the staff: if you had done your work you'd 

have it out; and everybody would be happy.  

BY MS. CHASIS:

:1* 

I0 

V.
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Q How much of the 1975 data which is no? yet forth

coming relates directly to measu-e of post-op-ra o a! 

impact of Indian Point 2? 

MR. TROSTEN: Are you referring to -.he 1975.dat? 

MS;. CHASIS: Yes, and that can be directC.d at any 

ofV, the -three involved in the research prorai, Doctors 

McFadden, Marcellus or May.  

WITNESS MARCELLUS: .1 prefer to ask Dr, 17. ;?-1.

WITNESS MC FADDEN: All of the 1975 da 1-t 

directly to post-operational measurement of impact a 

Indian Point Unit 2, much of it in a unique way. Wcu~ld 

cite some of the unique elements in 1975 data: 
One would be the data from th lnzian -'-- L-.  

study which has resulted in a complete racasting of .tir 

concepts of entrainment mortality, a-d haa reult-sd in a 

significant revision of estimates of impact.  

MS. CHASIS: Let me interrupt you, Dr. " -rZ7Z -n 

BY MS. CB1.IS: 

Q I am.not asking what studies riate to 

of plant impact; I'm trying to understand 'what cd x.s -thath 

data actually attempt to directly measure the effect of mpln.t 

operation on? 

MR. TROSTEN: What do you mean by 'directlv nzaur 

the effect of plant operation"? 

MS. CHAIS: Whether plant withdrawals have
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reduced juvenile abundance.  

WITNESS MC FADDEN: The answer which I have begtin 

I think directly relates to that question, unless you vant 

to rephrafse the question.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

0 As, I understand the plume studies, thoce are 

e2.-perimetal; they are not actual measurements in the plant, 

and they don' t depend upon the plant to operate. In other 

words, those can be performed independent of plant operation.  

A (Dr. McFadden.) But they are measurements that 

are essential to measure theimpact of the plant.  

0- Yes.  

CUAIZMAN JENSCH: Are they azperimantal? 

WITNESS MC FADDEN: They are experimental.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q What I am looking for is not, as I indicated, 

just all studies which are directed towards some kiai of 

measurement of plant impact, but what data actually is being 

collected to directly reflect- that could not be coltected 

but for plant operation; it is dependent on plant operatiCn? 

A (Dr. McFadden) The entire set of data on the 1975 

ichthyoplankton could not be collected in the sense that they 

reflect plant impact except for the operation of the 9lant 

during 1975..  

The same would be truie of the marked recapture
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JB9 p 9 population estimate at the end of the summr, which, a gin 

reflects the operation of the plant, 

3 The same would be true for the uzeasurements of 

4 survival in the plant, which reflect that particular* 

5 year's operational runs.  

6 The-same would be true of the beach seine catch 

funit-area which also reflects the residual population after 

operation of the plant.  

9 The data on species other than striped bass; 

10 the + tom cod, for example and the white perch, refflect the a z 

11 operation of the plant during 1975.  

12 It's also true that the plant operation during 
13 1975, the aggregate of power production nits on the 

14. estuary .operated at a different levels than in 74; so the 

15 75 measurements are unique in that respect.  

16 MR. TROSTEN: Ms. Chasis, when you refer to 

17 plant operation, incidentally, were you raferring to te 

18 Indian Point 2 plant, or to all of the plants, because data.  

19 was collected on all plants? I0 MS. CHASIS: I am referring to Indian Point 2.  

21j MR. TROSTEN: You understand data •were collected 

22 on all plants during 1975? 

Q 23 MS. CHASIS: Yes.  

24 BY MS. CHASIS: 

25 Q Now, much of the other data, then, could have been 

uI
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ccllected whether or" not the plant was operating, the F factor 

data, for example?' 

A (Dr. McFadden) The F factor data that masures 

the ratio of the organisms in the plant intakes to the 

density of organisms in the nearfield vicinity of the plant 

cannot be taken except as the plants ara operating.  

Q Do they have to be operatng at full power? I 

mean, can the pumps be running? Or does the plant actually 

ha.ve to be in operation to make that measuretnent? 

A Dr. Lawler can answer that question.  

A (Dr. Lawler) To get the information the pu-:ps 

bcve to be running; to make it meaningful the puamps ha-v to 

be running at a level approximating the level you- would 

be running at some kind of normal operation, not necbst"i> 

for power.  

0 The plant does not have to be producing p oe-c'? 

A Right. You don't necessarily have to p7-oduco 

power.  

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, I am havin tti! e 

hearing everybody.  

CHAIRMAN. JENSCH: If you can -everybody 

please raise your voice.  

MS. CaASIS: I'll try to speak up 

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q Stocking data is not related to measuring pant



pjrb I imupact, either, is it? 

2MR. TROSTEN: What do you mean by "related;? 

3 1 V.,MS.. CHPSIS: - thin~k if Dr. Maraden doesn't 

4~ understand- the question he can say so.  4 MR.. TROSTEN: Then Iobject to the question on 

6: the grounds it's vague.  

7. C S.. CHASIS: It is a continuing line of.'qiestions, 

8 about whether or not the plant, actu~all' needs to: be op,,erated.  

9* CMUI1MAM JENSCH:. Objectiono oerruled. i thik 

10 [ the witne~is understood.* It' s in sequenvce' t-o the prev ious 

11 question..  

12WITNESS MC FADDEN: The plant does zaot n ee, d to 

13 1 be operati-ng in order* to measure the relative duvival o f 

14 1 stock and wild fish.  

15CIMA JENSCE:- When you use the terms "the 

1 plant doem not need to be operating" are you m~aking a cdias

1.7 'ctinction that the pumps at least need to be oparzatinlg? 

18, WITNSS M PADDEN. nothing has to 'ba happaeningq 

19 'at the pover-plant in order to mueasure the rzelati-Va 

20 survival-of hatchery and wild fish, except fr the ' Ect -ta 

21 some of-the fish aze recaptured as. iuipingcd f~ish on-th 

22 intake screens; and that is a useful additional source of 

2. data.  

21BYt MS. CHASIS: 

0 The data on contribution %would not ba 001-161-tad 

f25 
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du ring plant: operation, either? 

A. (Dr. McFadden) That is cQrrect.  

Q Now, as I understand it, when the study program 

was originated. the plan: had been that both Indian Point 

Units 2 and 3 would be, operating for-two years prior to 

completion .of the study: program; is-that correct? 

A (Dr. Marcellus.) That. is correct.  

Q Now, am I correct, Indian Point 3 did not come on 

l.ne until 1975? 

A Indian Point 3 did not come on line until 1.976.  

Q So it did not operate at all in 1975, during the 

1975 spawning season? 

A That. is my recollection, no; it did not operate

in 75.

Q So that the post-operational data we do have 

relates only to Indian Point 2 and does not relate to the 

combined ..impact of Units 2 and 3? 

A That is correct.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does that mean indian Point 1 

was shut down all during this period, too? 

WITNESS MAICELLUS: Unit 3 was shut down until 

1975, and'it shut down until 1976, also.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All of 1975.  

WITNESS MARCELLUS: To the best of my ability, yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you.

0
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jrb I BY MS. CHASIS: 
13 

2 Q Dr. Marcellus or Dr. McFadden. do you intend d 

3 to. continue studies related to impact of Indian Point 3 

4 on the river? 

5 A (Dr. Marcellus) Studies related to Indian Point 

Unit 3 are being continued in 1977. This is a reqt.ire-r-a I 

7 of the environmental technical specifications, which is a 

-part of the operating license for Unit 3.  

Q And was data also collected for Indian Point 3 

in 15767 

A Yes, some data was collected relative to Unit 3.  

I2 1 am going to have to check that because I do not recall 

13 vvhat or how much data was collected relative to tra:r --ai t 

T4 at Indian Point 3.  

15 Q Is there a continuation of the full l--gad rea-i 

is -fprogram,, or is it more narrow studies directed at Unit 3 

17 Alone? Could you specify what the 77 studies are that , ill 

18 be carried out? 

19 MR. TROSTEN: I would like to clariZy thi 

20 Ms. Chasis.  

21. I am: not going to object to the cquestioi, althouJh 

22, 1 believe I could simply by reference to the techni ca! 

23 specifications for the Indian Point 3 facility; but a:ou az:e 

24: asking Dr. Marcellus to tell you what's in the 1:.adian Point 3 

251 'tests?
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MS, CHASIS: Yes, and anything else Con Edison 

is doing.  

MS. LEWIS: I lost. your question.  

MS. CHASIS: What I am asking is this: I under

stand there are going to be adlditiona3i studies conductad 

in order to measure the impact of Indian Point 3. I am askin 

whether those studies are -

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think that's a different 

question.  

I think the licenseel's -statement about what is 

in a license should be shown from the license. .1 think 

recollections might be somewhat incorrect and should not 

be used if the document itself is available.  

Proceed.  

WITNESS MARCELLUS: We will follow the tecnical 

specifications in. our study program; that will include 

entrainment studies at Unit No. 3, as well as the studies 

at Unit No. 2, as part of the specifica.tions; 

we will do impinqement monitozi"g at Unit uo. 3 

as well.as at Unit No. 2. We will conduct river suz-,'-e 

work, which is also in the technical specifications, 

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q So that the research program 

MR. TROSTEN: I'm sorry, the technical specifica

tions requires that this be done.

7-772.777--_7 -7: i / :: " i! :!!i:: : i~ i i i : iiii ? : :!i <i!i!i! i --- 7 :i<
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MS. CHASIS: My question is not inconsistent.  

MR. TROSTEN: I simply ask you to refer to the 

Indian Point 3 specificati, ,,nso" 

CRAIR2MAN JENSCH: I understood her qtestion to 

be since I.ndian Point 3 is on the line now? 

WITNESS MARCELLUS: Yes, it is, unless it' s not 

oparating today. As far as I know it is operating.  

CHAMRMAN JENSCH: In those periods ol shutdown, 

termination of operation, the tech specs and. the R&D program 

may not be carried out due to the fact it's clased dowin.  

The question is asking, bearing all those matters in mind, 

what kind of R&D would be carried out? 

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q Referring- to, the testimony on page 5, there is 

a reference to the Raytheon study which was utilized 

subsequently in the testimony, and it indicates that tha 

sampling was conducted with that study was limited to 

between the Haverstraw area and the Bear Mountain BLridge.  

Do you know roughly what river miles -wre 

involved there? You've got Mile 47 for Bear Mountain Bridge.  

Whit is the mile point for Haverstraw Bay? 

A (Dr. Marcullus) About mile .45, I believe-- is 

that incorrect? 

I did identify Haverstraw Bay as Mile '.32, 

I think, on line 4 on this page.

-77
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:I'm sorry.

So we are tafling about that study hv-ring ci ond acla' 

15 mile stretch: of the river, is th.t cor.rect? 

A That's correct.  

0 And yet that study -is one of seV~a.rI which is 

used to estimate relative abundance of juve.iles in the 

river, is that correct? 

A (Chorus of "Yes".) 

O I guess my question really is: "ow Cai YOU 

find that data reliable when the relative abundance t.Ja2 

drawn from such a small stretch of the Uudson River? 

A (Dr. McFadden) A 15-milo stretch f tha- rlVe 

is a Significant, very significant, stretch Of river; a zr it 

is a. reliable basis for an index. of relaitive abnudanal _J......  

year-to-year.  

It is possible to verify that by c pa ij for those 

years where you have both the 15--mile segment and 1i ..11 ....  

segment, by comparing the two indi~as; an they 7,jil fIc.! 

similar trends.  

:0 Wel, distribution of. abundance vary, partict~.er2 
ini 

in the-oiod in which the smpling occurred -up and -_o.n 

the river, so that unless you've acttally done samplin" at 

other points in the river, you can't Ino i whether lth 

abundance measurements in that 15-mile stretch aze rpres n

tative or not?
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Mky answer to Yo1 last question indicated that: 

by f'omparing the 15-mile index with the index based on a 

broader reach of the river in those other years, when you 

have both, can be used to show the validity of the 15-mile 

index.  

Q But unless you have actually looked at that for 

that year, you really can't be sure; can you? 

A No, you can be sure, because you canA detmine 

the degree to which the 15-mile index is correlated with 

the index based on the broader set of data.  

You can establish that 15-mile index is a reliable 

measure of what happens on a broader acalp.; it is not a 

perfect fit.  

0 I would think not.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH.- While there is a pause, whnt 

are the causes of variation that might be in this 15-mie 

stretch, compared with the broad - to use your t._Z -

how far does the broad stretch include? 

WINESS CAMPBELL: For our river-!ong sUVey it 

runs from River Mile 12 to River Mile 153, and that would 

constitute a broad stretch of the river.  

Also I would point out that we are aware of this 

as a potential problem, and have investigated the relationship 

between this 15-mile region and what we would determine from
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the. river-long survey. And we- have found that this 15-mile 

area gives you a -- since more of h_ ._ .td to 

concentrated in the lower river than in the u,, -.•." 

it tends to give you a slight. ovaretmate; an1d -,e .-- ±

.figured an average correction factor f " t ... ..  

overestimate.. I dont recall what that". is an~ ~t t 11 

moment.  

CHAIMSIAN JENSCl: 11y quesion -as: 11 

would bt causes to lend some doubt as to tha val3ikity of th 

15-mile stratch. Now, 153 miles -- that muat alny-, 

isn't it? 

WITNESS CAMPBELL: Yes, air.  

CEWAI JEN8CH: Uov, if you "tookz sy', .IA 

of going from wherever i , 12 up to 29, or 

is,: if you go up to Mile 40, hoW far' does t .  

activity generally go-in some relative ah.ndancz? 

WIT1ESS CMPBELL: Okay.  

For spawning activity -Its nnot t th-i"-! ....  

as this data. It's a different sort of "-in" 

CHAPI14AN JENSCH. Y0 8.  

* WITNESS CAMPBELL: Spawning avctivity for. St Zi -c 

bass covers a great deal of the river, and wie t-ii.s

have it as far north as thle Fingston area.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: To get back to "th 0un. ce 

area,. is not there a general range wherein you have, c-y,

- .2.
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jrbl9 I the greater amount of abundance? 

W1 TrITNESS CUT-BELL: Fcr sx.iped bass eiez 

3 1 would ventura a guess that between Riverz ,ilesz 1 -s 2 

4 4 say, 25 and 37, that that =ould have- the bulk of tlhe 

It population.  
.65 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Now as I zn d. s-t a l Dr.  

7 McFadden, he said in a revie; of a broader straetch e faalz: 

8 you could rely on this 15-mile stret zh as a good iLdelz? 

2 WITNESS CAIPBELL: We' ve correlated t-tat.  

10 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: My question is: what -zoui I 

11 the cause of the variation in this 15 mil.e z stratch in 

12 contrast to this larger stretch, tI t a.t is, yea- y-ve

13 would there be some differences in this sc5--ti c , .? 

14 W9ITNESS MC FADDLN: in scme yearsa, a few mOre 

15 fish. might be located outside of thz 15-mile strath, aad 

16 in other years a few less; so thare would be Tcn, var' -:c

I7 in the relative abundance of striped bass :bet..een the 15-!ie 

18 stretch and the outer, broader, stretch; sons slight 

19 variations from year-to-year due to both t-e choice of 

20 spawning sites in the river by the .fish, and perhaps subse

21 quent migratory activities of the young.  

22 CHAIRMAN JENSCH- What margin of e~ror do yCu 

Q23 feel the 15-mile atretch has? 

WITNESS CAMPBELL: We. don't kno',. with precision 

right now what that margin of error might be.  
25 .
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH:. You reckon there cou_?ld be a

margin of error? 

WITNESS CAPBELL: Yes, we are a t t .l't to t

that, sir.

CHAIRMI JENSCH-* £thij, t4 

when you select a particu.ar. year for the 15-mile str 2chI, 

and you don't know what the amount'of error thesein i41 

the Hudson River Fishermen peopla are say=nv, r ally, ...  

15-mile stretch for one year is not an adeqnate Zas'i1 

because. o these fluctuations where abundance nay vary y 

you recognize that; do you not? 

WITNESS CAf4PBELL: Yes, sir, a/2 that ih "'*, 

have attenpted to make our cor-rection on the "3T . .  

piece: odf river water data that we have availIble .o ;8, 

so we can get an averaging of these types of ..1 ---i-

that occU: from year to year.  

CHAIRMN JENSCH. we understand .h-t you -.  

said.  

The only. poil' Ls, I thin/t the usi, is: 

you select one year for a 15-mile stretch, anti yoa don t 

know what the amount of error is, thsn she -.st.om : h th ar 

you have a reliable data base.  

You-recognize you could have an error, i4 tz1.

correct?

WITNESS CAMPBELL: Yes, sir. And ws have done

V 

I 

e
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jrb I this for all years on essentially the 15-mile basis, as 

21 well as on the riverwide basis, correlated; they are 

"~ j significantly positively related.  

4 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Excuse me.  

5 MS:. CHASIS: Thank you.  

6 BY MS. CHASIS: 

7 0 Now, turning to page 13 of the testi-rny it is 

8 stated that the linear regression analysis suggested 

9 relative juvenile abundance exhibits a positive association 

.0 With freshwater flow, and that it is unrelated to pot.!eW 

plant withdrawal.  

22 I would like to draw your attehtion to Your own 

13 exhibit, OT-I, in this proceeding, this is Volume 1: or

14 Supplement 2, page 2-4 -

'15 MR. DAIBLER: What page? 

16 MS. CHASIS: 2-4.  

7 1BY MS. CHSIS: 

18 Q I draw your attention to the first full ptr gra:h 

19 on that: page which states an abundance of juveni.e stri 

•.0 bass was variable from 1965 to 1974, and was not 

21 strongly controlled by the physical and biotic factors 

2 Z2 examined..  

Q It goes on to say that there was no sicnificant -1 U-123 

relationship between year-class strength and ma-irum daily 

25 withdrawal of water by power plants.  

1W25
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.As far as I can tell, that statment contr.-dicts 

contained in this testiny; 4s there any explan:ation? 

Or. Campbell) Just a moment please.  

A positive association?

A negative association. ..  

A I'm sorry, I don't see any reference to a iegative 

association, 

Q The full paragraph, page 13, last sent--nce, 

"Abundance was found to be unrelated to combined poweier 

-plant water withdrawal from.1965 through 1974"1.  

A Unrelated; that's not a negative relationship7 

it's a no-relationship.  

Q Isee.  

This paragraph also seems to co: tradict, th I-._, 

your correlation, your positive correlation bat, ,-en frz- hat a 

'flow an& juvenile abundance.  

A As I .recall the significance levl.. f0r that 

correlation was approximately at the 6 percent CV*31, 

rather than the 5 percent level; and that m, haVe to ro 

with the difference -

I I don't understand what you are zaying.l 

A The idea there would be if I say there is a 

positive relationship of freshwater flow based on thiis" 

linear relationship, that I would be wrong, in mr.ing that 

statement only about 6 percent of the t-ie, given this

what is 

A"

434.
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set of data, rather than th3 traditional 5. percant of 

the time.  

This is -.,always a kind of a judgment in terms 

of statistical significance.  

Q What I find contradictory is the direct lang'.Iag 

contained in this paragraph, which indicates abundance ws 

not strongly controlled by the physical and biotic lactors 

examined..  

A Yes.  

This one says, "These analysas suggestad thi.at 

juvenile abundance was positively asscciated with freshzatar 

flow during April.." That would be tru. Wzen you have a 

probability level of around 6 percent, which is vayr close

to the traditional 5 percent level of significance, hat " this 

is a suggestive probability level for that being in fact 

a true relationship.  

In fact, many times for ecological types of dat a 

10 percent significance level is often csed.  

Q The suggestion is made, but you do not feetl the 

statement is contradictory to what is contained in Mre? 

A No. I think they both are not contradictory.  

U You are not refuting what you said earlier? 

A No, we are not.  

Q And you are saying that there wasno observed 

relationship between power plant withdrawals and juvenile

?

141
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Jrb24. abundanca; is that right ? 

2 di A We, found no ralationshiD* bate, .p6'- ~l~ 
I, 

withdrawal and-juvenile abundanca, 
Q You didn't find a negative? 

*1 

A No negative, no positive° 

"6 :  MR,. DAIBLER: - Not-i in 'qolU.-e !, Supp!=1 .enit 1 o. 2 

7 on page 2-4, there- is a sentence that reads as follows: 

8 "There wan no significant relationship beteen yea_--c1 

strength amd maximum daily withdrawal of: water , : 

O plants, water temperaturea, or nat freshwater fSm in 1--2rc 

! April, May, June, or July.  

WITNESS CAMPBELL: Yes, sir.  

MR. DAIBLER: Well -

14 WITNESS CAMPBEL- : Those arM all at the 5 ,.t 

15 level.  

MR. DAIBLER: Yet you say in your Pc t*em- 7 

17 testimaony that there is a positive associAtion "".

4a juvenile abundance and freshmater flow during Agzil.  

19 1 WITNESS CIPTBELL; Ys, sir.  

The association was positive and it aid m'

21 1 besiqnificant, as I recall, at the 6 _encnt le4el, 

22 ; MR. DAIBLER: Does that mak~e a di:fr~ n 

23 '5 percent and 6 percent? Is there a world o d 11: f....C 

24 between 5 and 6 percent? 

25 WITNESS CAMPBELL: No, sir, there isn't a world 25-iol
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o- difference between 5 and 6 percent; and it has to do 

,ith a di:.ference: in statistical approach. And this i the 

Trypo-l era or, the probability of mnking that cyp e-i error, 

that is,: iayng there is a difference,- thero is a relation

ship, when in Zact there is not one; it's the decision

maker1 choice whether he is going to use that 10 percent 

-level or percent level o5 5 percent lovel; there is 

not that world of difference between 5 and 6 percsnt.  
MR. DAIBLER: Perhaps it would have heIped i 

you had in both your December 7 testimony and in this 

Supplement 1o. 2, if those levels of difference had been 

identi fied.  

WITHESS CAMPBEIJ,: I think in the main body of 

the text they are; the actual correlations and th a levels 

of signifIcance.  

BY MS. CASIS: 

Q But you adhere to both statements? 

A (Dr. Campbell) Pardon? 

Q You adhere to both statements, and you do not 

deny in any way what was included in the multi-plnt report? 

A With respect to this type of analysis, these 

statements are true and correct.  

0 As the statements in OT-I, Supplement 2, VOlxae 

1 are also correct? 

A Yes, ma'am. This has to do with the, in the

77-7- T777 777 7 -7 77
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context of 'simple linear regression, this is true.  

Q Now, when you said you attetpted to see if there 

i any relationship to power plant ithd7rawals, my -nderstand

ng is from subsequent statements in your tesitimony that 

you: took -- I think it is on page -- somewhere subseqaent.y, 

you say you relied on maximum water withdrawals from various 

plants.  

Mat kind, of examination was made of actual 

operating levels and water withdrawals at those plants? 

A For the full skein of years that were use in 

this analysis we do not have that data available to us.  

So wpe used this as an index for those plants - we kae'',- I-hich 

plants had been operating and wa used their potential 

withdrawal capacity as tho index of power plant opa-ration.  

Q So even if they hadn't been. operating, earen if 

they'd ben operating at 50 percent levels, or not opezating 

at all, you still used the maximum potential? 

A Yes, ma'am. That is the index.  

Q Do you have the data available to yo "ow, .  

are yoU going to include it in your January 77 reort? 

A NO, I don't believe we have that data availabla 

to uS as yet, and it is not planned for inclusion in tha 

1977 report, January report.  

Q How many years of data collectioa has th1ure been 

on cannibalism? Does that date back to 65, or is t.t the
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Q Do you know which study that was? 

A I Lelieve this was by Mr. Crut.er (spelling 

pionetiLc), in terms of actual food habit studies.  

I believe there was one additional study by 

mr. Cratz.r izavolv-ng the planktonic larvae food habits; 

I don't hive total recall on that study right now; but I 

believa the evidence for cannibalism in focd habit studies 

has come from the TI studies.  

Q So it's 73, 74, 75? 

A Some of that data may be from 1972; 1 am not 

sure,I don't recall; but I believe it's pretty much 73, 74, 

75 data.  

Q Three years of data.

I.  

I.  

I.  

I.  

F
CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Keep your voice up.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q In 1974 when Indian Point 2 came on line

more recent TI study? 

A I Lelieve that's only the more recent TI studies.  

: recall a -- 'A recall one additional study on food habits 

of stripel baE in the Hud-on. I don't believe ther 

reported :,annifalism, This was for the lar-al populations 

I believe.

By the way I just noticed this, that in the multi

plant report that in 1974, when Indian Point 2 came on 

line -
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juvanile abundance was about 25 percent of thea abundance of 

the prctvious year.  

MR. TRosTEN: Indian Point 2 came on line in 73, 

Ms. Chasis.l 

.MS. CHASIS: Mhn did full power operatlin come in? 

MR. TROSTEN: I don't know the answer as to, when 

full power operation began.  

MS. CHASIS: The license vasn t izsuad until 

September 23.  

MR. TROSTEN: Correct.  

NS. CflAS-S: So it could not have been until 

after that.  

M. TROSTEN: No, it came on line in 1973.  

CEAIPE!4N JISCH: I guess it means -- what you 

mean by "on line". She's talking full power; you could be 

talking about a greater abundance of power than you had 

before.  

WINESS CAPBELL: Do you have a question on that, 

Ms. Chasis? 

CHAIRMRN JENSCI: She has starting to.  

MS. CRISIS: I made that observation from. the 

multi-plant report.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q Have you any comment on it? 

A (Dr. Campbell) I think our comment is similar to

I - I _., :Tl!w ,2-77 M 7, -1 -. T -7 .
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the NRC Staff'-s response to the comment on that same point-,.  

that they made in their FES relative to these ro - din g .  

And that is that.we find a large variation in year-class 

strength ",ithin the Hudson River, so. that 1 do not see ary 

direct ass.ociation of that with power plant opjxrations.  

73 was one of our very large year-class variations.  

Q So the natural fluctuations are so great you 

can't necessarily look at that one year and say power plant 

impact or no power plant impact? 

A Yes, that's right. 73 was a very strong year 

flux.  

Q I was talking about 74? 

A Yes, but comparing it to 73; and that was one of 

t1ld very .:trong year-classes in the entire skein of yza.:.-z.  

A (Dr. McFadden) If you were to compare 74 with 

72 or 71 you would see that there is not much di-2r-...; 

and that type of pre- versus post-operational cocizon 

does not suggest any-direct effect of the planr _l c * ,at-

in the 73 to 74 difference.  

There is. a prior year -- I forget which year it 

is - which is another peak. year-class.  

Q 69? 

A Yuh.  

Q Does it suggest that there is an effect from th

plant?

' . :" - . • , "• ," . - " "' -" .'" " -, ':c " •L 
y

,- < ! , 
' '

",'' : 2 " " • -J : - "" '1 -4'
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A NIo.I. That in itself does not suggest that there 

i . no plazt ef:'ect.  

- By t weway, in the testi-mon-y in the indian Point 

2 licenze proceedings and the proposed findings c- fact 

submitted in that proceeding, Con Ediscon indicated that 

by April cf 1976 it would be able to predict or to assess 

whether or not there had been 25 -ercent reauction of 

population withi 95 percent confidence.  

Now -- and belcw th t estimation that there ;ould 

be associated lower confidence levels.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mo. Chasis, do you have a ccpy of 

t.'e findings oP fact that were submitted? 

MS. CHASIS: I don't have them with me.  

MR. TROSTEN: I believe we do have a copy hare 

and I would request that you refer specifically to this 

bc-fcre yoL pose a question.  

MS. CHASIS: Let me-

CEAIRMAN JENSCH: Let me first all.% ths pani if 

there is a recollection such a prediction was made.  

MR. TROSTEN: I would prefer we refer to the 

record of the-proceeding rather than have the panel re-collect 

something from four years ago.  

CHAIRMAN, JENSCH- I think if they recall it We 

could go ahead. .I think when there is a reference to a 

document --
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jrb3l.. MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, may we take a recess.  
j while, we <'et~ jthe document? 

CHAIUMAN JENSCH: If you have it- there a: ay be 

4 other ways of getting the same information.  

Does anybody recall. that, promise that was just 

6 stated, that back in 1972 or 73 it was predicted that by 

7 April 76 you could determine whether there would be a 25 

8 percent reduction in juvenile survival or whatever?.  

: MR. TROSTSN: . CLairman, we a icokig for 

10 the document.  

1 I will ask Dr. McFadden whether he recalls what 

12 was said on the document-- we have it here.  

END TAKE I3 It would be a little easier to Iok at it.  
3 
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Trosten:

MR. TROSTi2a: Proposed Finding 039 reads as

follows:

"It is likely that the most precise pzpula

tion' estimates will be obtained for the vounaea

age groups of fish. On the basis of presently 

available information, Applicant anticipates being 

able to demonstrate conclusively by April i9, 1976, 

whether a 25 percent reduction in abundance of age 

group zero striped bass and white perch present in

MR. TROST A: If you'll. bear: with me a moment, 

_T3 -rind the right page 

Mr. Chairman, I ni showing Dr. 4cFadden page 

2.33 o7 the findings and conclusions, proposed findings and 

conclusiois, viich were sub.tted by the Appliuamat for the 

IThdian Point 2 operating license proceedig.  

If it would be helpful, i can read this into the 

r..cord. It's just a paragraph.  

C1-AlPRhi Ji£&$Ii : Sihow it to 11s. Chasis and ask 

ht-r if tdat's the one she was referring to.  

MRo TROSTEN: Certainly.  

(IDocument handed to Ns. Chasis.) 

MS. CHASIS: Yes, that's what i was reforring to.  

CHAIR1A JEiASCII: All right.  

If you would, read it into the record, Mr.
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bt 2. area" of the Hudson River adjacent to indian Pcint 

a nas occurred as a result of Indian Point Unit 1,io° 2 

3 operations. A 95 p-ercent confidence level will re

4uire not less than this amount of time in order 

I to make suchi a determination,. however, in view of 

Sthe oreseatly planned startup schedule for Indian 

7 Point Unit No. 2.l 

a This testimony was offered in 1973.  

9 Dr. McFadden, _ show this to you.  

10 (Document handed to the witness.) 

| CHAIR'&4 JbMSCH. Will you proceed, please? 

BYZ S. CHAS is 

13 First of all, Dr. McFadden, has tha t determination 

14- been -made . and where is it presented? !4 

15 X (Witness McFadden) WE& have not exanined the da-i-:a 

to see whether this specific criteria decision has been ful

7 filled.  
171 

Do you intend to examine it and include it in 

9 Jyour January 1977 report? 

A. I had not planned to do that.  

DIR. BRIGGS: Could I as];, in the absence of such 21

an examination, do you have -- are you able to say now 
22 

whether you believe it has been fulfilled, whether you cesi 23 

make that determination? 

-?WITNESS McFADDEW: vnu can make the determination

..... 7 - 7 7- i7 7
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blt 3 1 for -1 specific population estimate. That is, we cn c-e-.  

I_ te C .ne :fhet.aex a particular teknixt of esti- atii : t-, 

3 i of th.,: popula'tion gives us an ..st..t. a ,.hit aw: :.-t 

4 oz pre-cisi-on, plus or minus 25 percent, at ti'S 95 

5.o..fid.:'ce level.  

What I am sure abo zt our. .a-Ai! -t o C,* is to 

7 " determizne qnetner a composite of several di.ere .  

8 o population estimation meets tat. le-j o- s. .... i r 

reasons of statistical methodology.  

t0 ChAIR JA JENSCH : Proceed.  

1Bi MSY Es. OUASIS: 

Q Page 2-25 in OT-l in the s.zcc. z, f" -. -7.. 

13 second sentence, it is stated that:.  

14 The reduction ix age-group 0 fish, if tru

seuere, would be readily detected by the r.-,_ 

16 progr um.  

'7 MR. LEWIS: What is the page o' . 
1- 0..  17 _ 

18 MS. CHASIS: Page 2-25, C .-! , 

19 RepOrt.  

20 MR. LEWIS: Than k you.  

BY MS. C]LISIS: 

I'd like- to know what triiy severe" -c'nz3.  

0 do you define "truly severe"? 23 

A. (Witness McFadden) Trulv zevere'? w -- 24 

5 in terms of the Staff's pjmpcsition that tha r-ductco' ....a 

25
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blt 4 :.be of the order of 30 to 50 percent dua to entraient 

alone. Since impingement mortality was also opearataiv , 

qcne would have to conclude that the Staff was =c-t ;latin 

4 4 reductions of some order greater than 30 to 50 peren 

5 I'm now turning to-*page 13 of the ecemiber 7 

6 -testimony, In that last paragraph,, hicA begqs at thae 

bottom of the page, you state that by applyizg !at1at root 

8 multiple linear regression abundance was not ralated to 

9 power plant water withdrawal.  

0You assume, do you not, or there i s an assu', x 

.. that all variables tested bear a linear relationship?, is 

2 that correct? J nd tihat is the only relatiom.hip you were 

3 measuring for? 

A. (Witness Campbel) Yes, ma'am. This is a linear 

-: multiple layer regression techniqzue. That is e azzvwitio 

of *the model.  16 

~ j However, some non-linear signific- .a fctors ca 1.7 

still be detected in a linear model.  18 

But not all? 
19 

A. Not all.  20 

21 Wa there any-testing for non-linear r-zatiotihips 

between thke variables? 

A. We. have aot done a non-linear m ultiple re
23 

gression.  

Q -Do you intend to do that and report on it in t.e
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correct

CH&IRtM& JENSCU: No.  

WITNESS CAMPBELL : The last answer was no.  

BY 274. CHASIS: 

Evems if" the relationship is non--liaar, Ism .  

that Vim of fect c= still be aignif icant?

L. (SWitness Cam~be12.) Por cartain types 0of 12014

1-inear relationships' you czn atill datG.-mine --. you c .an. 'till 

dctect significance.: 

Ll Would you answer the question? 

X Would youi please repeat it? 

(L The qestion is.- Even if a relatimsh ip is non

linear, it can still have a great effict,.  

A. Certainly. You can have non-linear ',ijfects.  

Q. Which aresignificant? 

A. Yes, mna am.  

CHAIRMAN 'JENSCUi: 1: takit ha's r atd to 

your studies'. You could have significant effects evan iz 

it were-not linear.  

Is that your question, Ms. Chasis? 

bMs. CHMAIS:L Excuse me, Mr. Cha irmuan. I'm sorry..  

CHAIRMN J&ISCJI: I cadn't know whether his last

tile January'1977 report? 

A. No, we dio not.  

MRP. LEWIS.: V 'iV soly Wat was tha ans-oier to0 

that _?
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answer was a theoreticaL* answer.  

WITH1ESS CIOMPBS LL: It was a tlzeoretical arnisuar, 

Sir;.  

CHAfllMAU4 JE-NSCH: Eucusa',us?.  

WITNESS CAM4PBELL: 'It was a toratical answe r.  

CHAIRMMN JUNSCil: But you're rcally taying to. JA.ind 

out something related to the studios now? 

MS., CEASIS: That's right.  

CHAIRMAN JNC:Would you match it up With 

the study now? 

MS., CHASIS: L~t me ask a question.  

BY MS. CHPSIS: 

3 The-question is: Could t'hera have been non

linear relationships occurring wJhichl your, m~ultipl.e repgression 

analyses did not account for, did not imasure, a M-d 1UI~Ich 

still could have a significant impact on the population? 

A. (Witness Campbell) I stil- hvre to answer"tia 

somewhlat in. a theoretical fraziework, and tits 1201IV S 

Q. in the analysis that you parformed in Orc.er t0 

get. a correct assessment, do all the variables maue 

have to be independent of each other? 

I. in this particular analysis, it is m~y understand

ing that certain types of relationships within this anialysis 

need not be independent. And that is to say the staistical 

term is -- well, m-iulti-colinearitia53, andi certaia t -, p ez
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multi-colinearities are accepted within the statistical 

mode]. Other types of multi-colizearities will be thrown 

out as unacceptable.  

How-ver, we have made that dcetermination through 

computer programs to detect whether all of the multi

coinearities were of the type which would be acceptable.  

So you're saying that the variables set out hre, 

even though they may be dependent and not independent of 

eich other, are somtehow aceptable and may be analyed to

q3ther in this procedure that you perform? 

Withiu the context of this model, that is corract.  

a Would that analysis be set forth in the January 

.1977 report? 

A Yes, ma'am.  

blow, returning to a subJect which was explored 

yesterday on the bluefish predation, you indicated, I be

'ieve, Mr. Campbell, that at least one of the years for the 

data on which you relied was 1974. And in reviel-ing the 

Multiplant Report, which is OT-1, Supplement 2, Volume , 

page V-41, I believe it is stated that limited 1973 data 

suggested that bluefish do consume juvenile striped bass.  

MR. LEWIS: I'm sorry, I can't hear.  

MS. CHASIS: I'm reading now. Do you have the 

page.

WIT14L .SS CMI4PBELIL: Yes, I do.



bits- H 1So CHASIS: It's the second full parag-ah  

a seconO sentence, which states: 

3 , "Limited 1973 data suggested that bi A fi1h 

4 do consume juvenile stripad bass and white i.h 

5 however, more extensive studias in 1974 a '2.

B most no evidence of bluefish predation on st-asA 

7 bass and white parch, even tho-zgh bIue,-fis.h We -e 

8 very abundant in the Hudson River during -97 ; 

9 It goes on -to State: 

10 *Striped bass aad white per-1h juven-i .e ...  

11 less abundant." 

Now, if this is one of ie tao -r-_.- .  

13 data on bluefish pz edation, that youz collected, t w oe 

14 of data, how can you conclude that bluafish pradztion 

15 a significant factor in Controlling juvenile --,blnance z) 

16 striped bass? 

17 WITNESS MPRELL: Okay. That concluio 

18 based Upon the multiple regression aealyiz and P_ clo ia 

19 .the food habits data. Certainly bluefish do c -' 

20 bass., among other things, within the Hudson Ariver. ' 

21 BY MS. CUAIS: 

2a Q And yet in a year when there was an z anc 

23 of bluefish, qne of your indices, and a d m "-tr-t, .  

2A population of striped bass juveniles, th- r ,as .o,..v 

25 no evidence of bluefish predation?
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(Witness Campbell) No, ma am.- Tere. as blue

fish predat.ofn during that year; however, the amount:. of 

predation was lower than in 1973, when striped bass .'.ere 

more l abunda&it, suggesting that the bluefish utilized striped 

bass more daring 1973 because they were more 
abundant than 

they did during 1974, when striped bass were less abundant.  

This suggested to us the perhaps. density

,dependent type of predation that you would expect -- that 
ycu 

mivht expect.  

But you state here that there was almost no avi

dence of predation in 174, is that correct? DIean, you 

don't disagree with that statement? 

A.- That was based an the analysis that had been dcen 

up to that time. The amount of predation during 15741, 

based on those samples -- I don't have the specific figuraz 

on that right now. It was substantially less than it was 

in 1973.  

Q And the sampling for that was muca r-roe eten sive 

in '74, was it not? 

L Yes, that's right.  

MR. BRIGGS: That is sort of confusing, you knolu.  

As I understand it, you say that according to one regressiona 

analysis there is more predation when the bluefish 
population 

is high, is that right? 

WITNJESS C,,BEL1 When the stiiped bass
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population is high".  

MR. BRIGGS . understood you to say that in 

sos of your analyses the striped bass .opliation was !c' r 

when the bluefish population was high, and I had inferred 

from that that the predation by bluefish was high wshzsa 

te bluef ish population was high. 1s that a reasonabla 

inference? 

WITNESS CAMPBLL i Yes, I think zo.  

MR. BRIGGS: All right, fine, 

And now you say that this isn't qcuite right. In 

19*74, when the bluefish population was high and Cie 4 rxiad 

bass population was low, that predation by bluefish was lct; 

but in 1973, when the bluefish population was l; ad the 

striped bass population was high, the bltussih pre-azin 

was high.  

WITNSS CAMPBELL: We do not hav estia o 

the rates of predatien per se, i.nd this would see to be 

the critical factor involved here.  

Additionally, in the multiple zre.ic .  

work, other variables are important in deteriiiing that 

relative abundance. So we can't rely solely on the bluefish 

as .the regulatory factor.  

MR. BRIGGS: Yes, I understand that.  

DR. DAIBER: But, Dr. Campbell, in your 

December 7 testimony, page 14, towards the top of the page,.

453



blt, 11

DR. DAIBER: Just a moment.  

This would suggest that perhaps one slould know

454 

the sentence reads: 

"Abundance of predators was negatively 

associated with striped bass abundance, while egg 

production and rate of temperature increase had a.  

positive relationship." 

WITNESS CIMPBELL:" Yas, sir.  

DR. DAIBER: I am confused, a-so.  

WITNESS MCFADDMI: IIll offer: a cc=,eant which is 

a possible explanation. We'll have to examine the mdl

vidual dana to be certain that this applied.  

The possible explanation is ttat what'a spoka'a 

about at the top of page 14 is a correlation ar-alvsis. I 

a correlation analysis a significant, relationship can armerge 

despite some pairings of pints which are incenistat with 

the overall general pattern, so that if there are enough 

years in which high bluefiah is paired with l striped 

bass in a given set of observations, it's possible for the 

same set of observations to also contain scm ..ears -- but 

it would have to be only a few years -- in which there are 

exceptions to that, in which high bluefish was not paired 

with low striped bass.  

WITNESS CAMPBELL: Could I enter a couple of 

figures?

,- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 7... ,__ ,/: - .- , : .. .,..



bit 12 ~ what n doing with these sttstics in rt e ob ~~ 

*to- interpwet them validly zts thby're. ralated -No b 0 1 ac 4 z.  

Wnc a INESS 14t cvADbE.A-: That I corr,,ct. a-ld 1 c~jo 

results: of the regression -analysis, -you use a corz-7-latioti 

analysJa. The net result is there s rz v ,U e.  

as. X infer frcm all of these statcmnl*nt orall2y and "a riig 

batween the December 7 _test1rnny aancMV ~-t o 

*there is no damage.  

I think that's wha t YOUa re tryinlj to pr'v, 

just thin:x that every tima ycu got into uhat ap aZ 

17 

3I think there's an aevor in ti 

19 by the Licensee to show t hat there~'s no _a-lg by -- C ' 

IPoint operation, but the net result iX a totalcu~o' 

S that'doesn't substantiate the L~icensee 's p o si o 1 

If you, care to comment. on that ,orT s u p P"Y some 

other figures and look at some other data p oin ts, -=4ne, 

let's -see them. But I tink the conclusions zhzt a.,r Cl

in hiere have just led to a no account production and ar~a
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blt 13 I wasting an awful lot of time, because we've got coutradictory 

2, sta eMent .  

3 m MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, with all due rzop'c

4 air, we live in a world of iuncertainty. - When -cne compares 

5 the uncertainties that were present in the Staff's analse, 

6 whioh 'iera based on a profound of data, with the uncertainties 

7 1 that remain now, I submit, sir, that there is not. an ea-qat 

8 basis for your statement.  
9 CHAIRMAM JENSCH.- WE'11 be glad to have vor 

10 arguments and will be glad to consider t1em.  

11 I think the only point we're trying to indicate 

12 to you now is there's an opportunity for you to prove wihpt 
13 you're endeavoring to prove. I thizA the Board hs indi 

14 cated that there is such confusion in your preesentation eI'..  

15 it dcesn't establish your point.  15 

16 We 're% not going back and trying the Ln dia n Point 

2 decizion. It's been reviewed by the Appeal Poard, which 17 

has given you an extra year's time that the LicanAing e:rad 

19 didn't think-was justified; but we're not goi,j to try that 

20 over again. We're taking just what's right he-e now as the 

basis of what you're seeking to establish.  

I just think that you should know it now, because 

0 if there are some other factors that should be brought in, 23 

some other analyses, let's see them now, or we'll have to 24 

proceed upon the record as we have it.  

6.t
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Will you proceed, Ms. Chasis? Did you have 

some other questions? 

WITNESS MAY.; Mr. JeLsch, may .I malke a co ment  

in. response to talis? 

CUtw , JEUSCH: SwLely. I WITNESS 1MAY: We --nderstanid. s-- -aC .L t 

ultiplant Report to be a progress report of -the ..esut 7--p 

to that point. Xad, as fartas the work, that we'- doing is 

.concerned, our intentions here are to let you kn-w at w .  

expect to be able-to present in a synthesis report in.  

January, which. has been referred to as tize January, rep-r, 

-in which we hope to be able to boi do-n wi t -to be 

inconsistencies and come up with a final s yztLhsis 2to't". : 
CA this..  

I certainly approciatea the problems of hAVIa g to 
look .at progress reports and t results of annua studiez 

aid not come together to a composite type .of svsiS.  

l "HA W KNM tJrNS: You'ra suggesting t. " e 

wait for the January 1977 report before me 4,d at'!3z 

i that' right? 

WITNESS MAY: I'm suggesting it is my uncerst _nding 

that it was to bring you up to date on where vie we.re to d=.se 

on what has been done and what will be forthcoming in the 

synthesis..  

I believe mr. Briggs requested a synthesis in
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bltl5 October.  

MR. BRIGGS: This is a bit of a diversion. I .8. _ 

3. need to lozok. at. a, dictionavy, but when samaone tells M~e 

4 he's synthesizing the data I'm wondering whether hes pre

5 senting us with synthetic data'.  

6 (Laughter.) 

7 CHAIMN JENSCH: To define an analysis, as.  

8- undarstood the term yesteday, it's a procedure that goes on 

9 -.which att.mpts to describe something. I guess it's a matter 

10 of how you.look at: it.  

;| WITMNSS MAY: I usa the. word in terms of lCoking-

2 of bringing all the years together.  

13 MR. BRIGGS: I understand.  

14 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Are you ready to proceed, 

Is ]MS.: Chasia? 

16." BY MS. CKASIS: 

17 I would like to move on to the empirical asses

18 ment of vulner*-ility.  

19 'MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairml , I'm sorry. Befor 

20 We go on to the other questions, Dr. Lawler has: some corraxent.  

CHAI lMAN JENSCE: Go ahead, Dr. Lawler, and make 

your statement..  

2.WITNESS LAWLER: I'd. like to add a thought to 

24 what appears to be some confusion here in this-whole question 

of is there'bluefish predation or isn't there.  

25 .  

. .. ". 

•4 _-_.. . .. .___•__-_-_._-_-_"__"____.__".___"_"__-._'___;_:_____.__".__"___-_-__--_____"______,._-" _"__-" ____.___ .____ . -: .- -__-_._-_._.___._-._-__-- ... . __.-_.- -- .. .. .. . .. " .- . ,- _________ .-_____________________
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b1t, 16. If: 1understood. Mr.. Briggs .... 1 
.MR BRIGGS': Thre really isn't any cnzfusion.  

I .as to whether there is soma bluefish predation or not. It ' s 

4 i just,. in my mind, at least, it's just some confu wion JLn the 

Sreliabili.y or accuracy of the:analysis that's made. V 

One set. of data seoms to shoti one th ing, and 

7 another set of data seems. to show someth-ng elsa. 1: do.ut 

think there's an argwaent as to whether blue i-Th eat strir'ed 

End 4 bass.  
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WITNZSS LAWLER:: Well, thinic. that if I udrto 

Your comments correctly, the puling hi~i that ini. momsq 

instance3, it seem that there is a hI ' h bluof is'P. cwatraioL 

aadA, low striped bass cnczat"-tio-an and L±in other caSa t..cer.  

the .reverse. 'And; in even a third sot of cases, there may be

lot'Is: call it moderate levels of both den-ities.  

And 1 thinkc 02 of this fits vezy propar2.y Pllto lei

virtually every predation model that you sea, which 'nl--p-ys 

involves the product of the density of thez pray* iz1 th-e .z ,3I do~i1! 

Of' the predator. So that if predation is going cn; ha ou.  

will have is an oscillating X1n of calandar,,whe0 in9 c , 

years,, the population of tha prey 'conds to bea h. Lhz Ez-UzS 

the;. predator population is do i. an hn, in othear soars 

..'11have the reverse aituatioci.  

And all of that can be filtl quite n Ica 1. ir~ zi h 

klnii f'.standard prey/predator model which a-ysi1'S 

product-of the: .densities of both speies.  

MR,. BRXGGS- -Well, thard You.  

MR. TROSTLENse M1r. 'Chairman, D~r. cz= ,i 4 

Supplement. his answer to Dr. Darlber'a qz~zstion. ,~ 

CHAIRmw1 JENSCH: -All. Zigh. I 
WITNESS CAMPRELL: Yes, sir, 7 

On-the reference page in suzmppeit numkirt 2.,. p Tage 

V-41 that -Ms.* Chasis refcerred to, the very last senteirldt of I 
the second complete paraqraph; we've 'stat od ithat,. i n 1974, I

'.5 

.7 

I 

'0
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the one year that was at. issue there.. being slightly diffearent 

than 197 30 that the bluefish primarily: consizaad baxr anchiovy, 

Aiierican shad, and Atlantic toncad.. Striped bass, whita' 

perch juveniles were less aburdant,. andl ccnccntratad, f urthar 

upstream in 197-4, and were assantially less availabla to, blue-.  

fAish predation.  

Wf f ind, in look.ing at the abundance or ra lative 

distribution of bluefish, hat. they are located prLxuarily in 

that lower: river~ region where most -V wal, what we ware talr

ing about -aarliar: that lower river region is more affetted by 

the. salt water. And at thia point in the gaie, wheam this data2 

had been loced at,, many of the fish, the strip-d basse, w 

located in a different area of the river.  

I have checked into the situation in August in he, 

1&*9r rive,:, and we added a 33 percani frequency of. Ocurrance 

in bluefish stomaachs of striped bass. So tbat, for, h,~ %zi ZcAS 

whaire the bluefish and striped bas.s were found togethar, -we diL 

haVe that high predation. There just veran'-t as maitny.~rp 

basg4 in the lower river during that period iz I97%4. 

MS. CHASIS: You're talking about August ci.7,or 

anter year? 

W!TbMSS CAMPBELL:- August of '74.  

NS. CHASIS: But ovreral1-I 3pecnt i& t~I1 lav~er 

river. But if you.looked at the overall *populatioM., it w.-

very low?
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WTESCAMPDELL.: For that time-3 pericc' te ved 

popultion V, as low, becase the striped bas s va. lca--iv 

river...  

MS5. CHASIS: So that there m ey b~ a, ther -fa!-tor 

than-either abandance of bluefish or of' the 811ripad zbazz WUich 

enter s into the relationxhip. Is that correct? 

WITNSS. CAMPBLt yes, Ma am. ?.dta' iY ago 

to multiple techniques,. rather than the simiplej c1 ua 

we used earlier. in- the stuidy.  

KS.* CHAS:S: But the. fact is that you've got bas
cally thre-9 years of datasactual empirical. data, concer"4 ', 

predation, two of which are discussedi hsrpr..A~1i 

onel. of them, there is some evidence witb3 tela.;ively*3: 

saxtling.. In the second year, thezle was e'va sn- 'ig, 

tllvery little evidence.  

So that in. two cut of the threa youCrs, z 

dtais, not very strong on suzpporting the bluf ~'~~a.~a 

WITNESS CJAYPBEBL: The evmpfrical data ia.L l2 

that'blaefish consuime striped bass.  

M4S. CHASIS4 wells 12m talking about t~ i 6f 

-WITNESS CAMEX3j The rates of .preda" ion.7 ed 

riot-have strong data on the rates of. tredato.W &iv 

that analysis, which suggests that bluefish -ara neia.e 

related to the abundance of juvenile -striped bass- Anid a
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1 reasonable hypothesis as to 'why that would be tr-e would be 

the procss of predation.  

3 M. RIGGS: Well, again you confuse uS. Becausi 

-4- theta seem3 to-be that oher factor, the location of the stri.r 

bass, that. may be more important in a population of bluefish.  

6 And alu juat say that that's fine, that our analysis of the 
7 elatiomiship between the popu:lation o leshadthe' popu

8 dlatian of stripead bass gives us a negative relationship.  

Ii WITNESS CAMPBELL; ,es sir. we have anegativme 
10 relationship, and the two other factrs that were includ 

1 there as falling out as signifidant were the temp*'ature in

12 crease factor and the eggy prdnuction index..  

13 MR. BRIGGS: And the location of the striped bass.  

14 WITNESS CAPBELL: Location w as not considered Is 

15 an independent variable,or as a dependent variable.  
MR. SrGGS: So it Just wasn't considered. 3ut you I 

17 of f -us this explanation t:2at the reason that the bluefish 

18 didn't eat so many striped -bass was because the.- stri-zd bass 

19 ueren't uhere the bluefish were.  

20 -WITNESS CAMPBELL: For 1974, I think that'a 

21 reasonable hypothesis..  

22 MR.BRIGGS: But you only have one data pointj now, sc 

23 you, can't make any relationship. Is that right? 

24 WITNESS CAMPBELL: essir.  

MR. BRIGGS: Okay.  

25I
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BY MS. CUASIS: 

Now, in the empirical asses-mze-at of v,1 21 b .i 

wihla'i made, why is 't thlat,'that a s cS , Sm- - as 

used, had the '74 data plugged into it ano pres tZtd? :hy has' 

that not already been done? 

" (Witness Campbell). Could you efer a .  

t icla= ite wa're talic i ma out? 

I'm taling about this wholz empirical asz 1. Zn, nt

methada 

M4R. TROSTEN # N-at pa !,,e s, Plz1 a? 

MS. CIU-ISIS: Wel, it starts ,n page IS, t- .  

si-1zi Ofthe methodologyr and it~s inritez.! ta' ~ ~ 

utilizing the '74 and 075 data, will e peai-t O "; "Te 2t7t 

0e -t..And I''M wondering why wea couide " h 2 1- 1 :." 

assessment already, utilizing the '74 data.  

(Pause).  

WITNESS C=4PB=L.: To some ext-nt e " '-- .  

available in the supplement to vou- I3 S.3tic: (. .  

4b8116V6 we do have somes 1974 datae 1m ti-nera; at z tl: :z 

report was prepared, as .meationed earlsr, all, z. -fz L974 

data had not yet been analyiad. -" 

BY MS. CHASIS: 

But I'm wondering why, sulzsequct zo t-. "her 

been over a. two-year -- no, . guess -a year and a : 

since this was issued. That analysis has not been.. 2 a
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the 075 
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tion me 

assessm 
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da 

'74 data

(Witness May). ,ow, you're talking about ,..1y hasn ,' 

data 

974.  

Well, the ccpletion of the 074.  

That s right. Aa-d utilizing the equilibri-am redu

:hod.  

(Witness Campbell). Those are tw-o different areas.  

But that's plugg-d into the direct -l assz.sment.  

But I thought we were talking about vulnerability 

,nt. first of; al.  

But 1 thought the two were related.  

They're aompletely independent? 

night.  

Okay, then let'S take one first.  

Why haven't we had. an analysis of the '74, the fill

. (Witness May). Ul right.  

The full 574 data has ben analyzed, and it -i 5- t: 

process now of ccmpleting the final report. That shculd ba 

coming oat., Well, you know, I can't say exactly, but wihin 

the next month.  

Now, part of this, as far as we're conceraed, is a 

matter of scheduling, and it's a matter of doing ths wcrk, and 

at the same time having another work cmmitment, which is to

465
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I get, the 97 report 'out., it's just a, matter of allocation.of: 

O Ie ee.  

That takes pracedance over getting tI-e -vdal.  

51reports out?, 

S6 A yes., Can Ed provides as the Schedu.La, a4 you maay 

7have to ask". them., 

Ii A (Witness N(c~addLen). heesather conzi&zratio2 

10 that. relates. to the idventification an page 16 of analyses a -A 

14 data collected 'uia 74 and 115 cma an-alysam hava xlraadv~ 

Z ben te '75te data.17 aaa r.Mypinsat.ve 

18 g ricdspas thatu haveP hem sevi2mpd tana s: 

19 Ihe 7 data., uiizdtedr~ ~i.5a m 

17 apRo qan the s9tatsa analyses,~ as-itratd. i ih toih Iti 

Q9 Y-ut utid a thedi aiet a msm ..nt C alogy 

bpased on the 1973 datar and ad present iono1 in the ~~Xn 

Str igproceedings did you s' m notde?
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A. Based on 1973 data., 

.2 Q So you could have done the same thing foZ 1974..  

3 A Excep .- hat: t there has been a revision of the method 

4, of estimating the impact,and evblution of the mat-hods by which 

5 impact is calculated from the time that it was developed in thd 

6 Storm King Mountain proceedings, 

7 Well, I'm not arguing that there might not be ref Li 

f 8 merts which could come through delay. But you could have made 

9 that-.assessment f or- the full 074 dat a. Is, that corract? 

0. x (Witness May). I believe it was just answred. I 

11 be-siee that it has-been done. But apparently, schaduling and 

12 the work allocations that va follow - you know, this report 

13 is due out, you know, net month.  

14' Now, in making this assmssment, there's no .nae to 

15 thLa kind of assessment could be made whether or not thz- plant 

16 was operating. Is that cor=ect? 

17 A (WItness McFadden). You'll have tcdistinguish 

18 between vulnerability assessment and impact assessznt :;rhen 

19 youtre asking .hat question.  

20 Well, Ila referring to -

21 (Pause.) 

. the empirical assessment of vulnerability is vuha t 

23 I'm referring to.  

24. A (Witness Campbell). Pardon me? 

25 THe empirical assessment of vulnerability.
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(Pause.) 

A. The empirical assessment' of v.nalnerability--- in SC 

wayso you might say you could do it whether the plant e 

operating or- not. However, if the plant is havinjg som' influ

enae on the population or the .distribution of the organisms i 

at the time, then it really should be done -Thile the- plant is i 

operating. I 

Q.- " By the way, do you consider .173 to be post-ops aiorl.,al 

for purposes of your enalyses,or pre-operatioal? 

P. (Witness McFadden). 1973, for fiand im, nt, is 

considered pre-operational. 

Ms. Chasis, just so that the record is ciear, a--,,A 

you" Clear on ths distinction between vulnerability asses-sant 

and:impact-assessment? I'd ba happy to offer a )rief pf initin.  

-hI don.ttink so. I think I'm clear on what they  

mean 

'(PauSe.) 

Dr. Yawler in colnwction With the real-ti Model 

which you have developed, youiindicate that the empirical data 

collected in '74 and '75 will be uti1ized in your M_ Ie and 

presented in the January '77 report. And i'd like to 1s you 

the same question., Why Could not this model have been run 

utilising the 174 data prior to presentation of this January 

' 77" report? 

. (Witness Lawler). First of all, Ms. Chasis,are you
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referring to some sentence? 

Q. Yes. I'm referring -- it's a it confbis. iM' 

labeled page 25. 1 think it should "Mally be 2. Its th10 

second full paragraph, first sentenca.  

L. Okay. And your question is, y enot rz- s made 

with the 1974 data before this tima? 

0. That's rightr and i-razanted.  

1 And presented to whom? 

To the parties and to the P.-3d.  

A. Well, I wasn't aware of any r,--rc/ent? raq'.t, 

o- other to do so.  

Q. Well, I guess what I'm wondering is" T- - t2 

analyses have been held up for inclusion in t o 1977 rpo-C-.' 

and why they havea't been coming forth.  

MR. TRSTEN: Wat analyses? 

MS. CHASIS: The model runs utiliziaq thae 

mndel, which I gather has beaen - is nov fully deveope" nd 

operation.  

WITIESS LWILER: Well, let m- try to giva yo:,.  

answers that may satisfy your inquiry.  

First of all, the data in '74 was not cut until wr1C.! 

into 8175.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

I understand.  

A. (Witness Lawer). Every year, we succeed i1 p! ttir

0
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the-data from the prior,-year out a' little earliar thcan. ths 

prior set of years to- that -onpi. So Icasnt. tell ~U 1-11 eac 

date thbat- this data;. that. tha 74 dAzta -as readYf voa~~ 

Buti it -was wVell int6 075.  

Secondly, the development of the re-al-tire IMP~1 

Again, I cannot give you the aZixed datea t whioh imz2 C 

we -ware fully operational on tkiat modiel. But ii!; ntily 

into -77Sp that* s for. Sur-.  

Okay- So you're Wo44pwhare Xt~n wcle za 

late'. '7S and somewhere in '76 bafore a. yfthing cot?_" al 'ave laan 

40o.0 with the '174 data, as far Lsrn,*ecoe~g.  

the schedule for doing the tirk' that z~a to 'co into I 

'77 report was developed0, .~ beguD. to be ftdolop, 
in early '76. So from that tir., forward, all. tL-h e f ort ' 

directed at providing the rasults in the . aay ".77 prt 

ee*

So that even though the data and tile rr;iel ~ 

ready.. the decision was made to wait, a~ad 1:o psent~ 

reult4a in t&he January 077 rep:6zt, rWhav tha, 

Poin2? 

MR..- TROST=1 Mr. Chairman, i object to this . ii 

'iigline of-quoeIstioring, for the 291owlina ran a ~.  

-* Ms. Cha'ai is, or should be, aware that the' ehrni

cal. .specif ications for this plant provide a s-Is-u * o 

son testified with regard to . ths' schedule 12~ or Pretatic- of
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this, and we have been operating on. the schedule., 
ow, -the- continued repetitious questioning, attrpt.  

ing to bring out Ms. chasise point tht Con Edison should hav 

been following a different schedule than is .called for by the 

technical specifications, and.. on the program that has been 

laid out before the. Commission, I thinkr is just going to far.  

- havan't objected; I've allowed her to questicn to bring out.  

har..-point. But at this point, really, I think, it's going too 

far, and it: should be shut off.. And I objec.  

JXS. CZASIS: Your Honor 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let me see if.7 understand what 

his objection is.  

Here, Licensee is seekcing an w-tnsion of "nce

through cooling. And they brought in a report which reflecS 

a certain arount. of data. The Hudson River Fishe,.raau s Associz 

tion, as I understand it, is saying that if you really ,tamnted 

to have data that would be. relate d to this raquest ay tho 

Licensee, you would have brought in some of these "-1.1ings that 

are pending', but which have been defared bea-o oZ a priority 

on the '77 report..  

But, she's trying to establish that. these f.-tora 

that she is asserting, are important for consideration of an 

extension of once -through cooling. Is that your posi.tion? 

MS. CHASIS: ell, itts my position that this mate

.rial. could have and should have been provided in maJ-ing -an

I.
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Sassessment: of ~whfther, in fact, the data- tlftey h~va cted 

merits an extension and a weightjS- On C ofI~is jazi-nu r2 

report.  

CHAIU4A1I JENSC1H In tI Wor6, a -3u zu-n 1:r 

inquiry about - oh, has that-Peen Put ovar. to '77.v yo~ I
Simplying that-if they were tryl ng to get an tz ~n 1.16 

Sthrough cooling,' they would hwure brcih 4 t L~ ~ee 

correct? 

M4S CEHASIS:, Yes-, 

attaing tchtduor se uidn the lit variof tie~ :zt 

J. s tion f ouhe-thrug f Ol~ YOU* Iol hav brozjt 

13~ 

of he tyings to ato woug hiv bee49ra cn i a. x 

L hsidO nctouig it ing, yo'herdhea rO~~~i- nC 
169 

of hee Well, tat woul hy ,tsO'veep mo,-..-r .1z ~l 
20 

asesmt yof go nthrier siledtio. _y o hv ~i ~ti 

219 

20 

what:. the Licer sinig Board felt was jus-stfia.d. And nou, waci'a 
23, 

back for two more. and i t.xpect, as longj .;s wcz nive F:-. i~ 
24 

that we'll get requests every tim3e -UfnIsh vi*- cG !:as

25! 777 

:7 -77
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;mother ., And I think what she s saying is why don' t vo.u 

bring in the stuff that really counts?
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MR.. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, in light, of the 

position of the Hudson River Fishermens Aasociation I 

think that suggestion is totally out of place for the 

following reasons:.  

Con. Edison filed this application in June of 1975.  

There was little if any action on the part of anybody :with 

regard to this for approximately a year, including the 

Hudson River Fishermens Association.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: including the license.?! 

MR. TROSTEN: No, sir. The licensee during all 

of this time was .trying to generate the information 

to produce following a schedule.: Once does not clhange a 

seven-year program, Mr. Chairman, as you kaoo;, in midtrea ! 

immediately to produce information thuat some party mayv ! 

possibly think is important.  

Had a suggestion been made in the fall of 1975 

that. it was very material to a decision by this Bcard 6 
that a certain run had been done, well, perhaps .V- could have 

had that information. But to wait for 13 months after thz 

filing of an application, when the final report is approxi

mately ready to be submitted, and then sugges-t that six or, 

eight- months- ago - and these.. things take time - w- should 

have done something else, I submit is totally misplaced on 

the part. of Ms. Chasis.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH. You may disagree with her

0

'77
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-position, and you surely are entitled to do it; but I thi.k 

what she is saying is that these are important mattars tha .  

all, hfise gentlemen will agree- are importat, 

because they are making studies of them. A n d ashe is. contend

ing -- and you may not agree to this, -- but she is conte- .  

ing -that for a valid assessment of. your request for-a two

year extension that these data would assist in a b-tter 

assessment of the Hudson River-situation.  

You. are .entitled to disagree ezntirely, but it 

does not rule cut her contention. And she can still rke' 

assertion that what would really be important is. sc;--t-n 

that apparently does not depend upon correlation ana.ysis 

vulnerability assessments, impact.ssessments, linear 

correlations., all kinds of calculational prccedures that ara

confasing and confounding aind extending and protracted, 

but that you come in with something that is actually re I cd 

to what is happening.  

And you do have data, and you have mace naict1,0s 

years ago 7au were going to have these . things; n=d wa jat 

the same kind of an answer -- well, we~re studying it. We 

only need 40 more years and we'll know every Molecule o 

water in the river. But we are never going to get a Cull 

study of everything. And we have to move on f roan somewhera.  

And if you have something that is worthwhIile 

bring it in. That is her contention.

0
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j-rb3l MS. CHASIS: Mr. Chairman, I oud just like to 

2 . respond: to what Mr. Trosten said.  

it is not ou- applicalon. It is their 

4 application. And I thin! in ters of. asesing hther or nota 
5 i they should be given the tima must be looked at us to what 

6 they could have. coce in with' alrceady and not' just h C :.d Ou.; 

7 this great report which is to be forthcoming in January of 

8! 77
9 : Zt is not the brdea oZ Hudson "ivor is ns 

10 ~Association or any other party; the burden is on Con dion 
to coma foxiard with the data, the anayss, t-'!ch i : ha 

and could have presented.  

13 ""CHAIRMAN JETISCH: Yen, but he- '3 al y -1i.ng to YOU 
14 you could have made his -cas for him.  

I MS. CHSIS: That's right., 

16 CHAIAN JENSCH: You are enitled 1: .Tour 

17 contention, and he is to his.  

I8 LeV's go on. Objection overruied.  

19 MR. TROSTEN: Could w have the !.ast question? 
10 CHAIRIMMI .ENSC: Restate th last queJstiion.  

21 MS. CHASIS: :I, think. ai an-swer was ra.il:,Ved.  

22 WITNESS'LAWfLER.: One thing I wrouid add to .  
I .  

23 .answer is that yesterday in my testimcny I did provide 

24 the testimony to the effect that the runs on tha 74 and 75 

.data do provide the same .uresults, or essentially the szae
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level of. impact estimates as were originally submitted in 

the Environental Report.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q Yes, that's different from having the actual -

your statements are afforded different waigh t thln reports.  

which are subject to cross-exaMinationo 

Now, what -- let me ask you this question: 

What F factor data for 1974 from Indian Point do you intend 

to utilize? 

A (Dr. Lawler) The F factor data frcm Indian Point 

1974 and 1975 is used, from Roseton and Bowline for 74 and 

75.  

have reference now to the I-fU progress raport 

for 74 which I believe contains a discussion of relative 

river intake and abundance. Do you have that available to 

you? 

I would like to refer you to page 300, and to the 

third full paragraph on that page, where it states that the 

mean abundance of eggs in river samplas was less than thoze 

at the: plant by a factor of 5 at the Unit 1 intakes and at 

the diecharge canal by a factor of approximately 10 at the 

Unit 2 intakes.  

Then going over to page 32, the conclusion is 

reached that because the river sampling differs substantially 

from the intake and discharge sampling, -
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A (Dr. Lawler) What page are you on?.  
0 Now al am at 302, particu.arly the._ast 44 nrz.  

that.because-of sampling is different, the cato of data 

forthcoming are not comparable.  

Now, the statemert is made, as i -.'mJaersui, a -. - itt 

only with respect to the eggs; but first of all, are yoU 

using the F factors, the data from this regr _t. in your 

model? 

A I can answer that, Ms. Chasis -- yes. W a arc:) 

using the data from NYU toward. the eGOg factora. Th agg 

factors at Indian Point for 1974 are greatzr t.hmn, , and 

the F factors for the other life nstageon y, yok-s.  

larvae, post yolk-sac larvae, and the juveni2es, ar 

substantially less than 1.  

Q Referring you to the same report, page 301, t .  

table, which indicates the differences in striped b~aEs 

abundance at night among river, Units I and 2 Litak,D, 

discharge canal; and as I understani i- thaze is no 

difference in river abundance for %oilk-sac la2Vzz .  

no diference in abundance between rive- -nd intk-'. c,..  

yoLk-sac: larvae, there is a difference for discha:g ' "w', 

the discharge densities and river densities.  

Therefore, for larvae there is no di'fernc

:etween river and discharge, and there is so.me dJ-f rCm 

river and intakme.
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jrb6 1 A (Dr. Lawler) That s the yolk-sac larvae.  

2 Q Wll. yes, and then ifi you look at the larvae 

3 you see that there is no difference bet-ween the discharge 

4 concentration, concentration in the discharge, and the 

5 river; there are differences between the -- betwem the 

6 intake and the river, 

7 IS that correct? 

8 A That's right.  

9 These are night values.  
0 Q ;~Ifell, s I understand it,toea t3pi, 

11 values which you obtained, that -wa3 when mat of the river 

1.2 sampling occurred? 

13 A that's what waa used in the intaZe. Daring the 

14 day values for the transact in the very near viciaLity of thz 

1,35 plant, as opposed to the overall river sample is what wa 

16 used to calculate the F factor.  

17Q Isee.  

18 Now,, given that thz atate-ats made i thiis r' ort 

19 about the lack of comparability ot data, haw do yo justi fy 

20 usingm actly that data to derive your P factor? 

1 A. Well, you will, have to sho. me where the statement 

22, ismade.  
S0 At the bottom of page 302.  

24 Let me ask you, did you read these pa;es? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let him finish. I t.ink 'he's 25
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JrW7 -1 going to give- you an answer.  
WITNESS LAWLER: Did I read these particular 

pages? I-dont recall whsther I per3onaliy read- these" 

particular pages., 

I am aware of the stateMents.  

What we do in estimating thc F factors is to taske 

all of the information that we have, both in our o1M 

sampling program, as well as the NYU sampling program, as 

well as any other program for which information is available 

in the vicinity of the plant we're makig the actimate at; 

and- put it all together.  

And in some cases we have to make judgmnzts on 

Swhether you can match the data or whather you c an t, beauZY 

of this- problem of different gears, of gear lo.atsd in a 

fixed position as qposed to moving through the river and so 

on and so forth.  

And"the final value that -e select for that 

does reflect the kinds of problems that are ref rrd to hers.  

Secondly, it does reflect the use of our on 

data i. the river as well as data, in this casz, colected 

by NYU. • 

Q That-'s for other plants, is it not? 

A Well, I'd have. to check this point prscizzly, but 

on some of the indian Point analyses have incladcal the 

sampling program that we have had operational in 'the - in thal
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vicinity of the river. We have made.- substantial zamplin' . , 

in. the river, because there are other plan'Cs across the 

river where we've taken our o'n -data, as wal. a- thz daz-: 

of. NYU in computing the F -actors for the varic!Us ye_. r in 

qt-estion.i 

Now, do you have any idea why it took-so long fozr i: 

this 73 data on F factors at Indian Point to coma out in 

this form, the report issued August 76? 1 ax- =ef=-ag ,.  

another report, now'.  
M. TROSTEN: Would you show us th report? 

MS'. CHASIS: It is "Hudson Priver Eco-svot

Studies,. Effeats of Entrainm t by thm Indian P oint-i-r 

Plant on Biota in the Hudson River Estuary".  

CHA I1M*N JV.SC2.". Prepared by hom? 

MS. CHASIS: Neu 1ork University.  

CHAXRMAN JNSCM. Finish up on your last I F-3Vr, 

Dr. Lawler; in other words, you didn't use the NYU -c-oZrt 

as I understand it on egg flactors fcr your N factozs? 

WITNESS LAWLER: No, it would 3not hoT %o 

we did-not use the NYU report.  

I am.sayig that. the NYU inforuiAtion -is not the 

only information we used.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Can you identify no -xne record 

information which you did use? 

I think the problem she has is t.at .re a so.e
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1! referance to t"e NYU report having cha-ge of this work, so 
jrb9 I 

2 they n.ite :errts and they come up with scme, factcr that 
3 ! she d~esn believe would justify V' factors. And here we've 

4 '  got sorething over here, and:we-hava something there.  

5 nat was it? 

6 -ITTESS LAWLBR: I thought I did.  

7 , In -he Indian Point vicinity our that is to 

8 say IC,"i sarpli:- g program -- is .also active in the river.  

g CUATRMAN JENSCH. What's LMS? 

LIO W 1ITESS LAWLER: Lawler, Matusky, Skally B nginaers.  

We have for the years in question sampled 

extensively te area of th Roseton plant, which is some 

13 21) miles -ihove Indian Pon:.the area of tha Bowlime plaint, 

.14 which is 'aozne six miles below Indian Point, also the vicinity 

i o! ±ndian Poin.' because th-a Lovett plant ie directly across 

16 t re r. So we: have infortion n that atea as well.  

8 m fuay4.ag ist'hat that information is ued inconjundction 

9 with the '1YT information.  

20 Secondly,. the NYiU information referred to by 

21.2 Ms. Chasis in a lot of resects of qualitative, but it's 

2z. the statements you are referring to that ara qualitat±e; 

D 23 and they have to be converted into a quaantitative estimte, 

.1 which the F factors are.  

5i So we are certainly using tha N-YU i:aformation.  I' 

25 
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CRAIRMAN'.JENSCH:. Have you- see.. the latest report.  

Was just referred to, just identi:ied? 

DO you have some particular page in that to whiCh 

:ould direct his atten'tion? 

BY MS. CEASIS: 

Page 49..u 

i'his is a rep~ort which came out: in 76 with 73

data.

A (Dr. Lawler) You asakd Me a queationr do. I have 

any idea why it came out inL 76? My answar is no.  

Q Now, I would like to draw your attentimn to page 

49, the second full paragraph.  

It states, *The results and conclusions containead 

in thiS report,- based upon a single seas"on's 3mpling of 

striped bass life history stages, cannot provide an estimate 

of real or potential impact of the Indian. Point Power Station 

on Hudson River Vripad bacaf.  

MR. TROSTEM: It-'-ad th- next senteaca, too? 

BY MS. CHASIS: 

S "The information herein, by inclusion in 

models designed to provide such zatimates serve to 

increase the data base required for more refined modei 

estimates"... .  

Does that first sentence throw any question 

as to the utility of the 73 data, or indicate res~eriations

.1

1.

..... :, .-r -.. - -- .-'.'--- 
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on the part of NYU as to the utility of estimating real or 

potential impa t? 

A (Dr. Lawler) I can't.read tNYU's mind-- but, 

certainlyW. the sentence doz-sn't say that.  

The sentence skliply says the results and conclu

s:,ons in this report, which I don't know what this report 

contains.  

Q This report is the F factor data.  

A Furthermore it says it cannot provide an estimate 

of real or, potential impact.  

11ow, that can mean a lot of things: it can mean 

th-e report simply did not qo as far as going through a model 

ozr come type of analysis to provide an estimate of impact.  

I would say that with the information gathered over a single 

season yoa can provide an tastimate of real cr potential 

impact, as was done in 1973, and testified to in the FPC 

proceeding in 1974, and also submitted in the Environm.ental 

Report.  

Q So you might disagree with that statement? 

A You have to understand that NYU has never been 

asked to make an estimate of the impact of the Indian Point 

power station.  

Q Yuh,. but they say "used" in making an estimate.  

A It does not, it says the results and conclusions 

contained in this report cannot provide an estimate. I

77: 
-7,77- 7777
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would concur with that statemrnt, because 1 do not t n

the results and conclusions in this retport, wiich results 

by your comment 'are F factor results-- it~ s ifiic,.n.  

because that isn't all you use, as we have otr-t , o 

any number of occasions., i 
So for NYU to say that the resUts and 

conclusions in this report cannot provide an estiete 11 

true; they can't.  
For me to say that means a can't . h ftor 

information and the other inforation that hias .'Jcan d . I 

in a given year, and make an estimate, i s " 0 rrt C -, 

CHAIPMIAN JENSCH: Excuse me just a moznt 

Just for the sake of the record, iy :ou ,;,u 

tell Us, how does NYU get into it? You just said ..YUj .aS 

never asked to make an assessment at* any point at - .1 

Indian Point area. I don't know how large that i2 t! t:._ 

it goes down to Mile 12 or 27.  

Who employes NYU? Is this C=. o, ,s 

What are they directed to do? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

New York University, Institute of Environ-ta 

Medicine, is one of several contractors wcrking on thiz 

prograM. Dr. Lawler can describe, and Dr. -1rc 3u , 

together, can describe the scope of the N'2 efor-.  

Would you like a description?

0 

i.
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CHAIRMAN' JENSCH: Since he has- Just. made a 

referenta that he has.never been askted to do something, 

who asked them to do what? 

MR. TROSTEN: Con Edison is the one.  

CHW2RMAN JENSCH: Are they doing it up and dov'm 

the river, then,. or a certain area? 

.. TROSTEN: No, sir, no, sir.  

NYU. I will say, subject to correction by 

witnesses, is responsible for evaluating certain of ths 

entrainment information at the Indian Point power plant.  

CHAIRMAN JE1ScSEH.: Just entrainMnt at the 

Indian Point pl ant? 

MR. TROSTEN: That, I belive11, is correct, 'Unless 

they have some other river collection T1-c r -a On.  

Is -:hat correct? 
WIITNESS. MARCELLUS: NYU collects entrinm.nt 

'data and river .transect data directly in front of 11adJ.an 

iPoint.  

MR. TROSTMNx They have a specific and relative3y 

Limited assignment.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, then, they are making 

some assessment of. the Indian Point area? 

14R.- TROSTEN: They are assessing the affects 

of entrainment at the Indian Point power plant.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH- And the other one was transect?

7-7-
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WITNESS MARCELLUS: Transect data.  

CHAIPMAN JEISCH: What' s that mean? 

WITNESS ,ARCELLUS:. Collecting samples are various 

locations across the river at Indian Point.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Excuse me. Let me ask 

Mr. Trosten: then the statement to which Dr. Laaler' s 

attention was directed, would it be your VicS. t!hat that 

statement that they can't uZe the csti.matas in aTd-n.  

Point area? 

MR. TROSTIEN: No, sir.  

Let me tr*y this again.  

CHAIRMAN JENSC]3: I_ understand Dr. ._arcslus 

said it was to get entrainment and transect data. What 

kind of transect data would there be F iac tOS? 9 ... 0 ? 

Yokl-sac? 

WITNESS -A£RCELLUS: NYUs transect data l:c 

collection of various life stages of egss, yolk-Zac la -,vae, 

post yolk-sac larvae, perhaps some jirt i.Ues; azd t ta, 

along with the data collected by Texas Instrzut-nts, that 

collected by 14.3 in this programs for othlir utilitiesI 

combined, can be used for the purposes of imaact sessmt.  

CHAIP14AN JENSCH: Well, 1 don't want to gcret into 

a long contract, but is there some brief suinarv of Tahat 

they are supposed to do?

- .- .-- ~-~- -~ -~- - ~
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-JrbI5 II MR. TROSTEN: Yes.

2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I don't want to get, you know, 

3 who sicrned it and all that; but just give us something 

from- the contract so we.will know.  

5' MR. TROSTSN: Ce rtainly..  

6' CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I understand Dr. McFadden 
r 

7 may have indicated to Dr. Lawler that they have never 

8 intended -o do anything at Indian Point; and I unde.rstand 

they are doing something at. Indian Point.  

10 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, we will be happy to 
:A! 

do that. We have testified to this before.  

• 12 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We have kind of a new record 

13r 

14 •MR.. TROSTEN- Yas, we will be glad to do it.  

15 Let me just say at this point, NYU was 1ot 

16 responsible -for defining the impact of power plant operations 

17 they are -esponsible for dctermining the effects on orgaa-lisms 

! 18 of passaga through the power plant at Indian Point. And 
1 

19 they are also responsible for collecting the data 

20 Dr Marcellus mantioned.  

I 21 NOW, we will be happy to provide you with a 

2 _ statement as. to the scope of NYU' Bresponsibities.  

ICHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right, I won-It -internret 

that they are supposed to determine the effects of power :} 24 

I. ~plant-operation because you said they have to measure h5
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something, the character-of the organisns, or soinothing.  

MR.. TROSTEN: That's a ve-ry dif fer-ent wx-nt

Mr-. Chairman.'

CMIRMM~l JENSCH: Is that still iimpAct? 

WITNESS MARCE LS:Efctofpte lt 

entrainme at-, you can look at it fro-m the point ofl virn 0 

survivability of organisms in passage through ant 

NYU is: -addressing that subject..  

With respect to the impact on the nie,~ 

has collected a portion of 'the data that is -ased for.  

impact assessment.  

MR. TROSTEN: 13a other words, Mr. Cha -Tr~pa n we 

are distinguishing between af fect on- opulat ion and 

e ffect on specific organisms that Pass tbrough t7te p-1it 

That is the point-. That's the-* distinction I 'a tryin 

to draw.

CHAIRDAN JENSCH. Fine,. we'd li!e to sce 

of the contract.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q Dr. Lawler, you state the I=U dcci n W2cIYou 

utilize to derive F factors, it's qualitative, r.0rt 

quantitative? You mean you did *dt actu~ally take z~tios 

of abundance or density found at the intake an di'ar 

canals as compared to the river concentrations as obrarved 

by NYU?

777 M, M-,P-
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A (Dr,, Lawler) Yes, we do do that.  

When .1 said that the stat-ments you rei ezrcd 

to are quLlitat.ive, I didn't say they had no data, or we 

didn't use it* 

Thet7 do have data, we do use it.  

Q You use it as they present it? 

A. Tha' 3 correct.  

CHAAXIN JENSCE; We have not had a reces this 

marning, -nd w are alternating re-porters and alternati-ag 

with witnesses the only. one who really carries the burden 

is the interroqator.  

MS. CIStS: We could continue.  

WITUBSS 4AY: Do we hav7e a choice? I need to 

be excused for a moment, if I could.  

(Laighter.) 

CRM] PMVT JENSCH- We don't have to do that, we'lI 

.give him five rinutes and everybody can raise their hnd.  

(Laughter.) 

(Witness may withdrew from the hearing r-om.) 

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q Dr. Lawler, in-your effect of darogations do 

you make any correlation or account In any way Eor tho 

differenzce which. may exist between the tra.cect con- ntra-tion 

and the river segment concentrations? 

This was a criticism that was leveled.

7- 77 77 7 --
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II (Dr. Lawler) I am aware of the crit"cism that 
3rb!e 

2 was leveled. If you recall, it. was leveled .based on the 

3)_ fact that the segments in the transport mcdal ,-e_: Sorie ten I 

4 - miles in length, and the proposition on tiLe part of the 

Staff was, therefore, the -- in comouting F factors, the 

6 V iver Concentration that was used should have zeflicEtad 

7 that ten mile length rather than the specific transect 

8.1 &ta.• 

9 We -did not agres with that concept. 'However, 

!.0 More to te point, -the real time odel setents dre much 

11 shorter, on the order of two miles, in the vicinity of t:

12 O-plants, anid we believe that the transect data is aiita 

13 appropriate, the appropriate data to use. for F factrs i-a 

1 -.-the real time model.  j Q So that you have not attemPted to correlate 

16 transect and average concentrations for the reasons you 

17 state? 

18 A What I am saying is tha segment coacentration 

19 and the transect concentration are the same for the c ,-*nL 

20 that iS being used now.  
21 At some time in the past in the transport zodel 

22 gsegments were ten miles in length, and it could be argued 

2S as to what was -the proper concentration to use for that 

24 rive r segment. It's a moot point at this -oin.t.  

25Q How do you know? In other words, you have
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aained and developed and you can show that the segment 

a'wierage concentration is equivalent to the transect average 

concentration? 

A What I am saying is, the transect,, the length of 

the trans:cct i3 such that it covers a, you know, reasonably 

good percentage of the segment that's being used in the 

model.  

Q What percentage? 

A Well, the transacts can run anywhere from a 

qu2arter o2 a mile to a mile; and you are talking a segrd.ant 

le.ngth of probably about two miles in the vicinity of the 

plant. So you are covering virtually 50 percent of the 

transect.  

O You may be? 

A I think in gene_ ral your transect lines are 

probably toward the longer end than toward the shortex.  

Q Is it consistent? It varies, does it not? 

A It can vary, ye3; because based on the tide.  

(Witness May reentered the hearing room and 

res emd his place at the witness table.) 

o You have made no attempt to correlate? You 

assume because the transect is a greater percentage of the 

segment than previously, you do not need to differentiate, 

or account for any differences; is that correct? 

A Well, we're simply saying is that the transect
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is the sample by .which you cbaracterize thesegn- of 

concentration; there is no other meaaure.  

How about the river-wide sample ? 

A .That is what I am referring to.  

I m not talking abou t transect; I aan talking 

about the longitudinal sample? 

A Oh,. no, we have not made that corl.elaticn, to 

the best of my knowledge.  

Q Do you assume 10O percent u-ithdrrz:%al -zM" ... 3ei.  

upper quadrant? 

A No, we do not.  

O What percentage? 

A The percentage w.ithdxawal is roughlv 6y 

from the upper half of the river, and, roughly 40 p.rcent 

from the lower half.  

This does reflect a change in the approaoh !..eh 

taken in the years past, and it reflects the :1indiags ±n 

the.LaSalle model study, whbich show that moxe o' tlh z,.  

is wit-hdrawn from the deeper level than w' hnd 

believed to be the case.  

Q Is that, report available? 

A The- LaSalle Model study? 

A (Dr.. Marcellus)- The LaSalle Mrodol study fa: 

Indian Point has not been completed, yet; they are still 

writing it. But that is expected to be out very s1cn.
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A (Mr. Lawler) I can add that that's the nport 

I was referring to, Ms. Chasis. On a 50-50 basis.- that is 

to say, tk.e upper layer being half the depth and the lower 

level being th. other half of the depth, the water withdravial 

in the LaSalle report showed. 57 percent from the upper 

level and 43 percent from the lower layer.  

We are in the process of estiliating the'. .ercen-age 

withdrawal from the upper two-thirds and the upper one-third 

only becanse in the prior years- brought this out in the 

74 proceeding -- at the FPC -- that the computation procedure 

used to estimate the f actually tras asuming watsr withdraia_ 

from two-thirds of the depth; rather than half.  

So we would expect to find somethin on th ozder 

of 75-25; that's purely a guess. But you kian . its got to 

be more than 67-33, because you know froa the LaSaUe r*-,czt 

that the ratio of water withdrawal to depth favors the 

upper regions, rather than the lower.  

0 Thank you.  

MR. BR C-S: Excusa re just a minute.  

The report that you vere referring to is a report i 

that was aimed at determining the depth of the 

river from which water was withdrawn into the Indian Point 2 

plant; is that right? 

WITNESS LA WLR: That's correct.

77 .-, 7
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MR. BRIGGS: And the numbers yon gava wsre 57  

ipercent from the pper layer and 43 percent fo he lowa 

3 layer? 

. S.S LAWLRr: .ili. -tha peam lro 

layer- being defined as the -upper hlf and th. lover a 

.I " YM. AI 

MR. .. 6 I GS And that repoet, will sho-v what' s 

withdrawn from the lower quarter, also, W i4l it in ? 

I. I8 

-a - WITNESS LAMeR: Yas, You ci.v2 extract t a t fxom 
i I Wt a I'm saying z were in the rcc.oso doi thn t C -

I do know wh~Aen you ga t down to scra-herre 10 

U within. 10 to is j~ercent; of th btm, w~e sic'I rv-* 

i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l tha was atrb-Tlontmraiy 

i e itebeig witMa n his n fra those t Ms.  

i 12 

13 depthb.  

14Tereprt -also shows that thz withdraa _tbkse 

place over a very narrow breadth of the iver, wh± y 

should also expect based oa the tidal flo7..  
.9161 

I. BY MS CdASIS: 
17 

Now, turcning to the f factor, you -hzNe -indi

-cated -and I for some r~eason cant quite loc;_:to- t a I 
19 

II.  

2 It's the table where you make the corrtons for net 

21ta ttiual to ne morality 

A .- (witness M-Fadden) This is on page 33, Ms.  

Chasis.  
23 

It Q. ~~~~Thank you. atcreto fo174-wl, a 

And youmaeta orciofo191 e1, 

25I 

_7
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you make that correction for 1974 data, is that: correct? 

A. (Witness Lawler) That's correct.  

For 1975 as well? 

... Yes.  

As I indicated yesterday, the NYU 1975 data for 

post-yolk-sac larvae, which shows values of 0..48 and 0o45, 

.are esseLtially the same regardless of how you classify the 

ctunned organisms. That has not been corrected for-dif

farential net mortality.  

Qv Okay. That's u:hat I wanted to know.  

A. I think that I can add to that. _ha 

reason why it has not been corrected is we have not estab

:iehed at this moment that the -- what the velocity was 

in the discharge canal during -- and in the intes, Zor 

that matter - during the period oI -trLe tr.cend in 1975.  

Assuming it was essentially the sia, thlat aar"d er 

.iould come down rather sukbstantially.  

Am I correct that the basis for your corzection 

was the study that was performed entitled "I4o-ality of 

STriped Bass Eggs and Larvae in bets? 

A That's correct.  

g Andthis was prepaxed by NYU, and it's dated 

July 1976? 

A. Right.  

. Do you have a copy of that? On page 18 of that

77
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report, they state that: 

"It would be iprudent to apply h a-hesu-t2 

of these laboratory studies directly to the --z Z J 

situation without detailed knowledge o2 the vloOCitv 

of water in the intake forebziys and dischargo caizal 

at the time of sampling, and a firm u: s tanlihg 

of the proportion of alive and dead o-gan ima 

in the river population from w!ich p!' t u amnies 

may be drawn." 

How, without that dotailed in f l.:, can 

-the correction which you have made in t he 1974 datz -

can that: correction be made in theK 1574 Ca'.? 
Well, first of all, that detailed inferinric 

is avaiable, and it was used to make -,th or .)oc. a u 

.the velocity of the water in the intakle gozbe.- " and -.  

-discharge canal during the entrainment pericd and dui?---e

the time of sampling in 1974 was 0.52 Zor the Lnta1e ad 

1.45 for the discharge.  

Excuse me. 01here is that info aticn? 

& .1 don't'-thizk it's in this re.ort.  

QWould it be in the 1974 progress report, do you 

know, or is that information available to us? 

A. Ms. Chasis, I'm sure its availabele. i wou2 rI 't 

know where in any of these reports to identif- for yol.  

We obtained it by obtaining the flows at Indian
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blt 4 Point during the period of sampling, and we computed the 

2 Velocitie- in ths intake and the discharge forebaly .  

3[ ... "We" being whom? 

-4 We being LMS.  

At Indian Point? 

X. At Tndian Point 

So this was not don by NYL at the timm.e they 

7' 

8 were sampling? It was done by ULS? 

9 h Wat I'm saying, 1s. Chasis, is that the ccmpu

tation of the. velocity in the discharge canal ad ia the 
10 

iatake waa done by us. NY3 did the sampling.  113 

1 1 And when did you do the calculazioz ? 

" .. I don't know th exact date, but it, s kind of 
~13 1311 irmaterial as to when it was done.  

14 

What you need to do it is the ino:iatica cn aze K 15 

flows and the tidal stages and -- wall, that's it.  16 ! 
0. Was it done at the time of sampling? 

17 
A. No, Ms. Chasis, it was done after thqe time o 

sampling. It was done prior to making the orraction ..  
19 

In other words, it's a comutation, but the 

frainrequired to make the computation existed at- 'the 

, time of sam.tin .  

Q. But it was not taken? 
23 

A. Yes, it was taken. It was taken by the plant 

H~ operating people.  *5 
FM 1 •
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il to' A t 5 !j. Q So if you took .. noiw, let me get this clear.  

: ' You took plant operating frmation to calculate end based 

3 on that you-calculated velocities? 

4 Absolutely.  

So you. went out at. another: time when the plant 

6 was operating at that same level and measured the velocity? 

L. That's right. Velocities have been mesurad 

also and confirm the -c=putation approach usede, 

9 " . Hmo detailed are thoze records?- i mean, d d 

10 they give you the variation in flow on a minute-by-minute 

basis? How is it broken down? 

12 W iell, Ms. Chasis, you knw tha nuwb-ar of pumps 

I3 operatirog at any time and you know the condition ",7-r which 

14 -the pumips are operating. Y=u know the tida. level i.n, the 

river at the tima, and as a result you can Compute t,,he 

6 .velocity.  

17 Do you --- isn't it possible that the zecozds 

Would not necessarily reflect swe -voat ion in the. wit

19 drawal flow, or there could-be a variation in the tidal flow? i9 

In other words, it seems to me you canlt have a 20 . . . .: 

21 Perfect reconstruction of velocity.  

A., In my judgment, Ms. Chasis, you can have a: re

231 construction that's highly accurate, because you do know on 

a day-by-day basis the number of pumps operatin and the 
24 

condition under which-the 13uhps were operated. You do know 
K 25
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blt 6 on an .hour-by-hour basis the tidal behavior. What you're 

2 { looking to do is to construct the average behavior ovor 

,3d4. the. period of sampling, recognizing that the h a0 vioar  

/157 4 not vary substantially during.the sampling period.  

'Do you have information on fluctu ations or to 

6 hour of the plant operation, or is it. only ona ay-j4,.j-day 

7 I basis? 

•. On the plant operation, to the best Of my 

9 knowledge it's on a day-by-day basis.  

o I would also say that to the best of ray kn lc=c-.  

in virtually all cases there is not uh ..d a ca , if any, oil 

11 an hour-by-hour basis.  

What I'm simply say;.ng is that we --.re s 

04 fident that the velocity levels we're using in the in t .  

and discharge are quite correct.  
16 Q. Would it in your judgment be best to z-ke -h .z 

16, 

measurements simultaneous with the sampling if youe e 
17' 

18 design a system in order to account for that Or ...  

A .- Well, let me put it this w ay. I would sa

20 " my confidence -

1Q. That's not my question.  

A. Well, it's a proper answer, because you aslcad me 

what would be best.- And what *ould be best depends on iry 23 

confidence in the results.  
24 

M y question was would thiat be the best methcd?
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1@ 

0

Would that be the best way of going about it? 

2 What? To make the measurement-

3 Simultaneous with the sampling.  

. Would you allow me to answer it in teerms of 

4 
5jconfidence? 

6 Yes or no.  

I CHAIR;UW JENSCU: I think what. aae's asking 

is would you have greater accuracy if you did it this 

9- WITNESS LALM: My answr is no, you .would 

have greater accuracy in my judgment.  

Ms. CHASIS: Thank you.  

WITNESS LAWLER: I'd like to expand on th a 
12 

13 Jensch.  

CHAIRMPN JENSCH.: Go ahead.  
14 

WITNESS uAULER: If I was to go out and mwk 

extensive velocity measurements every t 'v I made -" 
16] 

time I made the set, and I recalibrated my velocity me 
17 

every time I made the sample, and I really took an cxz 

level of pain in making the measurement, then yes, t 

would be a. better measurement. I wouldn't argue that.  
20 

What I'm saying is that for this particula 
21 

situation, in my judgment, the estimation of velocity 

you a set of numbers that is quite closely the number 
23~ 

actually existed during the sampling. And that's beet 
24 

firmed by making measurements and comparing them to tl

very 

iter 

gives 

that 

' con

he

yo-u 

way.  

not 

., M r.
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blt 8 calculated result .  

You also must keep in mind.' that what -re talk

3 !iing about is a rather substantial difference in velocities 

4l and a level of about half a foot per second in the intake 

and a foo't-and-a-half in the discharge.  

6 i CHAIRMM JENSCH: Well, let me ask you about a 

7 j previous answer you.gave-- I think something to the effect 

8 that you have day-by-day data when the plant -ias operating 

and that you know the pumps that were operating and you 

10 felt that was adequate to do your calculations and you could 

somehowi know what the situation was hour.Ly.  

Is that essentially the answer t±kt you Tave? 
12 

3j.... WITNESS LAWLER: That's correct, Mr.: Chairman.  
13: 

" .l " CHAIRMA ! JENSCH: How did you determine twh.ether 

T-.there are variations within the day? 

SWITNESS LAWLER: Well, the operating raecrds 

normally tell you whether the pump setup has been cha g.id 

for that day.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, I don' t know whether "he 
19 

fluctuations in power level - the pumps wouldn't change.  
20 

WITNESS LAWLER: The flow through the plant is 

a function of the number of pumps operating and the con

ditions under which they are operating, whether they are 

throttled or non-throttled.  
24~ 

CHAIRMAN JEM4SCH: What does this dily report 
95i
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show? Is it 8:00 o'clock in the mo-ring until midnight, 

or 8:00 o'clock in the morning until the next morning az 

8 :00 o 'clock? Mw. d15o the i dy-to-day reports indicate suif

:ficient accuracy? 

WITNESS MARCELLUS: I might add a co=lnt rela

tive to that.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let me first get the order of 

the day-to-day report. I'm trying to get to the houriy

possibility.  

What do the day-to-day reports say thzat gives 

you the accuracy you're seeking? 

WITNESS LAWLER: What I'm saying. mr. Chairan, 

is that the operating reports will indicate that nps are 

running and under what conditions they're r.ning.  

If there is a change in the operation, the 

operator's report will indicate that. That's the only thing 

I'm saying.  

There may not be a change for sia 'weeks.  

CHAIMAN JENSCH : Is this report, daily report, 

the one for December 7, 1976, say, what does it show as to 

the flow volume of the pumps, at what time on that day? Do 

you know? 

WITNESS LAWLER: I defer to Nr. Marcellus.  

WITLESS MARCELLUS: For a specified date, it 

indicates the volume of water pumped, the flow capacity

0 

I-
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bit 10 1 of the pump, and the calculated estimate of intake velocity.  

2 It, also indicates whether or not a pump was a... .  

3 turned on or off and the hour at which that was done

4 CHAIRMAN JEWSCH: If the pump flow wis affected 

5 N, in any way, would it show on the daily report? 

6 ii WITNESS MARCELLUS- The pump was affected by 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Any adjustment in the pumping 

cr power level of the plant? 

10 WITNESS MARCELLUS: If the plant operator elects 

:i to shut off the pump, that would show up on the daily record.  

12 If the plant Goerated at a 60 percent lavel flow, 

- that would show up.  13 

1I CHAIRMA JENSCH: And would it-show the time of 
~14 i 

15 the change from 100 percent to 60 percent? 

S " "'WITNESS MARCELLUS: Yes, that shows. That's 

indicated in the records.  

CHAIRMAN JFNSCH:- Is it indicated in the daily 

19I report to which Dr. Lawler has referred? 

WITNESS MARCELLUS: Yes. It would be -
" 20' 

CHAIRMAN JESCH: Could you bring us a sample • 21.  

of a daily report so we c&,a take a look at it and see what 

I23 it shows? 
WITaESS mA.LLUS: Yes.  ~24 

CARmAA JF'SCH : All right, thaDk you. One 

* 25 

-77
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21 
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'23 

24 

25

that shows a variation,, iE you wilI.  

WITNESS MARCELLUS: Okay.  

CHAIRMAN J3NSCI: Thank you.  

WITNESS LAWLER: One more point I d like to men

tion. The only thing I'm trying to say here is that you do 

know quite accurately when the pumps are operating, at what

ever Iav,-1.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Excuse me for interrupting.  

Would you proceed, please? 

BY 'S. CHASIS: 

. The question is, was this report, the NYU report 

on mortality of striped bass eggs and larvae in nets, was 

it intended that the results of that study be taken and 

actually applied to the field, or was it anticipated that 

this is qualitative, indicating that net mortality could 

be a significant contributing factor to the mortality 

results? 

I " . (Witness Lawler) ,I would say .it cartainly was 

intended to be useful for precisely the use that we've 

made of it. It was designed to determine whether or not 

net mortality varied under a variety of conditions, and' it

concluded that net mortality did vary ander the condition 

of velocity while sampling.  

And the intention was to have sufficiently 

quantitative data so that you could apply the results to

7 _. . 7,... . .
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the actual operation of the plant.  

The reason I say this, for example , on paga. 20,: 

the last page of text in this report, it states -- and! 

this is the first full paxagraph, the second sentence, 

"Using the results of the presenit f Irme 

study, one may hypothesize that mortality. oZ 

izhthyoplankton in pcwer plant discharges .is 

a ceitrination of net mortality and plant-induz.ce 

stress- This hypothesis may be tested in cO

tz-ollsd situations such as at the Con Edison 

experimental flume. If the contribution of net 

mortality to total mrcrtality is ignored, pc'21sr 

plant impact on ichthyoplankton populationC.zs Mav 

ba greatly overestimated." 

Now, unfortunately, there is. ntbody he2... Zzom 

NYU,• but that says to me that the.,"- Vns soM-e .justain to 

whiether this could be directly applied in a qu.nt rv IV.  

sense or whether further tests still have to 1. dc ne :C, ..

this out further.  

A,. It doesn't say that to me at all.  

SOkay. I guess the record will have to speak 

for itself.  

I would like to ask why nobody from YU iwas pr2

sented or was involved in the preparatioxx of this t'-t iao 

since so much of this related to their work.



bit 13 MR. TROSTEN: Ms. Chasis, there are a large 

z number of people who are involved. I you .ill consult - a 

list of the research reports that have been presentd over 

-...4 the last several years, you ill, I'm sure, agree tat we 

had to me~e some selection:s.  

We made those selections, and our panel2 is here 
7 MS. CHASIS: 1 would only note that the entrain

meant mortality has been recognized as one of the critical 

factors.  

MR. TROSTEN: There are a nutber of th ings that 10 

are recognized as critical factors.  

MS. CHASIS: And the contractors on i--hose sujelcts 

are here.  13 

14MR.. TROSTBN: Not al! of them.  

CHAI. 4AN MMSC-: If this goes long enough,. ,i: 15 

may wear out this panel and have to use a NYU panel.  16 

(Laughter.) 
17 

BY MS. CHASIS: 18 .. ..  

Q. Dr. Lawler, 1 understand the subject of entrzin
19 

ment mortality -- to your knowledge, did the N'u m2otaiity 
20 

data, entrainment mortality data, for '73 or '74 look 

beyond 72 fours to see -f there was any latent mortli'yv 
22 

A. (Witness Lawler) I Iiow it all wet through O 23 
72. I don't recall offhand whether any of it went 96.  

24 

I'm not sure of that. i'd have to go back to 
25
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the reort to be sure. It did .all. go to 72, that's 5".  

I think that the '74 only went. thrcugh 72 hours.  

The '75 may have gone to. S6. I'm not certain of that.  

Do you consider 72.to be adequate? You stated 

yestaeray that you considered 96 to be standard.  

A . There are all sorts of standards. People do 

A 8-hour tests; they do 96-hour tests; -they do 72-hour tests.  

One of the problems in all of these tests 
is 

-that ono.i you go beycnd t is length of time it's 
difficult 

to maintain viability in t-he controls as well as i n the 

test sample.  

But I gather, then -- and I just checked in. the 

1974 progress report. It was 72 hours.  

Yes,.1-know it's 72 in tle '74 reRort.  

. . So that for both '73 and 
- '74, then, you have 

only' latent mortality ptL-dies running- tirough 72 hours? 

A . . I doz? t.. hnyo what* kind of context you want -o 

put -the. word Oonly" in, but that's true in '72 and '74.  

it went to 72 hours.  

Were there any tests that you know of that Were 

made on the increased vulnerability 
of the oarganismsf which 

nad passed through the plant to predation 
or to disease? 

A other than the tests that- were made in the 

72- aaid 96-hour iolding vessels, no.

7777, -77 % 7 7 77777777 7-
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CHAIRMANLi JENS C: I think ze '11 leave the riitter 

of the recess up to IWA. Can you advise us if this is 

a convenient aiace for a break? 

MS. CHASIS: 1 was hoping to get through before 

lunch, if that's possible.  

CHAIE4M: JENSCU: All right. GO ahead.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Now, moVing on to the subject o2 compensation 

and the stock-recruitment relaticnship that has been re

ferred to in the teztimony, in your opinion does the re

lationship which you have obser-ved with the lag period of 

5 years, does that indicate, if it idicates come_nsatir-n 

at all, when compensation is occurring in the population? 

L. (Witness Camipboll) No, it would not indicate

that.

.Q.  

Q.

in other 

A.  

A%.  

length.

So it c uld be at any point in the 1 to 5 yeaMB? 

Yes, ma'am,, ze.-o to 5.  

Zero to 5. All right.  

Has there been an exmmination o m rnns.-t2on 

species than striped bass? 

Oh, yes, ma'am, many species.  

Has a compensatory relationship been. obs rved? 

I think Dr. McFadden ca-n conurient on that at

Not at length.
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(Laughter.) 

L As I recall, he has a 2-page summary of all 

compensatory responses.  

L (Witness McFadden) I .could take that as an iwivi

.ation. ,11 make a briet comment in which I'll respond 

by naming of variety of significant marine fishes for which 

compensatory relationships -

I'm sorry. I mean in the Hudson.  

L Other species in the Hudson? 

Yes.  

A. Oh, I See.  

CHAIR 4AN JENSCH: The 2-page report doesn't

cover that?

WITNESS CAMPBELL: That was with reference to 

fish populations in general.  

With: respect to those species themselves or 

the actual populations occurring in the Hudson River? 

BY MS. CHASIS: 

C The populadtions occurring in the Hudson River.  

L (Witness Campbell) Populations occurring in the.  

Hudson River., no, ma'am.  

Am I correct that with raspect to the success 

of the stocking program we will not know by January of '77 

whether or not those hatchery-reared fingerlings which have 

been stocked over the last three years will return in fact

77 -777 7' ' '77 77,777-
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to spawn in the Hudson River? 

A. (Witness May) That is correct,. Enough time 

will not have passed.
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MS. CEASiS: I thLn3c that's all.  

3R.. BRIGGS:: Befor .recess, 2'"Zd just .ike ito ask th 

Con Ed pecple if they could provide som in-onation for ma at 

the: end of the lunch hour.  

In the final environmenta. statem..t, on page 7-10, 

there is a table 1.  

(Pausea) 

As I remember tLe Indian Point 2 p-r -a--Ing s,-l-

was a paeroenon, if you wish, that I bzlieve was ca23.1-d Jo_.  

CI ark s dilemma. And this had to do with the rati , .  

between the population of year-old striped bass :he -

River, and the number of striped bass that we", captr d 4n" 

ocean sometlme later.  

A .I result of that dilemma, I had t-ottgno .,th.  

Conside-abla information wculd be obtained, and nU!bt., 7,;'-.ud 

be .presente1, concerning the total population cf t e str2..d 

bass at various stages in the Hudson Piver. And soO Ie hcd s-l-a 

of that information here fcr 1973 and 1974, xre thc_...  

numbers for 19752' 

WITNESS CAMPBELL Yes, sir.  

MR. BRIGGS: Are they published in a particl ar

report, and, could you give iu the values. after- tha rcess 

for lunch, please? 

WITNESS CAMPBELL: I believe those are to appar in 

the January report. I don t: know if I have the values here.

Tr -7-7 TT - 7 !Tl! -T
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MR. BRIGGS:, Well,s M ybe if thay re in th -. Janauz-v 

report, you could call somzbcdy and arF -th'a.  

MR.US TRS~ e.wa will Check ',:hat, r rc 

WIT"~'S cAMPBELL.: Coiq1d I. ask,, perha s, an 

of the' iURC staf f On timt; exactly iwhare they woulI .Obtaini 

and that w~ouUd help us out. Is that all right Zcor us?_ 

MR. BRIG-GS: Ohs yes. I understco,3 that. they g~otC.  

this inf$ormation from you cr youzr rpox-ts, aaid if 'thatls .cight,~ 

finis. T~hey should-h~ave the a se wambars. And. iM 3f 

course, interested in wof course, the life stagez CA. !a; 

bass here. I don't care aboidt thae othar nturabars.  

CUAIRMA JENSf6.H: 13 th~rO any a,,zir lmtt'-z th-t 

can- take up before we recess? H!o'd lonig do0 you wan*t na C ~? 

MR. T3ROSTER: Cculd wa have aau hour -Z~ a cnrt 

M'r. Chairman? ls that satisfactory? 

CHAIRMIA JENSCH; Am- objection? 

(Pause.) 

In a burst of ge-ierosity, :4. 3~iqz ~e.  

ing we mighit even take an hour and a half,.. E-- .zc-i 

do we have on'this Seaction? is the ragulatory stafi : qian t~l 

have any interroatiLon? 

MR. LMIIS: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well,, are you wifliiL-g to 'pracaed

after lunch? 

MR* LEWIS: Yes.,
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CHAlh iN JENSCfl: AUI right.  

The clock on the wall keeps confusi~ntq it a bit.  

12:07. How about 1:15?

HR. TROSTEN: 1:15? I have 12:05. or so. 1:15 by

2.  

3 

4.  

5 

7 

B 

9 

10 

11 

12

CHAIM JENSCH: Our watches.  

MR. TROSTEN: Okay,l:15 by my watch.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We will recess for lunch unt.l

1:15.

(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the hearing was 

to reconvene at 1:15 p.m., this same day.)

-- - _. ,, -- .... - / - ..4;7 7
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DAY- 4

AFTERNOON SESSION

(1:15 ~

Whereupon,

KENNET1 L, MARCELLUS, 

M. PERRY CAMPBELL 

MALLORY S. MAY, 

.JOHN P.LAWLER, 

and 

JAMES T. XPADDEN

resumed the stand, and having been previously duly sworn, wero 

examined further and testified as follows: 

CHAI AN JEWSCH: Please cme to order., 

If I understand, the Sudson River Fisharmea have• 

completed their cross examination.  

MS. CEASIS: Thiat s correct.  
CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Village of Buchannn anva exaina

tion? 

MR. D ALVIA: I'm just going to ask a couple o 

questions here, Mr. Chairman.  

CHATM= JENSCE: All right.  

MR. D'ALVIA: All right? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes.  

BY MR. D'ALVIA.  

Q. On pages 22 and 23 of the report 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: That's of the testimony that was

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

19 

20 

2z

D
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Y adduced'i in the December 7 .. 5- 6 

MR. D'ALVIA: Thit's.correct.  

CAIRMAN JEUSCH: Wait a minute. Whee- is staff 
3 

counsel" Is he here? 4 

DR. GECKLER: He's here, but I m not sure wAere he 
went.  

HI 6 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Can wa" just wait until the staff.  

aomsel rettrns? 

(Pause.) 9 
CHAnRM JENSCHs All right, Mr. D'Alvia, Can we 

10 
go forward, please? 

BY MR.- D'"ALVIA: 

On pages 22 and 23, do I read correctly that the 
13 

reduction due to the impingemnt and entraiment of the popula 
14 

tion of striped bass is set forth as 1 percent or -lesse due tc 

the- Indian. Point Unit nmuber 2# and approximatelly 2 percent foa 

the mulUi- lant case? Is that correct? 
17 

A. (Witness Campbell). That's right.  
18 

OL Q. And do you. still consider these trivia]? 
19 

A, Yes, sir.  
20..  

L . Now, on page 82-
21 

LA (Witness McFadden), Page 2, irsir? 

Q. Page 82, sorry; it says, it's stated that tests 'wit 

23 
angled screens and louver:-- systems were found to bypass 95.5 

percent and 86.6 percent of the fish. Does this mean that fro 

25
86.5 to 90 percent of the 2 percent impinged andeentrained are 

777.-7...7_7 
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the expected population reductions? 

A. No, sir..  

. I Can you explain that to me, plea e, sa ? 

.4 A (Witness Campbell). This I is. the result of an 

5 experiment in a flume, and itVwas for larger. fsh, and could 

6 only possibly refer to the-. impingemant impact. It could not 

-7 refer to the entrainment impact..  

8$ Thank you.  

9 NOw, the last question that I have; were !aeficlant 

o and complete studies made of the impact of irdustxial .us~rs of 

11 process water upstream from Indian Point in yo. studies? 

A. Only the pwer .plant users, sir.  

13 Nothing about the other industrial users up -tlhtere? 

14 XA (Witness Mirellus)o Con Edison has not uadart.n

a: study of the impacts, nor the releases of discha r ges ilrom 

16 other,.industries on tho Hudson River.  

17 - Q . You just make stdies with respect o ischarges 

28 lltQ the rivmr? 

19 A. With respect .to its own pl-ant.  

2, Well, in other words, perhaps som of these -Incus

21 trial plants could have caued the death of scme of these 

"I, and then throwthf back- imto the river? 

A.' That's en irely possible.  

24 . MR. D'ALVLA: That's all. I have, Mr. Ccmmisioner.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you have an- evidence that that

_7 
:7 !7_7-777
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that's all, 

MR. BRIGGS: Excuse me a minute.  

With regard to that question, is th-e i=rrn: n 

Sthe amount of water that's used by other i-Jus-ial 

relative to: that that's used by power plants along tU1 ,115 .c-i? 

(Pause.) 

WITNESS LAMLER: Excuse me, MrZx~igg. J'm thn cnza 

who shotld answer the question, and I didn't hear Yon.  

MRO. BRIGGS: I understand -- do you know v.,zat 

fraction of the industrial water that's used:.6n the iudsa is 

usad by power plants, as opposed to other kinds of plants, lik 

steel plants or chemical plants or others? " 

WITNESS LAWLER:. tost of the. industrial water n 

the Hudson is power plant cooling water.

- . - . -. . .- -

0

I

did occur from. the other plants? 

2M.- D ALVIA: I don't hava it, not -at. this ti 

- CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, do you have it at any t" a

or is. that just a surmise that you thought nighot ccxuX? 

MR. D 'ALVIA: That's rpat our engineer advised "ile.  

But he -1idnt give me any specific 'cases. So I cat tell y01 

Which cieo We did have a plant up there callsd Standard Coat&

I. believe.  

CHRMAN JENSCH: And they .sel to scvop o'ut "-:' 

Zish and throw them back? is that it? 

MR. D'ALVIA: I don't know. That's only -- -answ -
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I 
I 

MR. BRIMS. : Is this. like .60 percent' or -percnt 

ii 

S or, 90 percent Of, would yc- say?nI 

A3J WITNESS XAV9=311 1 womuld estizn-ate i.- 0 l().4 

o. asiblYr ore than 90 perceont. 

!i 4 

NR. BRIGGS: Mky. thank you.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCHU La.t4s see if e.rsa 92. e 
.7 jpercent is W-hat? ~2tc~ e

Ii9 centage of, the total industrial vae use oilhe ~ Rio 

if i pot.r plant use? AdlS I said i w.ould s.y dr. tbe L_,w 

-1 son River, froma the damr at Troy L4ut '.Ceh.c iS h 

Rivr eetuary in. all likelihood, the plants r. rescm 

138 90 percent or more of the total water use. 'oThero is eoi &e ,,,7

:224 in the upper audsonRivr for p.par mills.  
75 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Staff, areyou ready to fu 

16 MR. LEWIS: Yes, sir. 4 

17 CHAIR=4Ab JENSCSI: Idon'tA 7 :U~ 

.8 el t you to move a little closer. if you'd 111%. to F Iva_ I 97 Y ob , h:: o :tz:sd of rze tal 
21 -WTESLAWLER: Cne final point, just to cacl

&Vueo 4t*-p l S2 Thion ivr 

23 prbablyi well water,. as opposed to river water itself 

a4 s 'an intake goes.* It discharges to the adtsonk,a toft 

.5 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you want to give thsa' figure 

--.---
: -7 

". . .-: :; , :-,"':. .':!. % ,' ' . :';-. : .- - -:. " ;--:,. :: -- ': : .,L .- :.
.

,:':':: ;., -.57. 7 ,77-7 -7f U. ,. - , :: : :::; ':::. -::: '",:.- .. ,. . :"? . '
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that Mr., Briggs inquired about? Are you able to do it now? 

2 MR. TROSTEN.: This 1975 data? 

3* MR. BRIGGS: Yes 

4 MR. TROSTEN: Just a moment, sir; I'll inqire Wh e 

5 ther, we have it or not.  

6, (Pause..) 

7 ['We don't have tham now at this point., 

8 Mr. Chaizmn, there are several daczMeit3 which we 

9 1 uld like to have marked for identification and offer into 

1 Ii ev~den*c! now. we can do ifter the stalf craoras - a.ion; 

11 we've been waiting for an appropriat- opportunity. Or .M- Cau!, 

12 do it now.  

13 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If y u wOuld indicate for the 

14 [ record: if you would identify the dacimnts, and do you have 

15 copies Jor service and that sort of thing? 

16 "1 4R., TROSTEN: Yes.  

17 I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right.  II 

18 -M., FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, all of these dcc.m-nrt 

19 haCve been previously duztnributed~t th atc;te'e in 

20 that category.  

21 I give to the Board, and to the Court Reporter, a.  

22 document entitled', Predation by Bluefish in the Lover Rudson 

R River, February 1976, by Texas Inatruments, I:corporated-. And 

I ask that it be marked as,-

CHAIRMLN JENSCH: OT-4?
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I MR. FIDET: -- OT-4 Zor idontification.  

h(e document refeed to was 

S marked L "icensee Z mhibit O-1 

for identification.) 
5' MR. FIDELL: And ditectiag my questions to Dr. ay

6 and Dr., Caupbell I ask you if. you are familiar with- tihe 

7 contents of Licenseels OT-4 for identifjcation.  

8 WITNESS .MAY: Yes.  

9 MR. FIDLu Was this report prepared uer your 

direation and supervision? 

WITNESS MAY: Yes.  

S12 MR. FIDELLt. Are the contants of this rG: ezt t:rUq 

13 and correc to .the best of your knowledge,, il-for-mataion an d 

14 belie? 
:".;bMS MAY. Y-e.s.i , 

16 MR. TIELL: Mr. Charman, in view of the discu.io 

17 that was previously had, I thiAk the foundation has a dy

18 bees laid for it. so I will iwove that it be a-tted ie o 

19 -i .."O 

-0 AEW!4W JENSCE: Any objection from i ..i.atory 

21 taf 

.22 MR'.LEWIS No.  

23 CHAIRM ' ENSCH Energy Office? 

24 MR. KI: No.  

25 . CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River? 

. , .
. .- ,-- -h 

A - .- 77
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CHAIMAN JBNSCH': Attorney General of ths1 02 t1 -. of 

Mew Yorpi ? 

4 (No response.).  

5 CHAIRMAN JESSCH: Villags of Buchana.? 

I r- MR.. DIALVIA: No.  

7. CHAIRMAN JENSCH: There.-being no objection, L 3, a Pn a 

8 ]Mxibit OT'-4 is received into evidence. ' 

9 (The document refs-Zre, v - ., 1.-......,.  
ly -Izia 

10 been previous. I-d .. :_ 

tifica'ica as Licans.a z 1;--:- ..  

12 ~~~oT-4, %.as .ae~ived in v,.a ..e ' 

13 MR. FIDELL: Mr. Ch.irman, - ann -h : yt th,

14 copies, and one to the Cour: Reporter, of a docut n- :a-t 

1 HuAon liv-r Ecological Study in the Area of .- ndian i .  

16 Thermal Efets Repor,'datid Septerber 1976, an'd I ask :' 

.7 this be marked as Licensee3 Exhibit O4T-- for .  

CHAIRMA JENSCH: T e. doeument whi, .ti -.  .-. ~~18 ,: .. .  

9 counsel a:a3 so identified aay be-so. mar .zd -a, s a.  

20 (The dacumdit-rt rzrc t 
2,...,marked Licensee ri5bj-OT- 5 

I...for identification.).  

i3 M,. FIDF.LL: Addressing my questions to Dr. May 

2 j n4:.Dr.. Campbell again, gentlemen, I. ask you i-f yo1-rm i 

25 with the'contents of Licensee's OT-5 for identification.  

1' 5 

1_7
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.
i 

* WITsIMin ye.. s I. am.  

2 -R. FIDID : Was it prepared unde,- your alreti 

and upvision? 

4: .WITNEo SS MAY:: Yes t . as.  
51 

MR. FIDEL&I Are. the' couitents tanue and correct to 

6 the best of your knowledge, infoemmticn and bei?" 

' WITNESS MAY: Yes, they are.  

14R. FIDELL Mr. Chairman, I move that Lictlzaa a 

9 OT-5 for identification be zdaitted into Gvide-cz, at this 

ii CHAIRMAN MEMSM: Any objectiocn- by tse re15p tory 

12 staff, NDew York State Energy Offic, Hudon Rive:< Fiheri.an i 

13 Assoiatica, Attorney 'General of t-h .:.State of ?7e YL-_.z-, 

14 Village o Buchanan? 

15 ' (No response.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: There baing no objectionr. .= , .-,ls 

17 Ehibit OT-5 is recsivd in evidencs.  

i8 -(The docuant zeo:red 0. 1.h

19 been previously arkad ' .  

20 tification as Liceseal"s aEibIi.  

21 O' -5 was r ceived i-1 eiu n .  

22MR. PIDELL: Thank you, air., 

23 CHAIRM-N JENSCH: Is this your last exhibit?: 

V4R. FIDELL: Nov sir. Thagt is the argest., hcw.-:er 

mr. Chairman" I have provided to the Board ad to t e
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SCutRaporter copies of a document entitled, Fisheries.'Surve.vi 

Zb of the Audson Rivar, March to Decamber l973yolwze 4', no"viza 

3 Edition, June 1976; and I ask that this be Ma ked as icanisoaS 

4- OT-6 fo.-lidentification.

5 C1AI J3NSCH: The document identified by Licen

6 [ see's C3usel may be so identified.  

7 (The document referred to was 

marked Licensee's "Mzhibie o'-r6 ii 
9jforietilaon 

10 '1 MR.-FIDELL: Thanc you, Sir.  

i1 Addressing my qtestions again to Dr.. iy and Dr.  

2 1z Campbell, I as you gentlemen if you are faiUdiiar with :he 

13 centent o Lice usee OT-6 for identification.  

W4 IMSS CAMPBELL$ Yes.  

15 .FJEM T: Was this documant preparad- under your 
direction and supervision? 

17 WITNESS MAY: Yes.  

I8 MR. FIDELL: Are the contents of this docurient tr.  

19 and correct to the best of yeurknowledge, informaticn, a-ad 

bl? WITNESS MAY: Yes, they are.  

22 MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chair-man, I move that Licensee' s 

Q OT-6 .for identification be admitted into avidenca.  

24 iCHAIR1MAN JENSCH: ANy objection? R.gulatory staff 

25 New York State Energy Office, Hudson River Fishermen, Attorney
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Th eiousl marke fob-n2 

9,1hhii-- is'- reasve Is~ie nn avide 

bee prvpsymie- o 

10DR. DAIB1ER. A cquesticn. It eayso. Revised Edi-?.±on.  

1. oes that apply to Volim 4,o otefrttrev1res as 

12 (~wall? 

13 MIMNES MAY"- That applies, only, -to Voluma 4..  

V.14~ MR.: FIDELLs Mr. Chairman, I provijde to thim Bonrd_ 

15f three copies, and to the Court Reporter-a copy, of a- docrumit 

161entitledSudson River Ecoogical Stu~dy in the A~rea of Tui~ 

1 Point, 1974, Annual Report; and I ask that tis, too, be M-=C.1i 
aw an Pzhibit. for identification. as.Applicant~s,or Ce-n ?gi

-20 MR. LEWIS: Wliatgs the date ortit?.  1 LFIDELL: It bears the date 1974 1AnnLual !qpOrt, 

anmd onft the'inside cover page, it bears the date 1975.  

023j Cl AIMA JENSCU: The doctiert identified by Licarn

see6 s counsel may be so mar!rzed for identification p'pOcses.  

25 as OT-7.
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(ThederrC to ia, 

marked a! Licenvek I s Z-izit.  

3 ....... OT-7 for id- £i ftifcation.) 

WIDLL:T~a-,*- you, sir.  

D:r. iMay ardI Dr. Campbell, I ask if you are ta

( ara itA Licensee" s, OT-7 for identiSZiatUin 

7 .-ETNESS CA1PBELL- Yes, sir.  

8 MR. FIDELL: Was it prepared undar Your di ec'-..  

and.. sum.',raso?- . ".  

10 WIMESS MAY: Yez, It was.  9~ii 

MR. FIDELL-. e the contents ot Licssee'sc>7 

12 ti-ae an. corect., to the best of your knowledge, I.  
13 [ and bel ..af? 

14, WITN1ESS KAY: Yes.  

YA15 . ID:LL: Mr, Chairman, I move that Licens e '. ' 

16 OT-7, fo.• identification be. admitted into evideze.  

17 CHAIRMWU JENSCH: Any objection? Reaulatry ' 

S!New York. State Energy Offi Lei Rudson River 'Fih-a,,-a, 

19 i Attorney General of the State of Ne, York, the i!. %71 -C 

20 Buchanan? 

21 [ (No response.) 

22 CHAIRMA JENSCH: There being no obj2?tion, Lice,- ! 

1 23 See. s Mdibit OT-7 is received in evidence.  

"ti Ii Ii~ 25
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I(The document referr~& to, havn 

2been -3reviously Taxk.-A fo t.! ide..  

tifl, caioa as i ii~ ~~ 

.4 EOT-7, was recai -d i12v --adce.) 

3: proi e to th~e Board ad to the Court Repcrta 

7 and 1, ask t th e d also reflact, that I provided cc-)-ns 

a Of'ec dozument from Licansails 07-4 1%. ttae- tds~ ~CQ znq 

~~ the Stft ngy Of fice -Ilve protide2 to.-~~e~d~t 

io the -Reportar, and to dounsel frteSa3 nrgOfic a 

douetetitle4, Fial Report of the synop'i a Sp ~&Io 

1 nalysiso Phase 1i Report onx the Feasibilit ts ±a 

13 TaqS to ld Mtjfy Striped Bass -mororvs Sal-atilis ra 

14 Vari*ous Spawaing Rivesp datad SeptamL-mr 1975.  

i5 Dr. May and Dr. Campbell, 1 shav you a a 0 y 0

16 Mr1hi1it OT-8 for identification Xr. 0haird;%u, 1 af- t 

17 be mrked for identification.  

18 HAIRRMJ MSC H It may be so m, el&; L-., 

19 3rhibi OT-8-for-identificatiknM 

20 .(The documeant rapxrad ta was 

21 Mark~ed icense E-iiGT

22. flor - dentif icat.406) 

0MDR. FIDELL: Th.-rk you, sir.  

.. Gentlemen, I- show, you aL Copy of. lcenzaa z 611-8 fofl 
25 identification, ndask you if. you are. f amiliar w ith i -04j conl-ten t S.
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I WITNESS 14-AY: Ye:3.  

2 MR. FIDELL: Was Licensee's OT-8 for identificaton 

3 prepareC und.r your direction and iuparvision? 

.4 WITNESS MAY: Yes, it was.  

5 MR. FIDELL: Are the" cont ts thereof true and cor

6. rect,, to the beaS, of your knowledge information and belief? 

7 WITNESS MAY: Ygz, they are.  

8 M FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, I make the sae motion 

9 as to Edxibi. 8 for identification, and ask that it be admitt 

10 into evi;denca.  

1 CHAIflN JENSCH: Any objection? Rogulatcry staff, 

12 New York State Energy Office, Hudson River Viahax-mans Asacia'.  

13 tion, Attorney General of the State of New Yor1c, Village of 

14 .. uchanan ? 

(No response.) 

CHAIMAN JENSCH: There being no obJection, tica

17 - Z.iibit- CT-8 is received into !evidence.  
18 " (The document refcr & .to4 havn 

19 b been previously markad for idex 

tification as Licensees .%xhibi 

21 :OT-8, was received in evidence.) 

22 MR.- FIDELL: Thank you, sir..  

23 I request the record to refleat that I'mproiding 

24 to the Boardand to the Court Reporter and counsel fo' the 

State. Energy Office, cop ls of a document, entitlsd, Sem i-AnnuU

----------
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- Progress Repoft for Bud na River Ecological, Study in the Area 

a of Indian oint, 1. January to 30 June .1974, dated A)ril '75.  

request that this be marked for idantificatio ".  

nR~~AIJNC:Te do cumt idgntif ied boy Lic an

5 see1s Counsel may b. marked for: identificaticu as (.-9' 

6. " (The doaunent referred to was 
; "marzked Licenses aEhibit OT-9 

for identification.) 

9 MR. FIDELL: Tha~k you, sir.  

to D:. May and Dr.Cpbell,. I show you a copy of Li en 

11 see's EhIbt OT-9 for identification, and ask if you racognis f 

121it 

13 WITNESS CAMPBLL: Yes, s. r 

14 WITNESS MAY: Yes.  

15 1 MR. FIDELL: Are you familiar with the contents of 

16 this, report? 

17. WIT4v SS MAY: Yes, sir.  

18 .... MRFEL Was it prepared undier your di.zection -.  

19 Supervision? 
WITNESS MAY: Yes.  

21 MR. FIDELL: Are the contents thezeof ttrv and ocx

22 e" th best of your kcnowledge, infzomati-n, and b-.ief? 

23 WITNESS CMBL I Yes# sir.  

24 ~ MR. F IDELL tMr. Cba iren 1 mvve th&ai LicanseO 5 

.2. OrA-9' for identification be admitted into evidence as C4T-9.

.--~~~77 7-. . i : , . _ - , . .. :. .: -- :: : , .f:.. : :i. . . ; . - : t : .: ! : U . : : - :.
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1CHAIRI4AN JENSCH:V Any objection? Regulatory" staff5 I.  

2. New York Stat-e Energy- Of ica, Hudso Rive FishierMen's Ass=,caJ 

3.1 tion, Attorney General of th~a State of Now York, Village of 

4 Buchanan? 

51 (No resoonse.) 

-6 CAIRM JENSCH: There being no objection, Licae JE 

7 bxibit OT-9 is received in evidence.  

8 (The document referred to, h~aving 

N previously been markad for ie 4 

101 t tification as Licenees E xhibie 

44 R. FIDELL: han you, sir. We're nearing the. endq 

13 s car pienulti~mate, mythe record reflect that I've provideA 

14~ comies to the Dorthe Court Reporter, and the State Energy 

15 Of 4cm counsel; a copy of a document entitled, Feasibility of 

16 Culturiag and Stocking Hudson River Striped Bass, 1974: Anual 

17 Rpr.And I mov'e Mr.Chairman, that this docmaent -. off1
4 

this document for idetificatian.  

191CHAIRMAN JMS4fl: The docum~ent identif ed. hy -Lic 

8"..As counsel may be marked for identification as OT-4l.o 

211 (The document refferte4: wr 

m2 arked Lice""e' iv Rdb 4t O" p-l0 

for identificaticn.) 
MR. FIDELL:- Thank yaa, Sir*so o oyo 

25
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Licenseees OT-10 for identification,. and ask. you if yire 

*familia -with the contants of it* 

.. " . *WTNESS MAY: Yes. I am.  

4 MRZ. -FIDELL: Are the. c=4*ents of thi 2s d-r maz A,=.~ 

.51 and correct, to the best of your kwm1edje ,. iorma-io, .  

6 belief?, 

7 WITNES MY: Yeso.  

I MR. PIDELL: Was the domnt p .par.-] 

9.. directica amd supwvision? 

0 WITNESS yes 

MR FIDEML: TMr. I move tia .- Li c - A 

+ OT-10 for identification be admitted i1o . i-z'" cj 

13 OT-10.  

CHIPIWJE1S: Any objectionRztcBs2, 15 1.New York State Maergy Office,. Hudson ailk Fis r. i i a z+ e

Genral of the State of Nw York, vl1ag- of Bu-h r 
171 (No response.) 

CHAXRDP.N JENSCH There baing no cL _'_41, 

ee9 see's Exhibit OT-10 is reoeived in evidence.  

20 • .- (The dodur n-a -,efer-r.io t h na. +h -ing

'21' victsly bee mj 

24 
i 25Mr. Chairman, this is our finaio ',r..+ : ' .
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S time. X. provide to the Board, the Repote., a .'counzel for 

2! t~ Ee~g ~f Ice coies2f documant entitled Indiami~on 
3 xminge =nt Study Report for th8 .eniod I Janua-ry 1974 thrujgI% 

4 1 3 l b '74, dated Nerober 175. And I ask that- it be 

5 markedi or- i:entification.  

6 CHAnMAN JENSCH: The documen= t identified by LIcan

7 Sez's coum-el will be marked for identification as License's 

8 0Ebi T-11.  

9 (The document referred to __ 

10 Ymarked Licensee's Exhibi.t1 0 V-ii 

11 "far ideatif ic"atic.) 

12 MR" PIDELL: Thank you, siz.  

" -13 Mr s. Campbell-.. and Mayp I~m shewrng You a copy of 

14 "1Licnsee's OT-l ffor identification. I ask you il. yC" MrM 

15,1 :aMiliar with thO onents- of this report.* 

16 WITNESS MY Yes., 

17 'MR. FIDELL: Was it prepared under your gznea- i 

18 rection and upervisin.  

19 WITNESS COPILL: Yes.  

20 MR. FIDELL$ Are the contents thereof true and cor
21: rect, to the best of your knowledge, information, and belief? 

22- WITNESS MAY: Yes.  

231 MR. PIELTL- Mr. Chairman, I move that Licensee's 

24'4 Exhibit OT-U. for identification be admitted into evidence.  

CHAIPMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection from the
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aj regulatory staff, New York State Energy Offica, Hidson River 

P'iaherman.1 Associationp. Actornzy.. Goeral Of the stante of New 

.... York, the Village of Buchanan? 

nh4 (No reSPOnse.).  
i CUAI:=RZV JESCE: There being no Objection, LiCen

6 see's Ezhibit OT-11 is received in avidance.  

7 (The doe=-2nt refrrea to, hez"in 

previously 1~v.in M ked fo. iden.  

9 tification as Licensee's Uhibit 

10 0T-II, 1s0 Ci'jC i evidence.) 

MR. FIDELL: Thank you, air.  

2 MS.CHISt Mr., Ch airman, I-t 'this time, I'd lk 
13 inquire whether Con Edison intends to make, as its .hibi 

14 part of the r&=do, the NW tudies -Which.fa. -the bmtsis of 

15 many of tha statements,, hoth in the. testimony o Deccyer 7 

16 and- in their earlier November 10 subiimseion? I thia3ctha if 

S7 thO"re attempting to establish and put into the record t e 

I: ~~studies onwhich. thsy relya I would o t- t't 

19.i that vmxpletely and fully.  

20 • .!.. : .MR. TRoSTEI: We mre not planning to cea ...h%, at 

this time, Mr.. Chairman.. Obviously, we will take. inft acco~i 

22 the;. deVelo s of the hearing in deciding "whathxiar 'shold 

offer them.  
.231 

CHAIRMN JENSCH: &17 riqht.  

25 MR. TROSTXN: Mr.Chairaan, we have th inf rMa'tion 
I , • ..' 25
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t Briqgs rquested.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Can ws procaed on it? 

WITN..ESS CA_-BELL: Sir, the values correspording fox' 

1975, corresponding to thosa values on Table I, page 7-10 of 

the f ink -an'fArronmental state= nt, are as follous. I would 

point out that these are peak standing crop estimates.,rathier 

than toi-.al3 , as they are labeled in the document. We discussed 

this with 1r. Van Winkle at the break.  

iL other words, these refer to the time period - tha 

is, the sanpling interval -- in "which the mazigmrm nuzber of tha-t 

particular li.fe stage was maintained. Okay? 

The .numbers are, for Post yolkC-sac larvae, 

716,670,230 -

MS., CHASIS: Could you repeat that, please? 

MR. CAMPBELL: Yes. 716,670,230. The ju-n ile  

pek* standing crop, based solely an icthyo-planktn smling, i 

the s¢ccnd number. in the table for 1975, would be 5,3G6,394.  

The juven*ile beach seine peak standing crop Cor 1975 wiould be 
2,295,323.  

(Pause.) 

MR. BRIGGS. Thank you.  

WITNESS CAMPBELL: You' re welcome.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is the staff ready to proceed? 

MR. LEWIS; Yes.
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0. Do you have any opinion as to or z..".±.  

ie likely to be a substantiaL yearly variation in .--- : t_ 

X, There will obviously be Scme. Vie otkr 

substantial .it .ll be.  

Q. Do you have any intentions to sarapla. in any s s

quent years? 

A. (Witness :-.Mav). We do not determine s

based..on being requested.

14 

Y MR. LMEIS: 

Q. . first. line o ustioning peartaina to an . : 

testimony withi reg.zrd to th 3 conr.ibation of th. i 

striped bans stock of the Atlatic Coast fisher J aiyyht z71y 

't-at th beginming, we ars anxiously aw ti :-j - .  

677 repcx-rt,. on the-basis3 0. thle statenits 6' *,zani21 

t at repo~t will considerably supp1 W b- ahe&4ylss cm -his 

subj~t 

14,ow yesterday, f.hr fb tL-04 -:w.!'- di;I c--a 

De~euerl7 -ePort, and wa noted that thera ax .3 ~ -~~i 

thera of- the percent contrihution -of Who- Ei.2. .i 

bass stock to each of ten s.rata a I ong the coas-%, '. d in I 

.of siX tima periods. Iftni noted th~at 1-1,!3iaztia -3.n 

based on s.mpling dona along the Atlan-tc coast in s9.75. ? 

first qczes :.ion is whethar or not such samplizng 111 aJ1. EnI :-:ic- 0 

l: 97G,

.4 
A
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Q.;' You have not previously been requested to do -this 

i.as -part of tlis study? 

-at me pos.e some questions based upoin some tastiony 

an the f in-;ake f-factor. 2ow, since the operating license 

': pr .eed:nq- a- Indian Point 2, LMS has comi e forth wi-th a number 

of. modi fictions in it3 equations aad-methods of cal -nlating 

f.. We waald like to know, since the first-rond transit stu

di.3s in 1973, what efforts have been made in tha following are 

First, field work to more clearly define the zone ofi 

withdraval at Indian Point at various phases o the tida, parti

cularly in -t-e vertical direction.  

MR. TROSTEN: Nw, could you be a littlo bit more 

specific, Mr. Lewis? You say, since what tie, pleases? 

MR. LEWIS: Well, my frame of refe ica is since tha; 

operating license proceeding on Indian Point 2.  

M R. TOSTENz You see, this took plaze over a .peric 

of time, and that's why I'm askin you to t, .y-to be spca ic 

about: it. The hering took place over a period of abut a year.  

- -Testimohy took place at certain times, the licaase was granted 

-" at a certain time. And if you could pin it dAc ---- ' 

MR. LEWIS: Well, that's going to be a little bit 

difficult. I do have reference tothe fact that we are interes-l 

ted in knowing what work has been done with regard to the 

vertical withdrawal question, with respect to the vertical 

•7 77T777 P..
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column, since the first transit studies. And perhaps ....  

MR. TROSTEN: Would it answer yoarL qtasticn iE we 

attempted to respond in terms of the data that we relied upon 

in the Indian Point 2 period in ou testimony, relative to 

what has been done since that tini.? Would tha-t answzr the 

question?

MR.. LEWIS: Well, yes What I think 

to know is, what - fine. I'd ik you to nak 

for me, yrs.

realy Want 

that couiparisz,

MR. TROSTEN: Fine.  

WITNESS CAMPBELLs Are you referring sp-ecifically 

the atudies on the water "withdrawalj, or organism c d4ut iStri' 

tion-type data? 

BY MR. LZWIS: 

1'm talking about water withdra-al.  
L (Witness Campbll). Okay.

r 
0
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.AKE9 I (Pause.,) 
JJB :J rbl 

2a MR. TROSEN: Bear with us a moment, Mr. Chairman, 

we are trying to decide which person is best to answer.  

4 WITMSS LAWLER: I will answer the question, 

P Mr. Lewis.

6 '! . With respect to your question on what field work 

.? 1t has been done to establish the zone of withdrawal of. water 

8 ] at the plant, with particular emphasis on vertical, testi

9 fied this morning that a study had been made by the LaSalle 

g0Hod&aulic Laboratory to determine the zone of withdrawal.  

In doing so, Lasalle did raka a plant visit to 
:12 the sitao The extent of measurme awts or observations that 

14 study, I don't know what the extent of that was** 

15Their-conclusion of their Model Study was-as 

16 I indicated this morning, that the zone of withdraa! 

17 is relatively -- a relatively narrow an in the lateral -

I can' t give an exact dimension at the r om1 t -- and i- the 
vertical withdrawal of wate, 57 pr.cent o the water is 

20 .coming from the upper half, and 43 percent of the ater is 

21 doming.1from the lower half.  

BY MR. LEWIS: 

3 -Basically, this is a aodel. study? 

24 A (Dr. Lawler.' It is.  

5 : And any model. studies are always observaticns
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ma-de at the- site; I simply don't knOw the extent of the 

Olbservations th at were made.  

Q Xs my understanding correct that there has not 

y3,t been issued any report by LaSalle with respect to the 

I:ndian Po:i.nt site; is that correct? 

A {Dr. Marcellus) That is correct.  

Q Do you know whet.:her or not LaSalle has une.-ta-en 

at.y studies at Bowline and Roseton? 

A tDr. Lawler) First of all, that is a physical 

model, not a mathematical Model.  

Q Physical model? I'm sorry.  

A Hydraulic.  

To the best of my knowledge I. am virt-ua., -tn 

there have not been studiez made by LaSalle at Bowline.  

LaSalle did make some studies of Rosetcn a r' 

of years ago. They were very -- they were studies that Lad 

to do with the intake velocity that you could "rte'" at 

the intake itself, and what changes might be made -4-n the 

intake to lower thoae velocities.  

Q I take it, however, your answer is that 11163 

has not personally done any field work on the question of 

the vertical withdrawal? 

A. We did do some dye studies at Roseton a 

number of years ago, and I don't recall recall the rawilts 

of that study. I don't think it was terribly conclusive.

4
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Otherwise I am sure I would rzmember the resulta.  

There was a dye study done by EA1, iEo'logical 

Analysts- at Bowline this past year to lok at -the quetio 

of recirculation between the intake and the discharge. E 

don't know if that has been published yet.  

Q Now, moving on to a sepond question, and once 

again I am interested in any changes -- your come -nts on 

changes -- since the Indian Point 2 hearings ith 2Spect 

to any studies that LMS might have undertaken to evaluate 

the relative efficiencies of fiNed nets at the intahes,t 

and larger towed nets in the river? 

A There have been -- we have done a number of 

studies of one extent or another on the question of 

net efficiency. We are not prepared at this maIomIent to tell 

you just what the results of those studies are.  

I have asked my staff to pull all of that-n ra

tion together. It is quits pertinent to thq ,ueotion.  

of evaluation of the impacts.  

Would this be something we- rould expect to zee 

in the January 77 report? .  

A, Well, I would not want to guarantee that you -i, 

because I simply don't ]now the status of that question.  
There have been attempts to look a' this qestion, 

not simply of standing nets to moving nets; but rore ilrpor

tantly, the velocity of the water with respect to the net,

ii 
I' 

L
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whether it is fixed or moving is really the key question 

here.  

We have made a number of observations over the 

years at .different points in the river for different purposes, 

and what Y am attempting to do..is to gather all of that 

information together and determine whether on the basis of 

all of it wn can make the statement with uspect to whether 

the net. efficiency is significantly different under the 

variouc conditions of sampling.  

s really what we. want to tnow. Tha F factors 

that hzve been calculated to date have been calculated 

on the basis of no difference between the net sampling at 

the intak. and net sampling in the river. .And what we really 

waint to know here is can wa make that assumption? 

'The only reason why I am somewhat hesitant 

-- and I am saying, too, t-hat I don't know that the 

information will be in the January report -- in that it is 

not on., simple study.  

There has been, to the best of my knowaedge, no 

extensive study made on this particular point. On the other 

hand, there is a lot of information that we have that I 

believe we can draw together to draw a reasonabla conclusion 

at this point.  

How long it is going to take to do that, I 

Would. not .want to say at this point.

0 

I.  
I'
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0 I am sure that is true. Your comments, 

Dr. Lawler, do raise in my mind a question -- perhaps any 

member of the panel or counsel could address it.  

On numerous occasions during cross-exramination 

by various parties reference has been made to the fact that 

Certain panding technical questions, might or might not be 

answered in the January 1977 report.  

I am wondering what is the -- hat sort of 

continuing reports are the:e going to be? Are there going 

to be further reports beyo.,id the January 1977 report 

which are going to address some off these questions, .hich, 

apparantly, are not going %:o be included in that report? 

MR. TROSTEN4 I can answer the question, 

Mr.i Lewis, that, indeed, thare will be continuing sttdies, 

and the nature of the continuing studies are in general 

terms described in the technIcal specifications Staff 

requires for the Indian Point 3 facility.  

Now -- so the answer to your question is, 

certainly, .'there will be continuing studies.  

NOW, if you will identify a particular question 

As -to. whether that would be -the -subject of a continiui4ng 

!study, we will certainly endeavor to answer that.  

MR. LEWIS. 1 was simply getting more of a general 

impression.  

Obviously, one matter has been identified here

0®

542,
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jrb6 1 i! which may not be in the January 77 report.  

"! -R. TROSTEN: That's right. -.  

3 . MR. LITS: And 1 don"t no, iw that..  
MR. if •h 

4 " is som thn!t that is intended to be the re2ative effi 

0.., of different types of net? Is that something that Uight 

" 6 ' be in a subsequent report? .  

W I TSS LAW'LER: We first of all will address --e 
8 ' question as best w*e can vith respect to what goes in.O_ 

the Jar uary report. If in our judgment that addr-silg is 

h0 not co-p1(te or sufficient or satisfactory at tha ,r t t.e, 

then t-e would very definitkey plan to complate our &o.wrr 1 : 

12 to that queution at a later dato.  

3] BY MR. LEWIS: 

14 Q The next matter pertains to thether or , 0

-- ba:icaly :since the 1973 transact studiss, ase ha 

been any consideration given or any change made , . undc*16, 

i st ad the present sampling design or solhsdules to involve 
173 

r regular two-weelt intervals.  ' 18 i 

-9 And. many times we have noted that this Is adhrae 

20 to ohether or not there are any striped bass and ichthyo

plankton in the vicinity being sampled. And many ties wa 

see zeros in the reports.  22 

Has any thought been given to takiLng th' " 

4sampling at times when it has been identified pe-rhapis by 24 
-river sampling that..ichthy plank-ton are Present in some
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A (Dr. Lawler) I can answer 

partially.
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In the study programs that involVe sampling 

for ichthkroplankton in the river this question has been 

brought up on a number of occasions One thing that has 

been done, and I cannot at the imcmont identify -rtt year 

and what periods, but samples have been taken but not analyzei 
The amount of time invol ed t this ,-uhole thing 

of getting ichthyoplanktan density is heavy laboratory 

time; and a much more time is involved than in s iing o 

the river. So that there has been sampling that has tlaken 

place where the samples have not been analyzed.  
There is currently on the very .•:estion vo, hnv 

asked -- iS two weeks adequate or not? -- that sticn -s 

undergoing evaluation in the proposal for 1977 warh.  

of this nature-.  

Q Well, my question. is not .simply -iuhather tiat is 

the appropriate -- or some other interval is p c t" 

but, rather, whether or not one cannot devise some •kin.d of 

a warning system, so to speak, some kind of smapling sy-stem 

upstream and key your sampling efforts to ti es han y'ou 

know there is going to be- some concentration; rathzr taan 

simply going out there and finding nothing? 

A Well, it is a little hard to do that any better
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than what we already know.;as to the spatial and terporal 

distribution of these organisms, because of the time lag 

between the actual sampling and the appearance of the resl1ts 

ie subw3~antial.  

You are talking several weeks and more'before 

you get the information out.  

The samplers themselves from time to time can 

give yoa an idea -- yes, we are finding eggs; yes, we are 

finding larvae. First of all, they have to be capable of 

identifying them, which they are not always.  

Secondly, even if they see them, it is a .Little 

hard to say, well, they've seen the peak. it is not that 

easy to get advance information beyond the kind of knowledge 

you already have as to when they appear.  

WITNESS MAY: M.y I ask a question? 

Are you talking about a specific sampling deoign 

related to one bontractor? Or are you talking abot all 

ichthyoplankton saiLpling being taken? 

MR. LEIS: I really rasn't making a dist.i ctiu.  

I was simply trying to get at the question of whetlier or 

not there might be -- my technical expert has informed me 

that much of the data they see simply shows that the sampling 

was done, and zero showed up.  

And we were wondering if t-here might not be a more 

helpful way of sampling so that --
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jrb9 WITNESS MAY.: When you say biweekly, our long 

river suv,;ey during periods we consider to be most 

concentrated-for fish larvae, at cetera, are on a weekly 

basis; so I thought perhaps you were ruling out other types 

of studies that are being done& 

MR. LEWIS: No, I wasn't.  
WITNESS CAMPBEL, - I think 9he point here also is 

that it. does take some time to work up the actual physical 

samples; and. to do the identification so that ±f you attempt 

to devise some 'early warning system like this., you might be.  

too late by the time you had analyzed the physical samples.  

WITNESS M FADDEN: I would like to extend that 

answer, also, to a specific case where the ic'hthyoplankton ! 

popalation is being estimated in the river.  

DR. VAN WINKLE: Our Concasrn is strictly with the 

transects to get at P factors, not with the ri'ver .ater.  

WITNESS ?C FADDEZ4: That wasn't clear in the 

question, so I will not extend the answer.  

"DR. VAN WINKLE: Specifically for transect 
I - sampling designed to get the distribution.  

WITNESS LAWLER: The only thing I would .1k,5 to 

add to that is the appearance of zeros does not invalidate 

17 the sample. It says that there is no ichthyoplankton 

in the river, or at least as far as the sample is indicating ; 

at that point.  

!.7
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jrblC WITNESS CAMPBELL: We do in fact find zero -r.iea 

in a:reas of high concentration due, primarily, we suspect, 

t¢o. thie underlying distribution of organisms° 

0BY MR. LEWIS: 

0 Moving on to the f value, cPropping factor, 

there bas bean much discussion here among the parties 
that the P factors relating to -- that the F factors an2 

the compensation function parameters are t tro most 

critically sensitive inputs in the models that we have been 

using here.  

V e recognize that the choice of val.es for 

c compensation parameters or even the choice of co,-psnatioa 

functions can receive very little guidance directly from 

the collection of empirical data.  
On the other hand, the F factors would see, to 

be highly amenable to direct measirement.  

NOW, with respect to the f values we .wtculd 14.kS 

the panel to give us the opinion as to which is the moe 

accurate method of selecting data with Xespeat to fc .  

it is the fixed ichthyoplankton net intake and diochae

or the larval tables, which have been discussed in your 

December 7 testimony? 

Lo A (Dr. Lawler) Let tue begin to answer that que2stion 

by firstpointing out the problems associated with each 

methodology.  

"F7
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0 Yes? 

A The-problems associated with fixed nets are, 

first of all, it has been fairly well demonstrated, we 

believe, by a number of ways that there is a substaatial 

degree of mortality that takes place due to the nets.  

There are two indications of this, one, at 

virtually every station sampled -- and nets have been used 

at all of these stations, including the older plants on the 

river -- the intake mortality -- there has been a substantial 

intake mortality.  

Secondly, the Brome (spalling phonetic) sturdy.  

that was carried out by NYU in 1975, to wrhich I discuszed 

Ms. Chasis this morning, has shown a fairly substantial 

influence of the actual velocity at which the watro passes 

through the nets as being a determining factor in the 

net. mortality.  

And one of the problems with the nsts, theref re 

.is-that we do not. have the same velocity in the intizke aI 

the discharge at most plants, prinazi.y becauea the intakes 

are designed specifically to reduce the velocitiss, going 

back in history to the impingement problem; whereas, it ah 

case of the discharge, there has not been a criterion on 

discharge velocities.  

So your sampling point for dischargs in the case 

of all of the plants has beep- at a location where the
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velocity is. higher than in-the intake.; so you do get what 

I refer to in Footnote A as 'differential".  

Okay, that"s the disadvantage associated ,oith 

nets.  

Now, with respect to the so-called la-rval tables, 

as I .indicated in the testimony, the larval table was 

develciped to avoid this whole problem of high velocities 

and differential velocities in catching nets.  

We believe that the larval tables work very 

well. there is one disadvantage with them: it is virtually 

impossible to operate the larval tables at a level beneath 

the level of the intake water level. So the net result 

there -- I'd better be careful how I use the word "net" 

but the result there is you have to pump your sample onto 

the larval table.  

One of the problems or one o: the beliefs with 

respect to larval mortality across the plant has -lways 

been that there is a substantial stress placed on the 

organism as it goes through the plant pumps; so hers you have 

a sampling device that requires a pump to lift the water 

from the intake up onto the larval table.  

If I can describe this larval table, it is a 

device about as long as -- well, about as wide as this 

conference table, and perhaps extending all the way down to 

the point where the table T'V; and water is brought onto the

7 T-, - = 7-7.'_ -z = 7'' -7
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table on the head' end and moves in such a way that the larvae 

aer permitted to be collected without coming in contact 

with nets as they begin to concentrate.  

And the result of all this is that you succeed 

in collecting your organisms without exposing them to high 

velocityL contacts with nets.  

But you still have to get 'the water onto "the 

larval table; and to get it onto the larval table you have 

to pump it on.  

So what is happening in the laval table studies 

is that a certain mortality is being imposed on the organisms 

due to the pumps.  

Now, the pumps we use are a recess impallor 

pump, which means the impellor is pulled back from the point 

where you would normally see it; and what happens is that the 

larvae in the water, particles in the water in general don t 

.dome in contact with the blades of the pump. So that is an 

aittempt to keep the pump mortality low.  

You can get your discharge sample in .many 0 

the plants without pumping, but to keep the ap&r&-enta! 

method the same between intake and discharge, the discharge 

sample h&:s also been pumped onto the larval table.  

So,iehat I am saying here is that even the larval 

tables do have:,a certain sampling mortality imposed.  

Of the two, in my Judgment, the larval table is

77.
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probably the better sampling method because it keeps. sapling 

mortaly down to a minim i,.  

".'ou.r ideal method would be to have zero s-zipling 

mortality, 100 percent survival in the intake sample.  

'Now, as I undersand it, the larval table 

sample method is being used at Bowline and Roseton; is. that 

right? 

A -'hat is correct.  

-!as it been used at all at Indian Point? 

A o the best of -my knowledge, it has no- been -ued 

to date at Indian Point.  

Q Do you know whother or not there are any plans 

to use it at- the Indian Point site? 

A 'Dr, .Marcellus) Con Edison is co,-a-"iderir 

of larval tz-bles at Indian Point in 1977; it has not made 

a firm corum-tment to do so, though, at the present tizmao 

' "Q All right.  

2 would like to direct your attention to .paz 33 

of your testimony, and Table R-i.  

Now, with respect to this table, the thing tat 

interests the Staff is that we are seeing in here socme 

figures for the F factors wuhich, ar substantially i0c.wer 

than what we were seeing in any of the previous infor, ation 

in the various Indian Point 2 and 3 proceeding.  

But, particularly looking at the post yolk-sac
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larvae, because that appears to be the !4_re stage which i.  

most likely to be impacted by the withdrawal through the 

system, and specifically with an 0.09 at nowline and a 

figure of 0.25 for Roseton. we are t.nd ring -- we note 

that there are extensive footnotes en that table which., 

indicate that for the egg yolk-sac and juvenile 3tres 

at both Bowline and Roseton, there was very !Lmited data or 

no data.  

What waa the availability of data with reZ.ec-t 

to the post yolk-sac larvae? 

A (Dro. Lawlea) I don't know te numbers -- is 

refers to the number of !a:'iae actually cap ureg, in t1 e 

intake and the dizcharge. The number to the best of my 

recollection was over 100. I can get that number for yoc.  

The number was sufficient to enable us to zopni' itatistica! 

tests 

It wan substantially in e:qcess o W hat we fo; 

for eggs, yolk-sac, and foz juveniles.  

MR. LEWIS: #Py 117' have one moment, pleaze? 

. . (Pause.) 

BY M. LEWIS: 

0 Q Do you know, Dr. Lawler, or anyo e el. on the 

panel, whether or not there axe plans to continue thi.s type 

of sampling at Bowline and .Roseton? 

A (Dr. Lawler) To the best oI -my knowledge
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both Orange & Rockland utilities, which runs the Bol"ne 

plant, and Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corpcratiou# rhich 

runs the -Aoseton plant, do intend to continue these etudies 

in 1977.  

They also were carried out in 1976; that info'ma

tion is not available at this time. It is being analyzed 

at this time.  

Q NOw, the footnote notices that the -- do we have 

the 1975 data that underlies the larval table -- oh, yes; 

I see; okcay.  

I withdraw that question.  

Has that been reported in any reports that have 

been submitted in this proc.eeding, the information on 1hM 

Bowline and Roseton larval studies-- larval table st u.tais? 

Do you %now? 

A I don't think Cat the FM 75 raports have h2,an 

finalized. We've gotten tCe data from MAI, from their 

draft reports and other existing drafts. I don't think thzy 

are finalized.  

Q -Well do You know 

A And I- don't think they have been 3ubmitted in this 

proceeding. I am almost cextain of that..  

Q Does anybody-know whther or not they will become 

part of the record of -- are they intended to be reports 

to be submitted in connection with this application .by Con Ed,

*__- - ---- r - -~------~.--- -- --

I.
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jrbl7 I I or; -the subsequent application? 

2MR., TSEN: Just a. mment,. plae 

/T% .4~i MRts f-o t Rs:1d:Ys, it is our intent to incuz 

6 f i& atthe beginning--of =~t year; so the axnswar td your 

7.I question ia, yes, we do intend to submit data froml th; Se~ 

studies.  

-4 1MR. LEWIS: I 3e.  
ii IBY MR. LENIS: 

=j,~' Doea anmy member of tha pane! know--.. I XTuave aIreadj 

Mentioned apparently with racpact 1:o a~gs and I yo2 -aa 171rvF 

13 and juveniles in sa =ples:n addition' to xaportg ao a~ny

14 y know what the scope a- the studies udrazna o 

]II 5, and Roseton in the future i? te 

18 with respect to their, 76 iformation, and ina 7.6 ag a z 

11found more ithan enough post yolk-sac lar-vae to do 

1 0 analyses. They were-able to ejet more Juvenile3s th.6n th'a 

V 1 did in 75. TheL ontinuel to haveS tha problems of. cclIlezting 

"g1s and yolk-sac: larvae.  

0One of the. reacons -the egg eac laxvae -are Only 

in. thes yolk-sac larvae stage for s-mewhere between 6 anci 12 

25~ days; the eggs are only in the egg- stage a taee n 1 an'. .3 daYs
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That s one. of the reasons- why you don't- collect that many 

Ind secondly, at Bowline, we never find eggs.  

We -rarely find juveniles. That is the reason for Footnote 

C ai:d E, for example; we just don't- find. them.  

You correctly pointed out that as far as impact 

Is o-onceTaed of the four life stages involved, in all 

likelibood it's the post yolk-sac larvae where thie concezn 

is properly applied, because the eggs don't live that long 

in '.that stage; the juveniles by and large don't seem to appear 

in the plants; and even. your post yolk-sac larvae are 

i.n that life history stage for that many days.  

The number of days of life of the stage is 

an important factor in assessing the-impacts; so it' s one 

of. the -significant parameters in the estimates we have made.  

Q I might state bryj way of explanation that 

it is Staff' a.view that the information that is again to be 

reported on the larval table method is very interestingj, 

and that a comparison of results of sampling with nets and 

with larval tables would be sometbing that certain-ly our 

technical experts would be very interested in seeing.  

That is why I have been trybq to f.Lnd out whether 
/ 

or not the future does hold something of this type for the 

Indian Point sampling prog-am and also what is intended to 

be undertaken-at Roseton and Bowline.  

That's just my cOMLnt.

F
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A (Dr. Zawler) As Dr. Marcellus said, this is 

being considered at Indian Point; and I .klcw that it is 

virtually -certain these studies will continu at Cwine .  

and Roseton.  

A (Dr. Campbell) !Ir. Lewis, I point out in ihe" 

Bowline area the concentration of eggs in the rive3r azu not 

particularly high.. I thihk that is the mason.  

Q Then it might be particularly iote sting go 

apply that method at Indian Point where, pezaps, ;e 

get some more interesting data and results.  

A It might be.' 

A (Dr. Lawler) Mr. Lewis, with rez"t .... o01.  

suggestion that studies be made, there is littleko -- -"i .U d 

in my judgment that comparative studies of nc" tiz-

larval tables would be good at Bowline or 'Roseto:n.z, .. z-.. ua.

Bowline9, bacause there you really get i.to a f- -r*a .  

in net mortality problems.  

The differential, the net velccity at 3!ino 

is something on the order of 3 to 10 feet -penea"; n th 'a

is Just no way you can keep the organisms alive.  

What is it at Indian Point? 

A One and a half feet per second..  

Q You are talking towed net? 

A No, net fixed in the discharge, as op=_s-e to tho..  

.net fixed in the intake.
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jrb20 I r what you are suggesting or what you are saying 

2 -- Staff is stiggesting -- is that a comparative study be made 

3 betwear the cropping factor, entrainment mortality, as 

4 determined by net studies which has been the method used 

i at Indian Point to the deterdmination of the same parameter 

.6 applit-d to larval tables.  

7 what I am saying is, whereas that possibility 

8 may have existed at Indian Point, it would be pointless to 

9 -do it at Bowline. Well, not pointless; because we could 

10 get into the pumping procedure. No, I take that back.  

11 There is no good sampling location in the Boul ine 

12 plant for nets; where the velocities are less than 8 feet 

13 par second is another reason for the developent of the larval 

;: table. There was no way of catching larval organisms 

in the Bowline discharge because the velocities, the nets, 

{ were on the order of.8 feet per second.  16 

rFinse, thank you.  17 

.ow, a matter that has been bzought up on cross

f9 examination by the other parties is with respect to the fact 

2 that many of the estimates of F factors, both fo and f.  
20 

h21 which have been put forth by UIS in this proceeding have 

not contained any measure of uncertainty of variatio stated 

1 Q"the measure of uncertainty variation associated has not 

24 been stated in the submittals we have seen.  

In this regard, turning to first of all to page
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33, the samue table we have-been lookring at, an~d thn -Io, 

subsequently, to page .45, whiich has. another tble % whchoI 

looked at a riimber of timeas here; we viner what.te~t: 

deviation associated with tha-values in thase tabiezis? 

A .(Dr. Lawler) I can' t.gv o t~n~ fo~ 

the values on page 45,F becauste to the best o0 myv -knowl C4 g 

that has not been done, 

The question of testing thle fi., -the 3tCatiztical 

-treatment of the ftis curaently under co, IS 4 J atc 

have not done that up to this timne.  

With reavect to t he f Cfactars on page 33,, 

the- values given for. post yolk- sac larvae a.c v 

subject to statistical testing,. and I cau't gi-ver yov a 

standard deviation.. but what 2I Can say to you -"I tha.;iT 

respet to the values that Bowlin~e -at rzsa1tOa a S

ficant dif-ference was detected at the 5, perce.1t lv .  

the n"iekn 'or best 0-stimate o- that differance 31s ti,1 --*--25 

or the .34.  

*in. the case of Bowline the test3 of si~i. c-m~ 

did not show a difference. Tba .09 simply rapraez. tq I'a 

.Mea . and the fact that-the test did not shcw~ a dif-27erance 

is -you would expect to see-that:; because .09 is riot r#eal-lv 

that far from zero.  

In the case of Indian Point 1974i th:e tests of 

significance betwzeen the intake and the -diacFhrge

* .' . V.7
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jrb22 morta iies did show a significant difference and th3 values.  

reporteai are the mean values.  

-So, therefore, with; respect to your te-imony 

that hah standard deviations have not been derived, you do 

not . hn., "iat the standard deviations are? That has not 

been ipproached? 

That is correct.  

with respect to 9 there has been an analysis 

or cxpiriscn of the two different figures that appar on 

Table E-l? 

Correct.  

3. did not give you an answer in terms of 

stand.%rd de-viation; but the answer I am giving was eC.ivalent 

toh.&t. It is saying the tests of significance have be 

appli,d to the data on Tabla E-1, where the data was 

suffi.itant to do such a tert, which is the Caze for. tha post 

yolk-,,ac. larvae, 

I, think offhand the tests of significance have 

been ,pplied to the eggs at Indian Point. 1'm fairly; Ceartzin 

thatl u been applied there, because there have been largqa 

enough numbers of eggs captwued to do that.  

0 Moving on to another question, thore has been 

testimony previously here that duringthe 1976 spawning 

season Unit 2 was not in operation, and I believe it has 

also 'een testified that 1976 was the first year of operation
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jrb 23 ; of Unit 3.  

a If this is correct, are we correct in conc2.U i 

3 ..that .:here has .not yet been a sampling season dur"ing which 

4, you had simultaneous operation of both units;, is ti 

5 correct?a 

-6 . (Dr Marcellus) That 

7 Q With reference to the spawning season, the : summer season of 1976? 

9 " A (Dr. Marcellus) (Nodding affimatively) 

Q , Turning now to the work done by 3 YTI withaie~pc ! 1'1 

11 .to tha fi and as I understand it perhaps so'neonm ;-•ckld 

i clarify this for me, the scope of NYU's ,ork -"as siP..ny 
Ii1 

13 to collect the data; is that what I understood Dr. ac r. cI I 

14 to testify to earlier? 

15' 'A That is correct.  

Q_ Now, would it be your view, Dr. .[arcellus,-

17 oranyone-else it they want to aifier that rculd It ......  

'be your view that it Would be better to have the organIzt 

9 that did the collection of the data calcula-e -1tha f .....  
4 

20 as well? 

21 A: To the effect that the f factor app Ios to 

22 modeling work,, interpretation of that data and 1 nr-tio n 10 of that data into a model, 'I think it best be ezm."nad b 

24 the contractor responsible for ib model.  

25 0 Certainly. But my question -goes not to ht1her
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or not. the contractor responsible for the model 

should use the data, but, rather, whether or not yotm wo..d 

agree with me that having assembl&d a vary compa-tent team, 

-to go out and do the collecting of data on distribation o.  

- in the area. of the Indian Point site, it might not be 

lcgqCil. to also have that croup calculate the f values? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Lewis, you aware 1 assum YU 

does not. collect the data at the other power plants o!orating 

on tht river? 

Are you aware of that? 

MR. LEWIS: Well, I was referring for. the moment 

to the Indian point. My urderstanding is they had dona 

transects, that is, at Indian Point? 

MR.. TROSTEN: That's right.  

MR. LEWIS: That's the only one I am concerned 

about right now.  

MR.. TROSTEN: I want to be sure you are aWare 

the-ealuation being done -.s a multi-plan- evaluation which 

includes Indian Point, and the other plants on the rllvr; 

NYU 'cllects data at Indian Point., They do not collect 

data - just wanted to make sure we are all toget"har.  

WITNESS MARCLLUSO: There has bsen considerab.la 

discuasion between LMS and NY, and you might say thare is 

a joint resolution of various entrainment factors betieen the 

two contractors.
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BY MR. LEWIS: 

Q But it i is correct, Dr.. Marcellus, tha- ti4 

divivion of responsibility is that 3U is collecting thi 

* transect data, and LNS is calculating the 2. values; is 

that corract? 

A (Dr.. Marcellus) NYU collected the. transect 

data; data collected by Texas Instruments was also collucted 

and employed in this case.  

Q You say it may not be just NVJ, there may be 

others who have also collected data? 

A In terms of calculating V factors, yes.A ! 

data was brought to bear on that question.  

A (Dr. McFadden) Mr. Lewis, we do not sibscribe 

to the view that the particular individual or contractor 

who collected a body of da.a is always the bast person, 

the bast group, to completely analyze it and draw-ali 

conclusions from that body of data.  

We have made it a practice to draw tog'ether 

a number. of important areas including the P factor data, 

scientific representatives from all of the contractor, on 

the, premise that the soundest overall conclusions could be 

established by drawing upon the expertise and the diffarent 

insights of all the participants in this joint effort on the 

Hudson River.  

Q Certainly, no one could possibly i
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way o! proceeding.  

I was just focusing on the particular division 

of resiponsibility that seents to have been highlighted here.  

I would like to draw your attention to the Table 

F-3 oa page 45 of the testimony here, and we note the 

-- that in Table 19 and 20 of.the NYU reports on the 

effect of entrainment at the Indian Point power plant, the 

addendum 1973 report -- do you have that? 

MS. CHASIS: What tables? 

MR. LEWIS: Page 41 and 42, Tables 19 and 20.  

The f values.in Tables 19 and 20 appear to 

ii 
offer 1;uite a contrast with the 'ralues in rable F-3fo 

Indian Point.  

BY MR. LEWIS: 

Q Would you care to comment? 

-A (Dr. Lawler) I can comment on several 4i-.g 

that mave transpired, if you can give me two seconds to leek 

at Tables 19 and 20.  

Q Certainly.  

(Pause) 

A Well, my first conuent would be that the addendum 

referred to came out well after this table was compiled.  

This table was compiled back in mid-1974.  

Q When you say "this table"? 

A Table F-3 was compiled in 1974.

. _ ' ' , r .i - . .. ... . , _. : • , . . • .. . . . . , ... . . . .
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The data that appear in the Environmeital Report., 

if you recall, is the .data that had been utilized in the 

proceeding before the FPC in late 1974; and that had been 

compiled at that point.  

So I don't know off.,the top of my heed what 

the pictuw:e we have from NZU was at the time tIis, data was 

compiled.  

Secondly, with respect to an answer I gave 

Ms. Chasis this morning, on the 1974 data i was incorrect 

when I said that the data that we, V4S, took at the Lovett 

plant was used in conjunction with the indian Point 

values; the f values computed for 1974 at 'ndian Point which i 

will appear in the January 1977 report, were taken directly 

-tnd solely from the 1974 Indian Point NYU study.  

And it is the case, as I indicated this morning 

.that for eggs -the values at Indian PoLit exceeded a faator 

Of 1. The values for the other life stages did not.N
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Q " The Tables 19 and 20, as I understand, are 1973.  

-data from Indian Point, is, that- correct? 

A; Yes.. My last remarks were Z.Liply to .. oc-,.  

up :something that I had said this morning to Ms. Chsius 

which I think, you know, bears oa this whole question.  

This data in Tables 19 and 20 is 1973 infor

mation. I would have to examine t!he actual NYI1 data ; ..s Z". 3 

what was reported back two years ago befora I could c=.szazt 

any further on Tables 19 and 20.  

Q. Well, to make sure _ understand what , table 

shows, it does have numerous entries which you say inicate 

there were not any comparisons made on particular 1iL:; 

stages. But to look at Table 19 it appears to indicate 

that for eggs, day and niloht, and for juveniles, night 

the concentrations in the Indian Point 1 iatsare hiahar_ 

than riverwide concentrations, is that correct? 

A. That's correct. What I'm saying is wa found 

the: same thing in 1974, and I thought -- well, AC 

didn't correct the table r-3 value at Indigen Polit for s-gs 

this morning when I was responding to 143. Chasis,? but mi 

comments this morning were with respect to 1974. And1 I 

indicated that we will see higher values for eggs at Indian 

Point in the January '77 point.  

2 Thank you.  

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, the Staff is somn,.what

__ II _.7I
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bit. 2 I concrned along the same lines as HRFA with the fact tat 

there do appear to'be soiae inconsistenci-es in the data 
2h contai- ned in the NYU iapo~cts and the data reported in '0hea 

3 

Dezexier 7 testimony and. in the other documents placed in 

thi5s proceeding.  

We did note when those docmments were, placed 
61 

in .te record by Mr.. Fidell that the NYU docui nts, e:cl not *7 
taiq those placed in the record. Certainly they have been 

er, to numerous times. We would h&, eupected t-em 9 

to hive been - e did expect them to be itroduced as , 10 

foindation documents on the basis of what w. have hear, hiere.  

We would make . motion that somp. approp,:iat 
? 12 

Xe=prasentatives from NYU lae made available for discusion31 
~13: 

of various of the data which are contaized in thei .rortS.  
14 

MS., CHASIS: We would join that motion.  

II CHAIRMAN JESC;i: Can you identify the r, 
16 .  

that are particularly involved? 

MR. LEWIS: One report I'm looking at now is 
18 I •the nstitute of En"ixonmenta2 Med"cine, Hudson River 
'9 

Bco . system Studies, Elfects of Entrainment by the Indian 
20, 

Point Power Plant on Biota in the Hudson Rirer Xstuary: 
21.  

Addenda. to- the 1973 neport.  

CHAI1M4 JENSCH : That' s NYU? ~23 

MR. LEWIS: Yes, that's NYU.  

The second one is also by NYU. It's entitled 
25

77 77:777 777 :77'
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blt 3 1 "Morl.ality. of Striped Bass Eggs and Larvae in Nets. It 

2 beara the date of July 1976.  
3 MR. TROSTEN- Mr. Chairman, I th"IA4 -- Mr. Le-is, 

0 4 " are you offering- these documents into evidence? 

5_ CHAIRMAN JENSC : Hes a identifying those which 

6 he'd like you to offer.  

7 MR. TROSTUI: 1 see.  

"5.. Lewia is finished, both bty NYU.  MS C"SS I• like t a. tw tes .  

10 : . One is the 'f! cts Of -'."rainment by the Indian 

Poin: Power Plant on Biota in the Hudson River 3stuaZI 

.12 Progress Report for 1974.. The second is the ,Huda m iiver 

13:,Ecosem Studies, 2f ecta V Entrainment by the Ini Point 

14 Powaie: Plant an Biota ±31 the Hudson River Estuary' P rcgr~ass 

'5Re] ax. for 1973." ..  
: '.. 'CHAE TNSCH: Are you in position t ge: 

17 ,i .16: - . ...,: 

8 • ..-. MR. TROSTEN:. M.r. Chairman, 1 think we have': the 

.eport available. Im going to suggest that tv Mr-it.  
19 

20 -reports for, identification at this tim-, if you gi~lv gi..e 

uS.a moment.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well.  

MR. TROSTEN: Just give us a moent, please.  

(Pause.) 

CAIRMAI JENSCH: While you're assembling those "25

. ..- . . . . .. -. . - -- , . . .- .-., _ .7 7 - . :
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blt, 4 ! and ' ;efore we start the identification process,. I might 

2 refer to some problems we have to recessing at. 2:59 p.m.  

and re-convening, at 3:00 o'clock in the proceeding -that was 

4 herotofore noticed to deal with two other aspects. The 

due dil .ence matter: has already been disposed of, but the 
I.  

6 other maters have not.  

7 We expect that that phase of the matter won't 

la..3t any rore than 20 minutes; however, I will need about 

a -tdnate- recess to see if we can have another courtroom 

10 in, thv.s building for tomorrow.  

11 If we cannot, we will recess this evening, to 12 recc;uvane at the Holiday Inn, down the road a bit. I'll 

13 have to jet. the correct address.  

* 4j MR. LEWIS: Elmsford, I believe.  

15CHAIRMAN JENSCI: In Elmsford.  

16 I'll have to chieck with the administrator of 

1, thi: building first. We may be able to stay somewahere in 

1hi8 building. I don't know.  

The Reporters have made a special request, Stat

20 ing that if we do move they have to take all of their equip

2 a en_.r They were here until 1:30 this morning, and they 

are not- anticipating with much delight a repetition of..  

that schedule. So we might recess a little earlier today.  

24 We might just keep those matters in mind.  

:Are you ready to proceed?
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blt 5. MR. TROSTEN: Yes, we're ready to offer. those 

2 reports for identif iation, M .. Chaiman.  

MR. FIDEL: Mr. Chka1man, in response to the 

.motion that haw been.j4ads by'the Staff and joi.ed "n-by 

5~ li1UFA, we have copies of five New York University reorts.  

" .We will need a few minutes to find additional copies, but 

I have one of each for the Reporter. 1 will now .ead tha

8 titlas and ask that they be marked for idantificat:ion.  
• 8" 

" C AElMAN JENSCl: All right. You may do it 
, 9 

10 seriatim. Just go through the whole thing.  

" MR., FIDE Yes, sir.  

Mt. Chairman, the first d.ocument is entitled 
"Hudson Riv Ecosystem Studies, Effects of Trpaat;-,e ,.-.nd 

13 

.4 Chlorine on Entrained Hudson River Orgaansms, Progre3 
14 

15 •Report for 1975.0 

SRHAIAN JEN4SCH: That document may be :" 
16 

for identification as Licansee's Exhibit .No. OT.-12.  
• 17 

(Tha document referr* d tc ,7 as.  

marked as Licensee's T.,_
', 19 

... "No. OT-i2 o idntiitOn.) 

MR. FIDELL: The. next document, mr. C - airzi, "s 

21 
entitled "Hudson River Ecosystem Studies, Effects of 

22.  

Q Entrainment by the Indian Point Power Plant on 3licta in 

the Hudson River Estuary,, Addenda to the 1973 Report," 
24.  

"S and it goes on, "1. An Analysis of the Abundance of Four 

25

• :.:.,: _::,i : :':: :: ii :ii :!:• : : i? ! • ? : i :? !!: i : - :: : i'i7" 7 7-7-'? : ! :
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Life Aistory Stages of Striped Bass (Morone saxatilis) 

Colle ;ad in the Intakes and Discharge Canal of Indian 

Point Unit 1 and in the HEudson River at Indian Point; !I.  

Larval Stiped Bass (Morone saxatilis) Length Frequency 

Analysis." 

CHAIR 3 JENSM: That doctment may be marked 

for idi ntification as Licernsee's Exhibit Wo. OT-13.  

(The document referred to was 

marked as Licensee s S dhibit 

No.: OT-13 for identiZ-icaticn.) 

MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, the next is entitled 

Mortelity o2 Striped Bass Eg'gs and Larvae in Nets A 

Special epor%.C" 

CHAIRMM JENSCR: That docament may be .arke-d 

1for icientification as Lic.-nsee's ,Ohibit No. OT-14.  

(The documnt raeerred to was 

marked as Linse s 

No. OT-14 feiini ain.) 

MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, the nect document 

is entitled "Hudson River Ecosystem Studies, Effects of 

Ent ainment by the Indian Point Power Plant on io'ta in 

the Hudson River Estuary, Progress Relport for i973." 

CHAIRM JSASCH- That document niay be ntaked 

for identification as Licensee's OT-15.

77 777, 7 7 - .
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S bit? 7- .. " /  . . (The document re . e t was 

2 marked as-. Licenlsees Exibit 

1 .'o. OT-15 for identification.) 

4 : .- MR. FIDELL: Sir, the last is "Hudson River 

j '.Ecoy.narem Studies, Effects of Entrainment by the Indici 

: j Pqir.t .f1'er Plant on Biota in the Hudson River Estuary, 

: 7 :Pz~or~rasa Report for 1974.' 

8 CHAIRMAN JENSCA: That document may be ..anked 

for identifiation as Licansee's Za xhbit 0T-16.  

* 0(The ioc,.r.-nt referred to was ' 10 

marked as Licensee's EX hit 

I ~. OT-16 for identification.  
12 

MR. ?IDELL: Thank you,. sir.: 
MR. LEIJIS: -Mr. Chairman, as I un rstand it, 

thec-e ar% being identified by Mr. Fidell.  

Do ,you propose to stop there, f&-r. Trosten? 

MR. TROSTEN: AS we discussed, the point, 24r.  

Lews, there is no one from New York University here.  

MR. LEWIS. I think it s a cxy good idea to 

.. get them here.  

MR. TROST=: We've been testifying about this 

this morning. We've been taking into consideration what 

was going on in terms of whether we need a New York 0 23 
university witness.  

.24 

MR. LEWIS: All right. Thank you.  
25 

"1. ' '" " '
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blt 8 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Have you completed your 

2 exxi..i at ion? 

3 MR. LEWIS: I only have one more.  

4~~ (Pause) 
I That concludes my cross-examination.  

5 

CHAII4MA JENSCH: Are there any other questions? 6: 

Do- any party have any other questions? 
7 

(No.. response) 

9 CHAIRNM JENSCH : The Board has some questions* 

MR. KING: Mr. Chairan, I did pose a coupla 
10 

i.ofq tions e Dr. Lawlr yesterday, and he had pz mSed 

j -me re.sponses today.  

SCLAIRNM JENSM AUl right .  
13 

. Y MR KING: 
14 

Dr. Lawler, let me refresh your recoliection.  
15 

You gave an estimate on the record with respect to the 

red ..-ion of striped bass population without reflection ok 17 
compansation. You gave a 15 percent figure as an upper 

limit.L Do yOU recall that? 
19 

I . (Witness Lawler) That's correct.  
20 

.Do you recall that I asked you what might be 

the lower limit of this estimate, again without compensation 

reflected? 
23 

X, That's correct.  
V 24 

". Do you have such a figure? 'B 25
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blt, 9 L Well, I haven't satisfied* myself completely 

that: I do, but I think that a number beteen 10 and 15 perS cet. is a proper range to ute for the estimate. of impact 

3 

A 4 without .ompensation..  ~4 

56 Do you. also recall that I asked you your best 

estimate of the total redaction of the striped bass: popula
6 

I tiorj considering compensation; and your answer was between 

i . and 2 percent,, but again you wanted to check on tha.  

Have you since checked on that? 9 
" I can't -- again, I'm in the process of ceck

10 
ing on it. I would say that the range is between 1 and 

11 

4 percent at most. I may get back to you and confirm ths 
12 

oriqinal to 2 percent.  13 
1 .3But it's more confidently than I expressed it 

14, 
"to o ,yesterday, those rages that I 'm giving: you nori.  

One final question.. Will thase figules be 
16 

*ors: particularly described in the January '77 report? 
17 

-. Yes, sir, with the probable exception of the 

7 estimte without compensation, because, as you, knodw,. it' 

, is our contention that the view of impact Without in

20 
c..€orporating the notion of compensation is simply an un

21, 
realistic view of the river. In fact, I should point out 

22 0 that the estimates I gave you without compensation refer AO 23 

to the reduction in the population of the young-of-the

year in the first year of operation.
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In other words,, the point is -- and we testi- I 

fied to this -t length. in the earlier procseding -- I 

yoTl ,-3imJaate compensation or resiliency or so ie noti on 

of tle ability of the system to regulate izts population, 

the inposition of. even a :iO percent or 15 percent reductiCn 

each year ,throughout the 40 years of life would bring your 

population vay down. it's just simply an unrealistic vi6.17 

of how t ie fish operate. So IVd like to distinguish bu 

tween thc-sa- two notions..I 

£o Thank you.  

EXAMINATIZON BY THE BOARD 

BY MR. BRIGGS: 

*I'd like to be clear on the stamen nts that 

wezm just made. As I understand it, all othe- conditians 

bei:E. equal, you calculat-d that -with compensation c."pK i' 

of 'VtMi 2. at Indian Point would reduce the po-pl iation of 

-.juveniles by i to 4 percent, and without compensation it 

world reduce them, by 10 to 15 Pei Cent. is that right?.  

A._' (Witness Lawler) First of all, Mr . e_9s, 

those numbers, those n=mbers are for the Multiplant 

.situation ., 

For all plants? 

A. All. the plants.  

All right.  

. Sqcondly, the estimate of impact with compensation

574-



bit: 1, operating ref-zs to the 40-year- life %0f the plant, wh raas 

2 the 3ztimats of impact wit'hout compensation: ope.rating 

3 refezs szmply to the loss in the young-of-the-ye9 r o u

41 -latin in the first year of life.  

5 When you say the. 40-year life of the plant, 

i'm .ot quite clear of what population is being reducd.  

7 Is t41i the entire population? 

8 . Yes, sir, population of the -- adult pt- -, 

incldingj the recruits to the adult population which is 

1~I the i.otng at the end of their first year of life.  

1I And this is a reduction in the population over 

what one would have without powr plants o the rivaz? 
12 

That's cozect., And, also, I might ac that 13 

14 thats the Hudson River fish that we're referrin0 to,: not 

15 the Atlantic or iddle Atlantic or what-have-you.  

.. (Witness May) Mr.. Briggs, may 1 ask youa. hr 

17 the , percent qams from? Was that f-om D Lew3a --s -,, e' ? 

W8 .. ell, I thought Dr. Lawler set the ran.j I:c 

to 4Percent.  19 

I.. i'm sorry. I didn't understand.  2 0 i -•2 0 K"2 "MR. KING: May I asc one further qestioi c.  

this* subject?

10 FURTHER CRCSS-EX/VMNATION 

BY MR. XIIIG: 
24 

Q. Dr. Lawler, with respect to the figures given ie 25
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in 'tue reduction for the 40-year life of the plant, have 

Caloulat-.ons, also been. made with respect to the various 

plem- that will be, retired during this period and various 

otl.ei: plants, that may be constructed during, this period?

A. (Witness Lawler) That multiplant situation 

e:els to the .units at Indian Point, both units at Rosaton, 

and .(3oth units at Bowline, and does. not include any ot-hr 

As far as retirement goes, to the best of my 

cnow.'tedga none of those plants are scheduled for retirement 

in tl'at peric4,, and I.'m virtually certain that none oz 

thos. plants have been eliminated from that analysis during 

-that period.  

EXAMINATION W. THE BOARD (Continued) 

BY DR. DAIBER: 

I would like to continue. on this. subject of 

comp.ansation. I'm not quite sure of the geographic, 

• . xazters or the time parameters that are involved here.  

On page 21., in the middle of the page,, there 

-is a number 1 and a number 2. I am referring to the Dzecernter 
7 testimony: "The exp toitation rate is estimated directly 

from population size at-the beginning of impingement vul

neraoility and number implnged.".  

From :the. time they might become impinged on tha 

intake screen through the entire adult life of a fish or
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poptlation that might be available 

(Witness Campbell) The time of impingement 

we.Iva usad in these estimates is from July through June 

of the following year. By that time most of the striped 

bass from. the year-class have. left the area.  

Pll. right.  

Then, in terms of your compensation values, are 

you focusing only on the population that exists in the 

Nud-on River, or are you considering the population that 

wcu'd extend out into the ocean from, Zor e.autple, Ncrth 

Carclina to Maine in terms of your analysis of com pensation? 

This refers to the Hudson River populatio.  

only? 

A. Yee, sir.  

Q. All right.  

Yesterday Dr. May was taLking about the At-antic, 

.Coat fishery in terms of the inner zone and the cuter 

zonc., and he used-- ther3 was some discussion. also,:.with 

Dr. McFadden with respect to the 5-year i.ag bet en., I 

between, the young-of-the-year or the juveniles and. what 

represented a peak in the commercial fishery or the snorts 

fishery.  

It's my understanding, or my mamory tells re, 

that you were using -- what I think you mean is the so

.called fishery statistics originally compiled by the"

7 

7
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a.sL and wildlife Servicc, now NOAA, is this correct? 

I Yes, sir.  

12- terms of Iandings? 

Landings and cther statistics compi- d by ac,7 

t.o -a1 Z:ihery Service under NOAA and formerly thQ Bure au 

of w-amercial Fisheries.  

Is lardings symonymous with catch? 

Li o, sir. It is often not synonymous %Ith 1.,, 

r. -a--y fisheries, particularly marine fisheries, thi i 

th 3 -ise. Heever, in th.a Hudson River fis.er y it ia 

prat:.- .ally so..  

All right.  

So you feel ccafident that the records -th z'- a Z-' 

es:z.b "is-hed in the so-called fishery statistics ae va iCA 

fo u:e in the computatic of compensation values? 

. Yes, •sir.  

IS the" word "e:-ploitation" used s11onmo,-L3ly 

wi-:. tpradation, in termi of predator-prey rel-ticnsi. 7? 

1. Well, we could certainly considar a presator 

as exploiting a populatioa, and: in tha'- respzct we cozld 

also consider the fisherman as baing a predator; so a 3: a 

is same 3imilarity in the terms.  

This is the-' precise definition of "'aploitationi 

as aitven by Dr. Ricker.  

Q. In terms of the impact upon the indi7idual fish,

i ; i i ii ; iii~i~i i : i !i~i ii ! !iii~i~iii , ! i ? !i~i! !i~~il -i i !! : ii i~ ii77



bltls% it- u3tally -results -in death to the individual fih. to be.  

a Caugat- in a fisherman's aetor to be. cught by aWu buI* 

ior t4 be impinged upon the: intake screen3 of. a power. 1-Xt? 

4) . 1 . Usua82llJ,.Ys J 32 

So that-in 'your computation of ccpensaticn, 

how dy yiu distinguish between-tho'se three. osofpe 

' .datio:o imp ingement, predation by ble h or! sonn 
7 

~ f otiet- typ9e of creature, or of hu man ca~ptur'e? 

E. The predation factor, or the m-ortality -due to 

preac'a, we have considered as paxt of . theaz na tI=, 

~ ~ Mort.ality, which would occur, to the populatica .,14t~ro 

12 not man was'exploiting it. The tw~o f orMs o Z. M ,n - "'a d, 

ex.o cation, either tlhrcugh power plants or throufgh th-D 

fis*-3.ry, a re much the sames in terms of thoir' ini Iusnce C, 2 

the eventual equilibrium population size.  I:: We have looked at the amount of, e~ON) iti 

I 9;iouk say- the amorant of effort -~that has 1. o.n apt-l1ld 
17 

in, ,hb commercial fishery over the "aSI 20 Vers aa n ;

hsntshown great fluctuations over th'at ciw -2Y~.  

What. we are talking about her-, is a~. e I'C 

I .increment of exploitation which is put onto th _ poruiatic-n 
21

as a result of impingement-and entrainent. - izce -.a e 

Q~exploiting the fish primarily during the first yea-- er 

I their-life-and that would in most cases, in rocst -ih 
24 

populations, be during or prior to the comrtpensatory p;hasa 
25.
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of tiiir life history-- it would have the same effect as 

it w=. were eaLploiting their parents. So it would be the 

aar:-e s applying that exploitation rat3 to. the parent.aL 

ge .tia and in that: respect would ba equivalent to an 

i -ise in fishing exploitation.

............. 11 .......... ------- ---- . I- . - - . . - '- -1 - -- . - . 11- . . - -, - .% : - -,". , .. :-, , i
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1Mihof lie imp~ingement is inolve with ng

' f .~ year. as a result, ci the intak6 screens. ii& I 

3 undO -tnd you to say that this would occur bef oze yma actuaillt 

4, pliq cis into, the formula, in- terms of ccmeansaticn?[ 

5-A. I m. niot sure I uinderstand that qruestion. 1;'ould vou 

611 repea... it, again?' 

8A moment ago.' yca said something about the youzng of 

9 the ys 3a'r ; redation here occurred very jarejely before CM v 
10 ~ .,,a1ws wer normally considered forapouain 

SWhat- I'm refer.-ing to is the general lxypt:2sis 

i~which has been put forward in the.'sey 1 trtueMetic~ 

13 oft3density-dependent- types of mortal ity occur idriGV4 th 

1 4 f irSt year of life.. And tbis goes along with the idat :of 'the 

15 dera-i. ..y -dependent growth vhich we foun&.  

16 . Density dependent? 

1 7 Ye. sit 

-8MWich do you conisider to bes more IpOrtanc Ji~ tcxmls 

19 of ,muensation; density-depetdent or. inde.pendlet?.  

20 :'J.. Sir?' 

21 Measuring the 'impaft of compensation.  

2Z P.: - TA order to have compesation,v you needi tm h x,7,

d :ensitr dependenoe niz the populaticm. S=9m of thesb facecrs 

may be, density-indepandent factors'that are Causing the morta

251lity. And they are offset to the, -dren tatdnstnt)

0
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factors. also operate in the population, 

2 The other thing that I would like to just touch on 

and I tinkk this is going to be aimed at you, Dr. May, primari Y, 3 i 
in vi-wo the seining .operationsi I think thatyuwr h 4 il 
one i'!!, At made- some ccmets yesterday about -- loexing urougl 

" 

mIpy. "-ant: number 2 to the environmental report, volume 1 of 
.6 

numi-: 2,: there are some sketches showing the seining opera7 

tiot s w.ere there is a diagram illustrating how a power boat 8 
was: ued for a 100-foot. seine- also, apparently, where soma 

9 

S humn divcrs were employed to pull a 50-foot Beifl91 
10 11I 

if I remember correctly, in your statistical aaly
1 ssis,. vou evaluate the impact of size seines and so forth.  

You're. talking in terms of catch per unit area. Is this 
13 

14 

(Witness May). Perry ma the one that was talking 

about~ ix .  
16 

. I'm sorry.  
17' 1W7(itness Campbell) . Yes, sir; it was in t-ms of 

IS 
catch per unit area..  

19 
.. AU right.  

, Since* obviously,. the. 50.-foot seine takas up-a lessen 

21 
area.  

Right.  

Now, is the mesh size the same in both of these 
24 seine ? In fact, I think you said you had three seines, 50, 

Q2
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1 ;1..0, 'd , vScm thing else.  

SYes, sir. There was also a 75-feo , 

believs had exactly the sait mei as taCha 00-5cot S a'i. I 

not absolutely certain on that point. "How -iu.  

under two extremes; the 5O-foot verS-IS t 3,O-_ .  

6 Q. All right. .et' jus-a o u . r- on th e-o

7 then.  

8111at' s the depth of tho S !i3?" 

L As I recall, t:he depth of lh 1 oot " 
0 I feet -either tan feet or sight : at th 0. wi-'- 

feet~~~~a eihr "%'
have this described in here som-l,'-s an d 

i 2 (Rause.) 

13 I'm sort of talking off tE -- - .Z -- _ 

b, ,,w but on the order of eight -,-o ten f s. zu 

is a 't-elve-foot depth in the bag, so to speak. A.-.. f <"n..  

16 angswer your question? 

17 All right.  

8 gWe're oing Po have to co.me. bc. t -- ..  

19 71e a ira is nudg.ing my elow T. ahm,:g 

t scmathinq alza here. But i '.t t-o C-- -.ac.  

21 CAIRM JENSC? - At tha time, !.a -s rz.. .  

22 oonvene in this room at 3:40.  

23.(.h=QUPon. at 3:00 p.m., .:he hsar in was -  . .- , , z 

a4 to reconvene at 3:40 p.m., this same day.) 

25~
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CriAiRMAN JEDISCH: Since it is now 3:40, nd sice 

we hitv- not concluded with he previously Ccnvened sssicn, 

3 wj- "i-ll r convene the xtension of interim operation 

4, iat 4 cl'coc, standard time today in this roerMo 

5 (Whereupon, at 3:42, the hearing was recessed 

--o rc: anvene at 4 p.m., this asam day at the same place.) 

CRAIPMAN JENSCH: It now being 4 o'clock, 

the p.::oceeding in reference to extention of interim operation 
9i 

is ret.essed. to.reconvene at 4:45, here this afternocn.  

10 

11 

is 

15 
.0 

15 

1M 
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CHAIRMAN JMSCH:. Please come to order.

Whereupon,

KENNETH L. 14RCELLUS, 

K.- PERDY C4PBS.LL, 

MLLORY So MAY 

JOHN Po .LER, 

and 

JAMMS T. McFADMI 

restmed the stand on behalf of the Applicant and, having 

beer. previously duly Swoxn, were examined and .testified 

-further as follows: 

CHAIRMN JENSCH : The. witnesses have resu.d 

the-stand, and Dr. Daiber has a few more questions.  

EXAMIATIO BY THE BOARD (Cont.nuad) 

BY DR. DAITBER: 

Dr. Campbell, we were talking about, at t.-e 

tiz- of: ,the break, we werediscussing 50- and 100-f ot 

-seines., If I. remember correctly, I ask ed you tha que tion 

ab6ut the depth of the seines, and if _ rememnber. cuv 

your. response was that a 100-foot seine had wings. of:: .10 

feet in depth. and the center was 12 feet in depth.  

k. ..(Witness Campbell) That was my response, but 

it turns out to be incorrect.  

Q. Okay.  

A. The wings at the end are 8 feet in depth, and
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blt 2

0 

A,; 

0 

I,,

tom? 

The lead line 

Do you know what I mean by the lead line?, 

Yes, sir. The lead line wou.id not alw-ays be 

bottom.  

All right.  

What would be the possibility of fish ducking

the bag at the center is 10 feet in depth.  

All right.  

Then the 50-foot seine, how deep is that? 

A The-50-foot seine, as nearly as I have been 

able to.- determine, is 4 feet, in depth. I'm having some 

In -iries made on that eight now. I didn't recall exactly 

w1 I that was.  

All. right.  

But the question is -- and I think more 

ji,,rtant -- the one. that was being -- the 50.-foot seine 

w.s being handled by people? 

I. Yes, Sir.  

I think two people.  

Yes-, sir.  

Whereas the 100-foot seine, one end was anchore 

or. t.:ha shore,, and then. there was a circle made by a boat.  

Yes, sir..  

The 100-foot seine, is that lead line always on

tha bat 

on the 

Q.

q
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blt3 =mderaoath that? 

A. That would be possible.  

',3 Would this have some influence on the kind of 

a Ctch that you. might be giLug . te-iru. oi the kind of, 

fi SI that you were-perhaps interested in? 

6 . It may.  6 

(Witness May) Dr. Daiber, if 1 may make "1 
7 

., • gCertainly.  
9 

I Talking about the lead line being on th.3 bottor, 

s0 
aC3 you talking about the time of deployment or the tuie 

12 

prom the time you start your 4weep upa*Y tcII 
13 

t:y... to catch fish and you_ make this run arousid. 1z it 

:impl3 loop, or do you traverse alon, the )::arv;11lle-f 

16 

.. The boat has threesO Peop On it. YoU ha- "-.  
17 

CLo:rator of the boat and two technicians. One tecmnicz_ 

19 g3ts out as the boat Movs up the shos-e and walks to t 

S s:cre to anchor the one end on the beach, and then *t-o 

20' 
boat Jimediately backs, straight back, perpendicular a3'd 

21: 
m, kes a quick sweep there but does not go all the way to 

Q the beach for obvious reasons.  

The second technician gets out and walks up 

to the beach there. An effort is made to work beaches 

eI 
25
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bit. 4 I where tha lead line will be oi the bottom, and tha eepth 

is appropriate so that this is minimized here. And in 

th i odences where rocks or other objects may cauee 

4 the lead line to c=ma off the bottom,. those red'L .ts 

not. treated the same as results where .e. are fairiy cr

taini that the lead line stays on the bottom, during the g 

Sentire duration of the tow. So thcre is a very dn inita 

effort made to insure that the lead line stays cMi the 84 

A. (Witness Campbell) Dwin. the tot,,, &ur , qha %0 

Spo.ired portion of tte tow, the end of tle eacz seine.  

which has been extended some 100 feet n'y frcn the b Ca 7, 

will in. part be off the bottom in mcist cases.  
13 

S, This is when you move straight out? 14 
" . This would have something -to do wit-h the 

25 

" slope of. the particular beach.  16 

Q. But after you start to meie your sweep, yOU 

have now essentially moved in close enough so that the 

lad line is now on the bottom.  

' Once we've completed the powered operation -
20 

-,we've now made the semicircle.  

Yes.  
22.  

. At that point, I believe, for most cases the 
23 

lead • line would be on the bottom. Of course, the seine is 
2 towed in at that point by the end in the standard ramnner,
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wia1i n attempt made by keep the lead line on -the bottcm, 

so t~at tha lead line is drawn in on the bottom.  

L (Witness May) if I may add to this, I think 

that the-:e are occasions when the lead line -- whwn it 

z go1s the w ay out, when it goes back and .all the way outs 

1.)uz I:st frecqjently, I believe, the slope on the beach 

is s cih -4.at it. will frequently, even at that diste.s out, 

JJe C th-3 bOttom.  

There will be times when it is not. Of course, 

as 1 "t pointed out, after it ccmes back around, on 

te - t:u-cian sits in the mille, as you're probably aulare, 

a t a.ly on the beach, and pulls the lead line along parallel 

.o tha side} like this (iadicatig), holding the !ead line 

downr .  

The two other people -- now, the boat operator 

ha &.ckad the boat. He has come up." le's taken one 

s s ,, and the other technician has taken the other zAe.  

ae '* ulling this along. They a-e paxallel, pulli-g thC 

fl,.t line in at the same time to keep this bazLnc-.  

C.)< I understand.  

All right.  

In the encirclement that would be accompfished, 

for both the 50-foot and the 100--foot seine is the ti e 

interval the same, so that you have encircled an area of 

water or an area of bottom -- is the interval the saine?
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What I'm getting at is the potential for isia 

to S, et away from you,, both the differences in pulling 

cap)bility as displayed by the boat on tho one hand and 

the muscle power on the other.  

A. (Witness Campbell) It may be possible that 

.t aencirclement is comploted more rapidly -with the pcI1er 

Ibci-. I'm not certain about that.  

Would this have some influence on th kinds of 
at hea that you might g~t -- not only in terms of tot l 

nUMLers of individuals but also sowe emphasis on the kindz 

of fish that might be present? 

. It may indeed, particularly the larger i 

As I recall, you indicated that there i, re ti-rea 

dif.erent parties or groups of operators involved and three 

dif;.erent years. Is that correct? There are three dif

forest parties that were involved in these beach seining 

op'-aions? 

. Three different parties, yes.  

Q. Three different years? 

S More than three years. A period of 10 .  

Ten years.

And are you sure that the same procedure was 

all of that time, over that 10-year period, for 

50-foot seine and the 100-foot seine, so that all 

results would be comparable?

employed 

both the 

of these
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as I stated the other day, the 50-foot seine 

wa towed in a different manner, as was mentioned just ' 

-ncA -towing parallel by hand.  

The 100-foot seine and the 75-foot seine, both 

o ,hi.ch ,er used by y Company, were towed inthe 

saX ianner as we now tow :he 100-foot 3eine.o 

(Witness Ilay) Dr. Daibe:, may I add to -that? 

If Iunderstood your question, you're asking if 

t 5)-foot seine was tow-d in the same way every year 

th. it -was used and there was consistancy in that? 

. That s r:]ht. .  

A. And. we were fcllowing the methodology as reported 

ir *bhe fports? 

We have,.. of curse, no reason to beli-ve that, 

: +-iere other than how they were reporteA.  

S t What I'm, concerned about, there is two di 

" --fer-n seines or three different saines, three dif fernt 

sizes. and at- least two different ways of handling them, 

an, d y -t in your analyses you show no signif icant difernoe.  

In catch per unit area.  

Yes. And there is also a time factor involved 

herE and water depths and whether the seine is on the bottom 

or Lot and many other problems.  

(Witness Campbell) Specifically, that analysis 

was done for junvenile striped bass.

I, 

0i
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Q You did not evaluate any other species in terms 

of the variability? 

A That happened to be what we were catching a 

the time we did the experiment. We didn't have sufficient 

data on other species at the time, 

A (Witness. May) We're not insensitive to the 

problems associated with that methodology. S'his is the 

best information -we had to work with, since thi3 research 

program was not originally designed to be carried out thi£ 

way; and yet, on the other hand, to be assureGd that we 

bring to bear as much historical data as we can possibly 

use, we try to evaluate or to gear evaluations .n order 

to make this data comparable. It's an effort, of coursa, 

we realize.  

We also exercise very definite care to mai, 

sure that our beach seine operations are consistently 

carried out year after year after year, even to the pc.i

of frequently verifying that we're following our standa.rd 

procedure.  

I understand what both of you are saying, and 

I appreciate it; but it was not evident--at least in lock

ing through the documents it didn't hit me -- that aUl of 

these things have been addressed, and I wanted to be stire 

that that was being covered.  

(Witness Campbell) At the time of the submission,

0
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blt , 9 or at the time that we prepared -- I balieve it's the 

2 supplement., the multiplant- report, whatever that sup'plexent 

3 is.-- the Supplement 2, we had not yet done that expe:i

4 ment. That- was one of our concerns, and .that was the 

5 reao- for doing some experimental worh in hat area.  

6 DR. DAIBER: That's all I have.  

7 BY MR. BRIGGS: 

8 I'dlike to get one item out of -he way. I 

9 believe I asked yesterday for infonmation on the cpratg 

10 'history of Indian Points 2 and 3 during the months of 
June through September.  

MR. TROSTEN: Yea, Mr. Briggs, mr. Jchn 

13 Szelogoswki, who have been proviously sworn, can coMe -or

14 ward and answer your question.  
t 14 

"5chIANM JEN9~ M.P ll1 he comav~ forward, p~ 

6 Whereupon, 

7JOHN SZELOGGv.KI 17 

resumed the stand on behalf of the Applicant and, havijn is 

66en previously duly sworn, was examined and tGzt1.fie cI 

0urther as follows: • " ~20 -.  

WITNESS SZELOGOMSHT: Mr. Briggs, we are putting 

together a set for you, for the record. W.at. we have dana 22 

is to make Xerozx copies of the Indian Point annual =d ;O 23 

SwiMRI -41X-ritin79 reports.  
24 

They ontain, I believe,, the data that you
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blt 10 requested.  

2 BY MR. BRIGGS: 

3 9 So that info= ation is in those papi13 that will 

be given to us, the n, is- that correC 4 

A . (Witness Szelogoswci) That s correct, except 

6 for the year 1976.. The annual report has not yet been 

completed.  

8 , What happoned in June through Septemer 6i 

31976 with Indian Point 2? 9 

0. I'l1 have to take a loo! at it.  10 

Do you hav that information there? 11 

A Yes.  12 

MR. TROSTZN: ge have some of' thasie copies " ° 
13 

Brigga. We'll pass them out now, and then well decide.  
14f.  

whether we should mark them or what have you.  15 

(Documents distributed. ).  
16 

. WITNESS SZELOGI WSKI: Yu. asked -aout Unit No. 2 
17' 

from June to September of 1976.  
18 

BY MR. BRIGGS: '9 
Yes.  

20 
L. (Witness Szelogowski) For '76 the mato..il th at s 

21 
supplied, replacing that for the annual report, re cover 

22 
letters and the attachments that are sent to New York Stats 23 
pursuant to our 401 certification. The covers indicate 

24 
for September, August, July and June that basically Unit 2 

25
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* was off line for the entire period, 

So Unit 2 was off li9 all those months? 

. Yes, sir.  

And i.i l- -- tion is here for the rest of 

the timer 

A Yes, sir.o 

I was thinking, as I iiidicated yesterday, I'm 

having a problem with cost-benefit analyses,. and par

* ticularly with that item g. of Table 4-4 entitled "Carrying 

Cost of Capital from Replacement Capacity for..-Plant Dqo'x,1.

time for Cutting Fuel Cost." 

A. Yes.  

What was the reason Unit 2 was off all simmer 

in the suamer of 1976, do you kno?.  

L, Oh, in this cazse, I don't rocail spacifically' 

But- it was off? 

X.: Yes.  

Was the carrying cost for 'capital for replacez.x- t 
capacity 
for plant down-time duringi the summer of 1976 rotjhll 

'$2600,- million to $250 million? 

I- i really don't know how to answer that question.  

CHAIRMA JENSCH: Try yes or no.  

W ITNESS SZELOGOWSKI: I believe it wasn't. Thare 

w .Ias no such expenditure.



blt 12. BY MR*. BRIGGS, 

2 S there was, then, a cost that the customer 

i- had to bear on the order of $250 million in present worth 

4 of revenue requirements for last summer? AmR,: accordiag 

5 to this table, that amounts to iomething like $26 mi3l 1on 

6 . ii. annual levellized revenue reqIgirexaents? 

....... (The panel conferring.) 

8 . (Witness Szelogo ski) I'm sorry, Mr. Brigg3.  

9 I didn t hear the last qesetiow..  

10: 0- Pardon? 

A. I didnt hear your last question.  

Well, what I'm saying is, since the plant was 12 

down all summer last summer, then i my simple way of look13 

14 lAg at it, the carrying cost for capital for .replacmmant 

capacity for plant down-time should be the same as thO'7gh 

16 the plant were down for construction of the, zooling toyer.  

ZS that not right? 
17 

I think that13 a questin33 fo our Systera 18 . ..  

~IanngDepartment, 

MR. TROSTEN: I really think,, Mr. Briggs, that 

Mr. S'elogowskii is not fully familiar with he informa-cion 21 .  

that you're asking about and that we would have to have 
22, 

another person. He isn't really prepared to answer your 

question.  

MR. BRIGGS: Well, does it mawke any difference
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bit 13- whether the plant is down during the summer because a pump-' 
b1.  

was broken and. the plant can t run or. because the plant 

is-down for construction of a cooling tower? 
3 

MR. TROSTEN I'm not. sure I imderstand what 
4 

you mean by "does it make any difference, . Briggs.  

MR,.BRIGGS: Well, it's down, and someone has 

to bear the cost; and in the cost-benefit mialysis the 
7.  

Licensee has said that if the plant is down for construc

tion of a cooling tower there is a present worth revenua 
9 

requirement of .$248 million. for being down during t hat 
10 

MR. SACK: Mr. Briggs, maybe I caw explain.  

The- difficulty to some extent is that the 

figures depend upon assumptions for a particular" period 
14 

of time, and I believe the system planners used a method 

of calculating a decrease in system reliability even 

16 
though it may be possible to purchase additional power at 

17 
Q 1ha..time So there ard many factors which somsne Ym 

the Systems Plann4ng Departmeut who actually did thsad 

19 
.c.alculations would have to respond to if you want to get 

20 nt' that. kind of detailed calculation., 

21•Mr. Szelogowsk! is prepared to answer questions 

2z 
on pump operations, not the economics of the down-time 

(1) 23 cost.* 

M. IRIGG.S. Well, I'm just interested really 

in. an order of magnitude figure, because if the plant is 

"777 7!7 777
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blt 14 down in the wintertime and there isn' t any cost, accordinq.  

2 to the table 4-5,. for the expedited schedule it was just 

3 assumed that the plant was down from October C=ough iay, 

0 4 There is no cost.  

5 MR. SACK: I'm afraid we do not have in the roo.  

6 today the appropriate people to answer these kinds of ques

7 tions.° 

8 MR. BRIGGS: Well, if what I've said is grossly 

9 wrong, would you, let us know about it? 

10 MR. SACK: Yes, sir.  

MR. TROSThM: Yes, we will.  

1 2 MR., BRIGGS: I'm sure you will.  

13 (Laughter.) 

...4 MR. BRIGGS: But it cartazly dees look ike 

'the state of New York su fered groatly bacause .Lzdian P.Poin 

17 MR. AC: -Well, t no questica that-'i 

18 aid lead to incased coa., The euqct magnituea ;2't 

19 i that We hav'a -the figura; but. it vs a serious ptublor.  

cHaii.mJ .JSCl.: Would yox 9 the exact-, 

21- -ire for this past. smmer? 

MR. SACK: We'll see if we have tha " 22.  

0 IpM jENSCH: If you have enough calculators 

24 and can find the analysis and get the correlation wo tked 

25 out..  
'2I
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(Laughter.) 

MR. BRIGGS: 1'd. like to 0ok at TC 1. in 

the Final Environmntal Statement, on page 7-1 and these 

numbers, as l understand it, are peak standing. crops.  

BY MR. BRIGGS,: 

Is it fair to say that the peak standing crop 

is proportional to the total population of any of these -

of all of these stages in the life of striped bass? 

L. (Witness Campbell) No, sir.  

It's notZ? 

L No, sir.  

What is the peak standing crop related to? 

h The general difference between the .:tw.7o, the 

peak standing crop is merely the population of that par

tioular life stage at the time at which it was at maiiMUM.  

Let me tr. to explain this correctly. They 

-may vary from year to %,ear,. depending upon the duration 

of the spawning season, for one reason. If spawning istas 

place over a protracted period of tima rather than a r z

short time period, then the peak standing crop for,, Cr 

instance, the post-yolk-sac larvae may be less, because 

the organisms are being recruited in over a longer ti.e 

period and living also over that longer time period, whereas 

if the spawning takes place in a shorter time interval the 

peak standing crop is more indicative of the tota1 population
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blt 16, for that. life stage. So there is that kind of. variation.  

2 It does not represent the total number which - tisted in 

3 the life stage throughout the season or throughout thL 

4 year.  

Q. Well, then, is it possible that the total 
6 number of post-volk-sac larvae in the Hudson RiVe... during 

7 1973 is the same as 1974? 

L. That's possible, but 1 donet believe it's true.  

I think it was actually greater.  

10 You think it was greater, but you don t know 

how much greater it was? These nbers d i't represent 

12 how much greater one was than the. other? 

13 I fo, Sir.  

14. Do the numbers for ichthyqrplanktou gear ard 

15 beach seines reprosen t-. "erent stages in the life oP 

.. ate llen~tes? Are they StAge I and Stage- 2?.Or wr hat 

17 stages are they? 

:8A., I'll have to get the Staff to ans,,.er this,. be

19 cause I don't have the table that they ca e fom.  1 9 .  

20 You have the information for 1975, do you ait? 

.. Yes, for 1975 the peak standing crop of jizv

niles and. ichthyoplankton gear represented a time pariod22 

3 -essentially the week of 21 July -- and the peak standing 

crop for ju~veniles from beach seine data represented the 

time period from August 25 through Septenber 7.
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bit 17 What s happening here is that we "re' having a 

recriitment to the beach areas from -- of the juven.1 .  

Just a moment. Dr. May will provide us the 

info'mition. for '73 and '74, I think.  

0 (Pause.) 

.. (Witness May) Mr. Briggs, you understand that 

a standing crop is the number from which the population 
7' 

Ssize can be estimated. And, if I caa use an analogy - and 

1 think it's not a bad one-- it's 1lke looking at a cbn9 
taner of running water. The water is running into it and 

*10 
w'aier is running out of it, which is analagous -to. recruit

ment. If you take a easure of the volme of that water 

1at several times during the period in which that water is 

running in, you estimate the volume, votal volume, of the 14 

water-for the period, and this is the difference.  

In standing crop, thcugh, wie do feel like, 
16 

based upon our estimations over thosbe different years,.  
17 

that we can make statements about the. differen-e in the 

populationS during those years. * 2t -should not be coa

fdused that they could be the 9 iwe, but then we have to go 
20 
2 bak: ahd look at the complete sot of our data for those: 

years to make that. statement off the cuff. It's a matter 
22 

of going back and reviewing it.  
23.  

Can. you use the numbers that are shown here 
24 

frtepurpose that's shown in the title of Table 1 
25.
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camp arison of the probability of-survival from poet-sac.

post-yolk-Bac larvae to juveniles?' 

A. (Withess Campbell) No,, sir, I don't believe 

youd can.  

Wiell, then, I'm wasting my timoe.  

; am sorry about that.  

M1R. BRIGGS: I don't sea3 that there is any need 

for more questions on thiS if it' can 't bs 13884 fOr that 

purpose.  

DR. VAMM3R: Let MO jwai ask one quesadoni.  

* tsa small one.  

WITNESS CAUPBELL: Yes, aixr.  

SY DR. DAIBER: 

. in all. three: yeara in trlis pasticalar -table.  

onpae7-0you havo seavral millionth ard you've carrie 

i .t out ta the last digit. How much aignificanc

do yo attach to those? 

A. (Witness Campbell) I *woulan at Put a lot, .  

Would-you rourfl-1 it off to the nearest.

tosandth? 

A; Oh, at.,least.  

Q. okay.

DR.- DAlBER: 

MR.. BRIGGS:

That s all.  

Let me follow that up a little bit.
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Z have. the same question..  

BY -M.R: : -S. G 

Q. This number for the ichthyoplankton gear says 

15,880,690. When you finish rounding it off, do you get 

somewhere between 10- and 20..million, or is it 15 million, 

plus or minus a million? Or what is the accuracy of that 

number?'.  

A (Witness Campbell) I would tend to round that 

number about 15.8 million. The precision of the estimate 

I don.'t know if I have that right here.  

I don' t have that.  

Q I'm not so much concerned about the precision 

of the number as I'am the accuracy of the number.  

. I: recognize that. The accuracy -- precision, 

of course, would be the kind of thing we' d talk about put

ting confidence in ". :r a roundeid estimate., d.aid-accuracy is 

how close is it to a real number.  

. That's right.

L. I think that's one of the things that is very 

ifficult, to determine statistically. X'just don't -" , 

Sjust can't give you, the 4nawer toythat.  

I had hoped that would have been solved by now.  

A. The problem of. sampling bias enters here in 

the probability of potential gear avoidance, like we were 

talking about with the beach seines, because this is an

1 . . .. .... . . _ -, , - , :-; . .." -- ° ' -7 7 7"".• !. .: . _ < ..: . :.: :, , r-- ° : : < ..: : ..,: '-Fj ':: , ' : ::.' v . .<' ' q . ':':: : : 7' ' " " " " . 5 : : "= ,,::<L - , , . •" " '- . -" " '• ?. ,. ..77
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extrapolation type of estimate. Without a knowledge of 

the actual .number that were there to com-pare , -there as no 

way. that I know to get a handle on the bias.  

MR.. BRIGGS: I don't have anything more".  

CHAIRMAN JUNSCH: Her ' just one furta.r 

-possibility you *iight conujder.  

This room tomorrow, as 1 understand it is going 

to be used for some naturalization -

WITMSS CAMPBELL: WIe could tend to say zhat 

the direction of the bias would be in a negative dLrdction.  

It would tend. to be. What we have here is an n timate 

MR. BRIGGS: Yes.  

C2AIRMAIh MSCH: I don.t know how long it 

.going to take. We have to knock off at 3:00 oacloc at' 

the"Holiday In. We might come back here from 4:00 to" 

6:00' and use as, much time as we can temorrow.  

We'l give consideration to that poility 

.later on.  

MR. TROSTERI: Mr. aensch, could ua have tk-.c,

thre. sets of operating reports marked as an ohibt? Zi 

view of the question that. Mr. Briggs raised, I think it 

would probably be appropriate that they be received into 

evidence.  

CHAfIM4 JENSCH: All right. Let's lump them 

all together into one.

0
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blt 21 . We-have ours in a clip here. Everybody else 

2 does, I guess. The first sheet carrieB the hoading "ua 

3 1 ,. River Water Discharge, May 1974." The last zhaet 

4 says "Data Sheet, September 1976, Indian Point Station, 

5 River Water Discharges by Circulator, Unit No. 3.1

6 That collection may be marked for idantification' 

as Licensee's OT-17.  

I. assume these are true aid accurate records of 

the campany, are they? 

10 MR. SACK : Yes, thoy are.  

(1 Th~e doc~r 2 t 

were marked as Licensee's 

Ehibit No. CT-17 for idnti
13
14 fication.) 14 

MR. BRIGGS: Was this the information that Dr.  
15 

Lawler used in making his calculation3? 

(The panel, conferring.) 
17 

WITNESS LA R: You're referring, I thi&. to 
18 

my answer this morning with respect to Ms. Chacis qua. stin 
19 

on the calculation of velocity? 20 

MR. BRIGGS: Yes.  
21 

WITNESS LAWLER: I'd like at this time to add 
22 

one correction to that.  
23.  

The specific velocities that I mentioned, 

24 
1.45 and .52, were in fact actual measurements. i was

* 7.7777777,
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incorrect in saying, that they were estimated v loiti.  

based: on calculations..  

What was done was that the conditio s oZ t:a 

flow in the entrainment period in'th year 1974 ... are re-

simulated or re_= at Indian point, ard measur mUts 

velocity measuremants, were made in the nets Und'er thoe 

conditions.  

Now, to get back to the cond!tions of re

simulating the same colditions as tize entr in7nnt Peric.  

you would have had to created co-t.ons tlhe did ezSt 

during the entrainment, period. I would prasume that ths.  

conditions that existed were taken from 4-1 m.thetig 

_records.  

And one final point. Re. have mad calculati 

ith respect to valo .ty in the ate aad discharm.  

areas o:C all of th', plaAts, and who3n you do ma!e th2z 

culations the way y.oi do them is to go to tie operating 

records and. got this type of information.  

4.  

4. .I,
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tape, 14 

I . MR. BR-zGGS:- I just. Wondered vAter thase Ver6e thf 

2 operating records that you Lnsad, and whether the~r vare the 

3 daila.y records-at the water gap.  

o 4 W=WESLUMMLE: What IOza saing vas tha~t an acts~a1 

5. mauem was, Made. 'But to nma that Maazdzema~t, av;s ating 

6 records would have had to have ba-en used to raconzf~uct. ths 

7 O cidtion, since the meastirernents wr mz.cad trte~~ 

1 8 period.  
9 CAIMANJESC1: tke. it tha arw~is: Yes or rx.), 

10 iW any event.  
JdI 

211Are you, -of faring Lice~nsee Ezdilit W2-17? Pzty objec4 

Ition by rgulatory staff, State o1f Dlaw ""Ork Atcmric _-,ma_ gy 02i 

I13 Hudson River Fisherme, Attorney General oE the S t a14 C-1 ka ew 

14 York, Village of Buchanan? I

17 

19 

20 

21 

23 

24 

25

CMUMAN J1ENSCHS: I hear, no respimnse ihat 

village of. Euchanmaz r the Attorney Gaeeral * L .e as,-;s 3-a i 

OT-17 Is received in ovidencea..  

(The a- C~xant rafrzrd laving 

previously been Eav~ ~r iden-1 

tification as Licezat *: 4 Mibit.  

01--17, was recelied in evidence,; 

CHMMM JENSCHE: LW.Va reces:, to rcczvene 

In- Elmsford,, New York, ohi Route 119, Tarrytown Road.

777 777
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I (Whereupon, at 5=15 p.m., the hear ing was recessed.  

2 to recovene at 9:00. am., Thursday, Decamber S, 1975..) 
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